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Introduction 
Computer networks began to appear about twenty years ago (the ARPANET project 
started in 1969). Since then, communication needs between machines ranging from 
persona! computers to super comput ers have grown more each year. 
The main problem with networks is that they were developed independently from each 
other, using different architectures and protocols. At the beginning, this was not a 
major problem since computer networks were initially set up to respond to specific 
needs related to limited communities. 
However, this is not true anymore. More and more services are offered by computer 
networks, including file transfer, remote job execution, remote login and electronic mail 
(E-mail) and most of the time, these services are incompatible from one network to the 
other. Moreover, the utility of a network as well as the benefits its subscribers can <taw 
from it are directly linked to the number of accessible machines and users. 
The need to link the existing networks in order to increase the global connectivity 
emerged quite soon. A lot of work has aready been done in the field of computer 
interconnection, but the problems a-e numerous and not easy to solve. The general 
p-oblem has been simplified by using layered networking models . (like ISO's Open 
Systems lnterconnection model), and by approaching the interconnection issues one 
layer at a time. 
However, the migration by existing networks to these international standa"ds is a slow 
p-ocess and great ca-e must be talc.en to enstl'e that the transition happens as 
smoothly as possible. When everyone will conform to these standa'ds, connectivity 
and incompatibility problems will have dsappea-ed. 
ln the meantime and in pa-allel with a migration towa-ds international standa"ds, it has 
been necessay to set up gateways to enstl'e the greatest connectivity between 
existing networks and services. However, the taslc of interconnecting the cifferent 
layers of network architectll"es has p-oved to be more complicated when p-oceedng 
towa-ds hig1er layers. lnterconnection at the network layer (layer 3 of the OSI model) 
is in good way. lnterconnection of his;ter levels, however, has stm"ted only quite 
recently. 
Electronic mail gate'w'8.ys Introduction 
One of the first network services (application layer of OSI) of which the interconnection 
is being tackled is E-mail. Generally speaking, E-mail allows persons to exchange 
electronically all the information that they would otherwise exchange by conventional 
mail (letters, audio and video cassettes, ... ) or by telephone. This includes the sending 
of text, gaphics, voice and moving images but exdudes services like file transfer or 
remote job entry. Most networks are using different E-mail systems for their internai 
communications. 
ln 1984, the CCITT accepted the X.400 international standa-d specifying a Message 
Handling System model and all the related ~otocols. Most networks are currently 
planning to migate to X.400 for their E-mail systems. While waiting for the perfect 
world where everyone will talle X.400, mail gateways m-e to be set up between the 
existing incompatible E-mail systems to allow users on one network to exchange 
messages with users on other networks. 
This work is an introduction to the ~oblem of interconnecting E-mail systems via E-
mail gateways and to the state-of-the-art in that field. lt was realized f ollowing a six 
month traineeship at the European laba-atory for Partide Physics (CERN), Geneva, 
where an E-mail gateway system between several major networks is operated. This 
explains that a lot of references will be made to CERN's implementation and CERN's 
gateway managers, which are the main SOll'ces of information for this study. 
The structl.l"e of this work is the following. Chapter 1 describes the X.400 Message 
Hancling System. This will help to understand the components of E-mail systems and 
will ~ovide a reference model. Chapter 2 is an overview of the major networks 
existing ttv-oughout the wa1d, ther E-mail systems and the ~otocols they use. The 
functions requi'"ed from an E-mail gateway m-e desaibed in chapter 3. Chapter 4 
outlines the ~oblems that m-ise f ollowing the introduction of E-mail gateways. 
Gateways have to be loolced after by some benevolent persons, the gateway 
managers. Chapter 5 will desaibe the tasks of these. Since it ~ovided the basis for 
this work, the implementation of the gateway system set up at CERN will be detailed, in 
chapter 6. Chapter 7 will describe a tool implemented by the author dtJ'ing his 
traineeship at CERN and aimed at helping the gateway manager in one of his tasks 
(namely the analysis of log files). 
A list of the aba'eviations used throughout this study can be f ound in appendix 1. 
Appendix 2 will contain the listing of the set of ~ogams and data files implementing 
the tool desaibed in chapter 7. 
2 
Chapter 1 
The X.400 Message Handling System 
Trying to interconnect different E-mail systems requires at least a good understanding 
of their components and of the details of the functioning of the latter, when tak.en 
separately. Since it would not be possible to describe in detail all the E-mail systems 
mentioned in this study, and also because the descriptions of most of these would be 
redundant because of the inherent similarities, the decision was made to describe only 
one of them. 
Choosing a representative E-mail system was not too difficult. As a matter of tact, there 
exists an E-mail system commonly regarded as the futLre standa'd towards which all 
CLrrent implementations m-e heading : the CCITT X.400 series of recommendations. 
The E-mail system described by those recommendations is also lcnown as the X.400 
Message Handling System (MHS). 
The X.400 MHS is the obvious choice when the goal is to explain the wa-king of E-mail 
systems in general, fa- several reasons. Frstly, it has benefited from the experience 
gained with previous and etrrent practical E-mail systems, and in this regard, it 
feat\.res the main (and most valuable) characteristics that can be found in real systems. 
Secondly, it is well known and well understood. There have been lots of papers 
written about it. Most of the specialists in the field consider it as the model best 
representing the state-of-the-art in E-mail today. 
And last but not least, there is the fact that it is considered as THE standa'd, by 
international standard a-ganizations which fostered its development (IFIP, ISO, CCITT) 
and also, what is far from being wa-thless, by most manufactLrers who are developing 
E-mail system implementations confa-ming to the X.400 MHS. 
The X.400 recommandations saies was released in 1984, but the 1988 version is 
aready announced, with non negligible cifferences with respect to the previous one. 
3 
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1 .1 The Message Handling System model 
The mode! desaibed by the X.400 recommendations is a hierarchical model, whose 
lowest level is the Message Transfer System (MTS). The MTS is composed of 
Message Transfer Agents (MTA) whose main function is to relay messages through the 
MTS. 
The upper level is composed of User Agents (UA) which provide a kind of interface 
between the MTS and the users they suppa1 (there is one UA per user). On the one 
hand, a UA helps its user to build and submit messages to the MTS, and on the other 
hand, it receives the messages delivered by the MTS and helps its user to interpret 
these messages. A UA can offer other services as well, as fa- example the sta-age and 
re1rieval of previous messages, sophisticated editing and presentation of the 
messages, etc. 
Messages 1ransferred by the MTS between UA's are composed of an envelope, 
containing mainly the ad<tesses of the a-igin and the destination of the message, and 
a content, which is na-mally left untouched by the MTS. 
Fig 1.1 : The Message Handing System (MHS) mode! 
Figu-e 1.1 shows the representation of the MHS mode!, with, from the inside to the 
outside, the MTS containing only the MT A's, then the MHS containing the MTS plus 
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the UA's, and finally the whole Message Handling Environment, containing the MHS 
plus the users. 
1.2 The Message Transfer System 
A UA is associated to one and only one MT A. The main interactions between UA's and 
their respective MT A's are the submission and the delivery of messages. An MT A first 
accepts a message submitted by an originator UA, forwards it to the next MT A towards 
the destination and so on until the message arrives at the MT A of the destination UA, 
which delivers it. 
lt must be noted here that the policy of the designers of the MHS was to rely on a store-
and-forward service, instead of on a connection-oriented point-to-point service, maldng 
no assumption of real-time connection between the origin and the destination of a 
message. The main crawback of a point-to-point connection service is indeed its 
unability to deliver a message unless all the entities corresponding to MT A's between 
the origin and the destination are available at the precise moment of the transf er of the 
message. 
The MTS is used by specifying which service element it is requested to provide. 
Among other things, these service elements allow a UA to establish the communication 
with its MT A and to give to the latter all lcinds of information concerning the message to 
be delivered. They also enable a UA to aslc its MT A for delivery a non-delivery 
notifications, status infa-mation, conversion of messages and even to use a J)"obe to 
know if a given correspondent is reachable a not. 
1 .3 The I ntereersonal M essaglng System 
The MTS was desig,ed to be able to suppa1 any lcind of connectionless 
communications. ln a-der to use it fer interpersonal messages, i.e. between incividuals 
as opposed to computer processes, a set of rules was defined by the CCITT, specifying 
what is called the lnterPersonal Messaging System (IPMS). 
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An example of UA's not being part of the IPMS is a goup of UA's using the MTS only 
to periodically communicate the results of local processes of the branches of a same 
company to a process running in a host at the company's main computing center. 
The IPMS comprises the MTS and a specific class of cooperating UA's which use a 
protocol of their own (called P2) to communicate. Two special protocols were also set 
up to enable the IPMS UA's to communicate with Telex and Teletex users. Fig 1.2 
shows a representation of the IPMS model. 
Fig 1.2 : The lnterPersonal Messaging System (IPMS) model 
The structure of an interpersonal message is further refined with regard to the 
envelope-content structure, as shown in figure 1.3. The content partis composed of a 
heading part and a body part. The heading part will contain information as the names 
of the originator and the adàessee(s), the names of secondary adàessee(s), the date, 
the subject of the message and so on. The body part will possibly be composed of 
several parts, which could include, in the future, text, facsimile, gaphics, videotex and 
even voice information (but these options are not yet fully specified and thus are left for 
further study). 
Moreover, each interpersonal message has its own identifier, independent of the MTS 
message identifier, by which it can be referenced unambiguously, in later 
correspondence for example. 
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Message 
Envelope 
1::::::::: ::=::::: ::::::::::::::: ::::::::::1 
Contents 
Heading 
i: ::::=:: ::::::: ::::: :: ::::::::::::::::::] 
Body 
I Body part 1 (T ext) 1 
I Body pst 2 (Graphies) 1 
Fig 1.3 : Example of interpersonal message 
1.4 Layered representatlon of the Message Handling System 
The MHS model can be gven a layered representation (see fig 1.4), which is well a 
lcnown concept thanlcs to ISO's Open Systems lnterconnection (OSI) reference model. 
There is frst the UA layer, composed of the functional entities carespondng to the 
UA's (UA entities). 
Then, there is the Message Transfer Layer (MTL), composed of MTA entities which 
provide the functionalities requred to suppat the services off ered by the MTL, in 
cooperation with other MT A entities. The MTL also com~ses another lcind of 
functional entities, the Submission and Delivery Entities (SDE), which make the MTL 
services available to UA's which cannot interact ckectly with ther own MT A because 
they •e not located on the same physical system. 
These two layers •e in fact sublayers of the application layer as defined in the OSI 
model. 
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User u User P2 u User ... .... 
Agent A Agent .... - A Agent 
Layer E Entity E Entity 
Message M Message M Message s Submission 
Transfer T Transfer ... ... T Transfer .... ... D Delivery 
Layer A Agent .... .... A Agent .... - E Entity 
E Entity P1 E Entity P3 
Fig 1.4 : Layered model of the MHS 
lt should be noted here that the diff erent tunctional entities do not have to be located in 
the same system. The cifferent configurations that we can find in a single system are 
the following. Firstly, it's possible to find a UA and its MTA in the same system, in 
which case they interact ci"ectly. 
Then, a UA can be found on system physically different from the one of its 
ca-responding MT A, in which case it communicates with the latter via an SDE. Such a 
stand-alone UA (with it's ca-responding SDE) could be implemented in a persona! 
computer, intelligent terminal a equivalent. 
Finally, it's also possible to find an MTA stancing alone, with no UA's on the same 
system, in which case this system can only actas a relaying site fa the MTS. 
Different protocols enable the cifferent functional entities to communicate with their 
peers. Protocol P1 defines the relaying of messages between MT A's and other 
interactions necessay to Jl"Ovide MTL services. Thus, P1 is a Jl"Otocol dealing only 
with the transfer of messages. This type of protocol will be called a "transfer J)"Otoco1· 
in the rest of this study. 
The choice of the J)"Otocol used between cooperating UA's is not compulsa-y, since 
cifferent types of protocols carespond to cifferent dasses of UA's. However, in the 
pa-ticul• case of the IPMS, the X.400 recommendations specify such a J)"otocol, 
called P2. These protocols deal only with the content of messages and must be 
carefully cistinguished from the transfer protocols. This type of J)"otocol will be ref erred 
to as an ·end-to-end protoco1· a ·content protoco1· in the following. 
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Content protocols are very impa1ant since they are the ones that determine what kind 
of functionality will be offered to the user. Fa- example, some content protocols will 
allow a user to request a confirmation that their message was actually delivered to the 
intended ad<tessee (e.g. P2). while others won't (e.g. RFC 822, which will be 
desaibed in section 2.3.1). 
The submission and delivery protocol, P3, allows an SDE to communicate with a 
remote MT A. enabling the UA it suppa1s to have access to the MTS. 
1 .5 The Management Domalns 
The MTA's are gouped in management domains which own and control them. These 
domains can be managed by a public administration, in which case we speak of 
ADministration Management Domains (ADMD), a- by private a-ganizations, in which 
case they are called PRivate Management Domains (PRMD). 
A UA can be pa1 of the management domain of its MTA if it is i:rovided there (i.e. hred 
to the subscriber), a- it can be outside the management domain, if it belongs to the 
subsaiber and is situated in an intelligent terminal a- in a persona! computer. 
ADMD's rei:resent that portion of the MHS under control of public service i:roviders 
such as GTE Telenet and Tymstu1·e in the USA, and the PTT's in other countries. 
PRMD's rei:resent those pats of the MHS under control of ocganizations such as 
c(l'J)Œ'ations that i:rovide in-house message service to limited, i:rivately selected 
goups. 
A management domain (PRMD a- ADMD) may not span several countries. A PRMD 
may not act as a relay between ADMD's. 
1 .6 Naming and addressing 
One of the basic obiectives of the desigiers of the MHS was the ability to acktess 
people by name and other persona! attributes, rather than only by terminal acktess. 
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Consequently, the X.400 recommendations specify two different ways to reference a 
user (cr rather his associated UA). 
The first means is the use of a set of user attributes by which recipients and criginators 
can be identified. This set of attributes is called the Originator-Recipient name (O/R 
name). 
These attributes include persona! attributes (e.g., Sll'name, given names, and initiais), 
geogaphical attributes (e.g., country), and organizational attributes (e.g. company 
name and crganizational unit, such as dvision or department). 
The second means is to use an O/R address, which is a descriptive name for a UA that 
has certain characteristics that help the MTS to locate the UA's point of attachment. ln 
fact, an O/R address is also a special kind of O/R name. 
T o specify a O/R address, architectlJ'al attributes are used. These include X.121 
addresses, ll'lique UA identifiers (numeric value), and specification of the ADMD or 
PRMD. 
Normally, in order to reference his addressee, a user would specify the O/R name of 
the latter. But since an O/R address is also an O/R name, it is possible to specify the 
addressee drectly by his O/R address, if the latter is known. This has the advantage of 
being ma-e cost-effective, since the <i"ecta-y loolc-up necessa-y to map an O/R name 
to an O/R address is bypassed. But an O/R address has the drawback of being less 
easily remembered and of being ma-e likely to change than an O/R name. 
Mcreover, the use of O/R names requres the establishment of <i"ectaies that can 
identify either a sin~e indviooal based on the specified set of attribute values or the 
next MT A to which the message should be relayed. But only when stand.-d IJ"otocols 
for ci'ecta-y cocrdnation have been defined can JUe names be used. Otherwise, 
some fcrm of addressing infcrmation implying location is requred to route messages. 
As the specification of ci'ecta-y IJ"Otocols could not be completed soon enoug1 by the 
CCITT, it was decided to add fa- an interim period one addtional attribute identifying 
the Management Domain associated with a given O/R. This attribute facilitates the task 
of the MTS when the latter has to route a message, by malcing it unnecessary to look in 
some <i"ecta-y which is the Management Domain associated to the recipient's O/R 
name, as will be necesssy when JUe logical O/R names will be used. 
ln the futtre, the X. 500 standard is expected to solve most of the IJ"oblems related to 
general drectory services and IJ"Otocols. 
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lt is also wa1h noting that a special domain defined attribute has been specified to 
permit the identifiers assigned by existing systems to be used. The intent is to ease the 
transition to standard naming conventions. One of the best known use of this 
possiblility is illustrated by the way the EAN E-mail system has chosen to code 
adcresses to ease gatewaying to the wa-ld of E-mail systems complying to the RFC 




Major computer networks and thelr E-mail systems 
Now that we have desaibed a model of electronic mail system, we are in a bettter 
position to have a look at what really exists and to make a desaiption in the terms of 
the model. Sorne of the maja- netwaks currently used will be ll'iefly desaibed 
(section 2.1 ), as well as thei" caresponding E-mail systems. These will be mae 
specifically decomposed with respect to their transfer (section 2.2) and content (section 
2.3) protocols, which will be desaibed. There will also be an overview of the different 
ac.kressing schemes (including mail adcress fa-mats) used in the different netwaks 
(section 2.4). 
The reason for having a doser look at each of the main components of these E-mail 
systems is that it is precisely those E-mail systems that we are willing to interconnect 
via gateways. lt is· thus important to know well their different components, with respect 
to the interconnection process. 
2.1 o verview of some major networts 
The term co puter netwat is used to desaibe an entity with three maja- components 
(Landweber86) : 
- a collection of host computers a- hosts, which Jl"Ovide computing services to 
users 
- a communication subset, which consists of special plJ'pOS8 communication 
processas, called nodes, switches a Interface Message Processas 
(IMP's), connected by some communication medum (telephone lines, 
dedcated leased land lines, radio channels, coaxial cables, a satellite 
channels) 
- a set of communication J)"Otocols 
The networks tJiefly desaibed here were chosen fa several reasons, some of which 
m-e specific and will be discussed sepa-ately in the section relative to each netwat, 
some of which are common to all and are discussed hereafter. 
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First, they ail ave CllTently a certain importance in terms of number of hosts and users 
supported worlc.tNide. They also are particularly important because all except the 
ARPA Internet will be directty involved in the gateway system desaibed in chapter 6. 
For more details about these and other networlcs, see (Quaterman86]. 
2.1.1 ARPA Internet 
The ARPA ln ernet is the main network in the USA and is one of the biggest in the 
wa1d. lt is so very important because the JX'Otocols developed and used by it for 
different J)lrposes constitute stanœ-ds even for other networks (SMTP and RFC 822 
as mail JX"Otocol, FTP as file transfer JX'Otocol, TCP/IP as transport/internetworlc 
JX"Otocol, Telnet for remote login, ... ). 
The ARPA Internet is an internetwork of several networks ail running the TCP/IP 
JX'Otocol suite, contiected throu~ gateways (at the networlc level) and sharing common 
name and ad<tess spaces. lts name cornes from the Defense Advanced Research 
Projects Agency (DARPA), which has long been a major sponsor of networlcing 
research in t e USA. 
ARPANET and MILNET, which a-e the two JXincipal baclcbone networks of the Internet, 
a-e funded mostly by govemment grants. Others a-e funded by local organizations. 
The Internet hosts a-e connected by 56 Kbps dedcated lines and a few sateflite links. 
Reliability is considered very higl. The service offered include file transfer (FTP), 
remote login (Telnet), mail and others. The mail system uses RFC 822 as content 
JX'0tocol and SMTP as mail transfer JX'0tocol. 
The ARPA Internet is a resesch network, which means that its objectives se to shse 
res<xrces among its members, to ease communication between these and to JX'Ovide a 
testbed for networking resem-ch. Practical CO<J'dnation of the entre Internet is 
JX'Ovided by the Network Information Center (NIC) at Stanford Resea-ch lnstitute (SRI) 
International and the Network Operations Center (NOC) at Boit, Beranek and Newman 
(BBN). 
The ARPA Internet is organized in a demain name system. Names servers distributed 
througlout the Internet a-e used to determine how to reach any host. 
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Avery interesting feature of the ARPA Internet is the way standards are designed. Ali 
begins with a substantial proposai for a special topic and a request for comments 
(RFC) about this µ-oposal, which are broadcast through all the Internet. Comments 
corne back t the source of this lcind of network-wide conference. The initial proposai 
is consequently modified and resent through the networlc. This process eventually 
stops when there is a general consensus about the proposai, which is then adopted as 
a new standard. Most standards in use on the ARPA Internet, and even elsewhere, 
were designed that way. The text of these is available on files and easily accessed, 
e.g. via file servers on the Internet and have the generic name of RFC xxx. 
For example, here is the way the RFC 822 standard was produced. First, the 
specification of RFC 733 (defining a standard fa- ARPANET text messages) took place 
over the cOll'se of one ye8l, using the ARPANET mail environment itself. More than 
twenty persans from aaoss the USA were involved in an on-going forum for discussing 
the capabilities to be induded. RFC 822 was then specified from RFC 733 to talce into 
account the difference between the ARPA Internet and the isolated netwa-k ARPANET, 
still using networlè mail-based group discussions. Both specification efforts greatly 
benefited from the comments and ideas of the participants. 
2.1 .2 BI TNET and EARN 
BITNET (Because lt's Time Netwak) is a cooperative netwak linking mainly 
universities and several resem-ch centers in the USA and Mexico. The access to it is 
virtually unrestricted fer academic institutions and there is no membership fee. The 
only costs inaJTed are those of the leased line that has to be acqured to facilitate the 
connection to another BITNET node. This means, among others, that there are only 
fixed costs, and no volume dependent chm-ges. 
BITNET was aiginally built around IBM machines and software. Now, mcre and mcre 
vendcrs and members of the BITNET community offer emulation software enabling 
other machines than IBM's to join the netwak (e.g. UREP on VAX/Unix and JNET on 
VAX/VMS). The basic communication protocol used on BITNET is the VM based 
RSCS (Remote Spooling Communications Subsystem) Jrotocol, usually running over 
9600 bps leased telephone lines. 
User, technical and administrative support is provided by the BITNET Netwak Support 
Center, which is operated jointly by two maja- BITNET hosts. 
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The services offered indude E-mail, file transfer and interactive messages, which allow 
two a- ma-e users on any host of the netwa-k to communicate in nearly real-time. 
There is no real remote login facility. 
Severa! mail systems exist on BITNET. Fa- example, there is NOTE, which is an IBM 
product. The NOTE command is fine fa- sending mail to BITNET sites, even if it doesn't 
use a recognized standard and suff ers from a lack of functionality. However, it can only 
be used to send mail (another progam is necessary to read incoming mail) and it 
cannot reply automatically a- f orward messages. 
Fa- these reasons, the MIT/Rice Mail Exec, in conjunction with the Columbia Mailer, is 
inaeasingly used. lt provides BITNET users with a ma-e satisfying mail system using 
RFC 822 as content protocol and BSMTP (a batch version of the ARPA SMTP protocol) 
as transpa1 i:rotocol. 
BITNET has two counterpa't netwcrts, EARN and NETNORTH, respectively covering 
Ell'ope and Canada. The distinction between them is pll"ely geogaphical, the 
services offered being mostly the same and compatible. The desigi and underlying 
philosophy is basically identical as well. These ttv-ee netwcrts total ma-e than 2000 
hosts when taken together. A map of all these hosts is sent regulmiy to all hosts on the 
ttv-ee netwcrts and is used to find the unique route between any two hosts. 
EARN, the Ell'opean Academic Resea'd1 Netwcrt, was ban in 1984 and was 
suppa1ed by IBM which funded it till the end of 1987. There is one backbone node per 
country, responsible f cr administrative and technical suppa1. 
2.1.3 UUCP, USENET and EUNET 
UUCP is a cooperative netwcrt linking machines ransjng from persona! computers to 
supercomputers and possibly totalling ma-e than 10000 hosts ttroug,out the wa-ld. 
UUCP (Unix to Unix CoPy) is in tact a transpa't service constituted of JJ'ogams 
cistributed as pa1 of the Unix operating system. 
Hosts on UUCP él'e usually connected by 1200 a- 2400 bps cial-up lines. Each host 
pays fer its own links but there is no membership fee. The only requrement to connect 
to UUCP is to find a UUCP host that will agee to be a neig,bcu. 
lt is necessa-y to emphasize here the afference between UUCP and netwa-ks like 
BITNET cr the Arpa Internet, which use decicated (and thus static) lines. UUCP host-
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to-host connections, on the contrary, are dynamic. This has the major advantage of 
being very flexible. Ali one needs to get in touch with another host is to agee with it 
and simply to call it by phone. 
The services offered are mainly file transfer, remote command execution and mail. 
There are several mail user interface progams. One of them is the Unix mail package, 
distributed with Unix 4.2 BSD. ln conjunction with the sendmail facility (see section 
6. 5.1 ). it p-ovides access to UUCP as well as to other mail netwak.s. 
Mail is transferred by submitting a mail command over a cirect connection by the 
UUCP remote command execution mechanism. The arguments of that mail command 
indicate whether the mail is to be delivered locally on that system a resubmitted to 
another system. RF C 822 is normally used as the contents protocol. 
One of the featl.l"es of the original UUCP mail is that it uses SOl.l"Ce routing, meaning 
that in order to send mail to a user on another host, one has to specify the list of 
intermediate hosts needed to reach the destination host. 
There is no central administration, but a goup of volunteers known as the UUCP 
Project main ains a map of all UUCP hosts. That map is sent regularly on USENET. 
which is a news network closely related to UUCP, and is used as input to a program 
(pathalias) to compute reasonable routes between any two regstered hosts. Thus, 
complete pafl specification has become unnecessa-y when mail can be sent via such 
intelligent hosts. Maeover, the widespread use of more sophisticated mail relay 
p-ograms (such as sendmail and MMDF) has inaeased reliability. 
lt is planned to implement naming in the style of ARPA Internet oomains and even 
possibly to indude the UUCP name space into the ARPA Internet oomain name space. 
EUNET (Elropean Unix NETwork), the counterpart of UUCP in Ell'ope, sta1ed in 
1982. The soft'Mr'e and p-otocols •e basically the same but there •e still mil'ked 
dfferences between UUCP and EUNET. X.25 lines s-e usually used to link hosts, 
instead of dal-up telephone lines. Mail and news are much mae dosely tied in 
EUNET. The administration is also much mae organized. The ol~e bang path 
acktesses have almost completely been replaced by the RFC 822 acktessing scheme. 
There is a backbone consisting of one host per country responsible for the national 
aganization of the network (prlb2 in Belgium), and there is also a central host (mcvax 
in Amsterdam) to which all backbone nodes have drect connections, and which is 
responsible fa intercontinental traffic. 
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Funding is aiso different on EUNET : communication costs are ma-e equally shared 
among the member hosts. 
2.1.4 X.400 
X.400 is not really a netwa-k in the sense taken so far. lt is rather a set of computers 
implementing the Message Handing System as defined by the X.400 
recommendations. Today, ma-e and ma-e manufactll'ers are wa-king on X.400 
implementations. Sorne of these are already running, many others ê:l'e still in 
development. 
EAN (Electronic Access Network) is the first implementation of the X.400 
recommendations and is also the most widely used X.400 17oduct today. lt has 
established a kind of implementation standa"d, since lots of things were left fa- further 
study in the X.400 recommendations, so that implementation decisions had to be 
talcen. Ct.rrent implementations exist fa- VAXJVMS and Unix machines. 
The frst version of EAN was developed at the University of British Columbia (UBC) fa-
Canada's resem-ch network, CDNnet, from 1981 to 1983, thus even befa-e the final 
stanœ-d was released, which may explain that it was not totally X.400 compliant. 
Mail is the main service fl'Ovided but other services •e also offered. Fa- example, 
EAN allows il some cases the use of a directa-y service to locate people on the 
network (this is implemented on CDNnet, not really on the Ell'opean EAN netwa-lcs). 
USENET news is also available on at least pEr't of the network and remote login is 
thea-etically possible on hosts with X.25 as netwa-k layer service. 
The obiective of the Ell'opean EAN networks is to establish communication links fa-
the Ell'opean· research community, in cooperation with RARE. RARE (Réseaux 
Associés poli' la Recherche Ell'opéenne), is a metanetwat aimed at the unification 
and standardzation of the Ell'opean national networks, using ISO JrOtocols. and is 
partly sponsa-ed by the Ell'opean Community Commission. The are CllTently about a 
hundred sites member of RARE which use EAN. 
Other X.400 systems CllTently running are DFN-EAN, KOMEX and GIPSI. DFN-EAN 
has been developed fa- the German research network by the Gesellschaft fu' 
Mathematilc l.lld Datenverarbeitung (GMD), on Unix systems [Magedanz87]. KOMEX 
was also developed by GMD. lt started as an non-X.400 MHS system but later evolved 
to X.400. Since 1987, it is in operation as a real X.400 system. GIPSI was developed 
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by INRIA (French Institut National de Recherche en Informatique et en Automatique) in 
1985. 
2.1 .5 DECNET 
ln contrast to other netwa-ks, DECNET (Digital Equipment Ca-pa-ation NETwa-k) is not 
a unique uni ·ed networt. Rather, a DECNET is a netwa-k of machines based on a 
netwa-k architectll'e called DECnet, which is proprieta-y of DEC. DECnet is used to 
link mostly V AX/VMS machines that want to be on the same networt because their 
users share the same interests. This in fact implies that there is no single DECNET. but 
rather sever DECNET's which do not necessarily communicate with each other. 
Two of the most known such netwa-ks are the US Space Physics Analysis Netwa-k 
(SPAN) and High Energy Physics (HEP) DECNET's, also called respectively SPAN-
NET and HEP-NET. 
The services offered by DECnet indude file transfer, remote login, remote task 
execution and E-mail transfer. The E-mail system used is called VMS Mail and is 
shipped with the VMS operating system. lt is the standa"d mail system fa-
communication with local VMS users a- aaoss DECnet. VMS Mail uses a rather 
primitive end-to-end protocol and DECnet as transf er protocol. 
2.1 .6 Others 
There cl'e of cOll'se many other networts, most of which cl'e much smaller than the 
ones briefly desaibed here. Even thougi it is not possible (and even not really 
interesting with respect to Oll' pll'pose) to talle about each of them, it seems worthwhile 
mentioning two of them. 
The frst one is CSNET (Computer Science NETwort). lt is a metanetwort built on top 
of several physical networts, inclucing ARPANET. The hosts of CSNET m-e mostly 
located in the USA. Originally, CSNET was desig-ied to provide E-mail services only, 
mainly to link those who had ARPANET connections to those who <id not. E-mail is 
still the only service provided tlTougiout all the networt, even thougi some i-ts of 
CSNET suppa1 other kind of services. 
JANET (Joint Academic NETwort) was a-iginally set up to link lm-ge university 
computer centers and resem-ch establishments in the United Kingdom. The hi~ levef 
18 
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protocols used by JANET were developed by the UK Joint Network Team (JNT) and 
are globally called the Coloured Book : Blue Book for file transfer, Grey Book for E-mail 
services, Yellow Boole foc network independent transport service ... Grey Book is based 
on AFC 822. Moreover, a Name Registration Scheme was adopted to provide a global 
hierarchical name space like the one used on the ARPA Internet. The domain ordering 
chosen by JANET is unfortunately "backwards" with respect to the one used by all 
other networks. 
2.2 o verview of the major transfer protocols 
Mail transfer protocols are responsible for the physical transfer of messages between 
hosts on a same network. Two main techniques can be used. 
On the one hand, a store-and-forward protocol transf ers a message by relaying it from 
host to host on the route between its origin host and its destination host. If a 
connection to the f ollowing host on the route is not available at a given moment, the 
actual transfer is postponed and automatically retried later. 
On the other hand, a connection-oriented protocol needs to establish a cirect 
connection between origin and destination to be able to transfer a message. The 
advantage is of cOll'se that when this procedlJ'e succeeds, one can be Sll'e that the 
message arrived safe and well after only a few seconds. The big ctawback is that if 
one of the intermedate hosts on the route is not available (i.e. tempamy lack of 
re50ll'ces, host down, ... ), then the transfer fails altogether and has to be retried 
manually, i.e. by the user himself, at another time. 
2.2.1 SMTP 
SMTP stands fer Simple Mail Transfer Protocol. lt was ai~nally developed fer the 
ARPANET and is fully specified in RFC 821 [Postel82) and is CtJTently the de facto 
standcl"d fa the ARPA Internet. 
The objective of SMTP is to transfer mail reliably and efficiently, either directly between 
two hosts or by using relay SMTP-servers when there is no cirect link between a-igin 
and destination hosts. 
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SMTP is independent of a particular transmission subsystem. Ali that is required to 
suppa1 it is a reliable a-dered data stream channel, like TCP/IP a- the ISO TP4 
transport JrOtocols, allowing two JrOCesses on two different hosts to communicate. 
FigtJ"e 2.1 desaibes the SMTP model. F ollowing a user mail request, the sender-
SMTP estabishes a two-way transmission channel to the receiver-SMTP, using the 
services Jrovided by its supporting transmission subsystem. The receiver is either the 
final receiver of the mail a- only a relay. The sender-SMTP then generates SMTP 
commands t the receiver-SMTP which sends replies back. The file system is used to 
suppa-t the mailboxes of the users and to sta-e the inf a-mation that has to be 
remembered in a-der fa- SMTP to retry later, fa- example when a connection has 
failed. 
User .... .... Commands ... .... ... Sender Receiver and man .... 
SMTP SMTP 
File .... .... .... .... ... File .... ... .... .... ... 
System Replies System 
Fig 2.1 : The SMTP model 
The usual scenélio is the f ollowing. After having established the two-way connection 
to the receiver-SMTP and introduced itself with the HELO command, the sender-SMTP 
sends the MAIL command, with an m-gument indcating the origin of the mail it is going 
to transfer. ln fact, this m-gument specifies a reverse path which could be used by the 
SMTP system to repat erra-sa- by the ad<tessee to reply to the message. 
If the receiver-SMTP is able to JrOCess the request (i.e. sender-SMTP lcnown, enoug1 
resOll'ces,etc), it sends back an OK reply. The sender-SMTP then sends one a-
several RCPT commands, to incicate the recipients of the mail. The a-gument of each 
RCPT specifies a faward path which constitutes a SOlJ'ce routing from here (i.e. the 
CUTent relay host, not necessaily the origin host) to the destination host. 
Fa- each RCPT command received, the receiver-SMTP sends back either an OK reply, 
a- an erra- code explaining what is wrong with this pa-ticulm- recipient (i.e. unknown 
local recipient, unlcnown host,ete). The sender-SMTP then sends the DATA command, 
Wcrning the receiver-SMTP that the data is going to be transmitted. If the receiver-
SMTP is ready to accept it (i.e. enougl resOll'ces, at least one valid recipient;etc), it 
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sends an OK reply. The data constituting the mail message is then transf erred, after 
which the receiver-SMTP sends an OK reply, if all went well. 
The data transmitted after the DATA command in fact comp-ise the headers of the mail 
message (dale, to, from, ... ) as well as the text itself of the message, which must be 
composed of 7-bits ASCII chtv"acters (this means that the only kind of data that can be 
transmitted is plain text). The end of the transmitted data is sig1alled by a special 
sequence composed of one dot character between two carriage rettrn/linefeed 
sequences ("<CRLF>.<CRLF>"). 
A transparency procedlr'e aSSll"es that this special sequence will not interf ere with the 
content of the message being transf erred. by adding systematically an extra dot at the 
beginning of a line which starts with a dot. The line is then saf ely transmitted and the 
extra dot is removed, keeping the content of the line intact. 
Figure 2.2 shows an example of this scenario. User userA on hostX tries to send a 
message to userB and userC located on hostY. Both hosts are on the ARPANET. We 
assume that there is a ci'ect link between hostX and hostY, and that userC is unknown 
on hostY. The chil'acter strings "S:" and "R:" respectively incicate the command sent 
by the sender-SMTP (on hostX) and the reply of the receiver-SMTP (on hostY). 
Ccmnends/Reples ciioo 
R: 220 HostY .N=IPA Sinple Mal Tnmter Sen4ce Ready 
S: HELO HostX.N=IPA 
R: 250 HostY .N=IPA 
S: M.A,L FROM:< userAOhostX.N=IPA> 
R: 250OK 
S: RCPT TO:< userBt)h~ .NIPA> 
R:250OK 
S: RCPT TO:< userC@h03tY .N=IPA> 
R: 550 No such user here 
S:DATA 
R: 354 Stertmeiinpti; end'wih <CRLF>.<CRLF > 
S: headers 
S: ... here is mymes,age ... 
S: <CRLF>.<CRLF > 
R:250OK 
S:OOT 
R: H ostY ..-tAPA Serw: e closii g trensrrission c hn'I el 
comrnms 
Connection establshmeri 
The senderintroduces bel 
The receiverrepies is O"l'1 MT1e 
-1 haYemelfrom userA 
-Mrtght ! 
-One of the recipietis b userB 
-Mrtght ! 
-Mother one b userC 
-Sorry, userC rinO"wn on hœtV 
-Here cornes the message 
-Ok,rmready. Goahead. 
This is the te:i4 of the message 
Vet otherlines .. . 
This is the end of the message 
-WOlked enough f ortoday 
-Ok, see you ! 
Fig 2.2 : Example of SMTP procedl.re 
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The example shows how SMTP respects a design rule common to most protocols on 
the ARPA Internet. These protocols have indeed been designed for use both by 
automated processes and by humans. The codes beginning each command a reply 
are easily processed by machines while the comments following the codes are quite 
clear and meaningful fa a human reader. These protocols are thus usable either as is, 
directly by a human user, or rather by a higher level user-interface, as is generally the 
case. 
lt should also be noted that SMTP uses the transmission subsystem supporting it very 
efficiently, since it allows several recipients for the same message. Severa! copies of 
the message are thus only generated when the routes to reach the diff erent recipients 
part from each other. 
2.2.2 BSMTP 
Using SMTP is very handy on networks like the ARPA Internet, which makes use of 
direct 56 Kbps TCP/IP lines between hosts, but sometimes. it is not possible to use 
such an interactive protocol. For example, EARN/BITNET and UUCP/EUNET only 
provide RSCS and UUCP as transfer system, and these m-e sta-e-and-faward systems 
where a file is the smallest unit of transmission. So, a full duplex transaction as 
desaibed by the SMTP proceck.re is dea-ly not possible [Crosswell82]. 
This is a shame, since a protocol like SMTP suppa1ed by ARPA is likely to be well 
defined and widely accepted and understood. BSMTP (Batch Simple Mail Protocol) is 
one answer to this p-oblem. 
BSMTP is a batch p-otocol simulating SMTP by using sepa-ate files fa- whole sections 
of a transaction rather than fa- each command. A sender-SMTP builds a file of 
commande, just like in SMTP, assuming the reply to each command would be OK. 
Then, using the sta-e-and-fcrwa-d system at dsposal, the command file is sent to the 
receiver-SMTP, where each command is interpreted and acted upon, and where a log 
file containing the usual SMTP responses to the commands is aeated. This log file is 
then sent back to the sender-SMTP, where it is analyzed. The results of the analysis 
a-e finally reported to the user who ori~nated the mail request, in a-der fa- him to take 
appropriate action (e.g. the log file indcates that one of the recipient could not be 
reached). 
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A problem arises immediately. lndeed, how is it possible to be sure which is the 
command file correspon<ing to a received log file, since the ader in which the 
command files arrive to the receiver-SMTP is not necesscl"ily the same as the ader in 
which the carespondng logs corne badc. The solution to this problem is just to 
indude an identifier to the command and log files, by adding a new command to those 
already existing in SMTP. This new command (TICK) will specify a unique number 
enabling a sender-SMTP to associate a log file to its corresponding command file. 
Another ctawback of this system is the need fa the sender-SMTP to remember all the 
command files currently pending, to be able to match them with their corresponding log 
files when these corne back. To solve this problem, yet another command (VERBOSE) 
is added to the initial set of SMTP commands. specifying that the log file will have to 
contain not only the responses to the command lines, but the latter as well. So, if the 
sender-SMTP trusts the receiver-SMTP, it need not keep a copy of the command file it 
sent since all the lines contained in it will be retrieved in the rettrned log file. 
2.2.3 UUCP 
On UUCP. USENET. EUNET and some other UUCP-like netwats. mail is transferred 
between two aqacent hosts by using the UUCP protocol, which in fact is the usual way 
any kind of data are transferred on these netwats. (ln tact, sometimes other transpa1 
protocols êl'"e used, either in conjunction a in replacement of UUCP, as X.25 for 
example.) ln addtion to the transfer of data. this mechanism allows commands to be 
executed remotely. One of these commands is rmail (remote mail), which instructs a 
remote host to execute a mail command. But fi"st, some details on how the UUCP 
transpat mechanism waks. 
The basic operation of the netwak is very simple [Nowitz78). The machines •e 
connected by dal-up links (a- by X.25 lines), which is quite cost effective and flexible. 
Each participating system has a spool c.-ecta-y, in which infa-mation on w«k to be 
done (files to be moved, « commands to be executed remotely) is st«ed. A standël'"d 
Jr<>gam, uucico, perf«ms ait transfers. This Jr<>gam stll'ts by identifying a particulm-
communicatioo channel to a remote system with which it will hold a conversation. 
Uucico then selects a device and establishes the connection, logs onto the remote 
machine and stm-ts the uucico Jr<>gam on the remote machine. Once two of these 
Jr<>gams S"e connected, they frst ag-ee on a line Jrotocol, and then stll't exchan~ng 
wak. Each progam in tll'n, beginning with the calling one, transmits everything it 
wants to, and then asks the other one what it wants done. Eventually neither has any 
m«e WCl'k to be done. and both exit. 
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ln this way, ail services are in principle available between two connected sites. 
Furtherma-e, each calier knows the h01Ss when each destination system should be 
called. If a destination is unavailable, the data intended fa- it remain in the spool 
directa-y until the destination machine can be reached. 
The user has two commands which set up communications, uucp to set up file copying, 
and uux to set up remote command execution in case some of the required resources 
(system anô'a- files) are not on the local machine. Each of these commands will put 
wa-k and data files into the spool directa-y fa- execution by UUCP daemons. 
Now that we see a little better what the remote execution mechanism is. let's see how 
mail is transferred using it, with the help of an example [Ha-ton86). Even though 
source routing is inaeasingly ciscouraged on UUCP-like networks, it will be used here 
fa- a better i lustration of the process. 
Suppose we want to send mail to host1 lhost2Iuser, which means that the user is on 
host2 which is accessible from here via host1 (see section 2.4.3 fa- details on the 
UUCP ad<ressing scheme). We type the command 
~ host 1 !host2!user 
The user interface progam (mail) aeates a file file1 such as 
Dete: 12 ~ 1988 11 :22:53 GMT 
From: o11Tl8ffle 
T o: host 1 !host2!user 
Subject: test 
Thb b the m~ge. 
and then passes it to the transpa1 mechanism with a command like as 
sendmail host 1 !host21user < fie 1 
Ma-e on the routing facility sendmail can be found in section 6.5.1. Sendmail 
prepends a From line, puts the result in file2, and passes this to uux with the command 
uux host 1 !ml8lil host2!user < fie2 
This results n the command 
nnail host2!user 
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running on host1 . Seeing that the recipient is not local, rmail passes the mail to 
sendmail on host1 , which prepends another From line to the message and passes the 
mail along by issuing 
uux host2!rmeil u3er < fUe3 
where file3 contains 
From nuucp Apr 12 12:43:35 1988 remote from host 1 
>From ounwne Apr 12 11 :21 :48 1988 remote from ourhost 
Ose: 12Apr 198811:22:53GMT 
Frorn: ourhost!owname 
T o: host 1 lhost2IU3er 
Subject: test 
Tlis is the message. 
The command 
rmail U3er 
is run on host2. Then, since the recipient is local, rmail collapses all the From lines in 
only one Fro line, posting the message 
Frem hostl!ourhost!oUfflM'leApr 1212:43:35 1988 
Date: 12Apr 1988 t t:22:53GMT 
Frem: host 1 !ourh03t!ownerne 
T o: host 1 !host2!U3er 
Subject: test 
This i3 the message. 
in the mailbox of the adctessee. 
As can be seen from all this, the envelope of an E-mail message transferred via UUCP 
can be considered to be on the one hand, the m-guments to the command rmail (fer the 
destination) and on the other hand, the line which should stwt the standa'"d input of the 
command rmail and having a fcrmat lilce ·From hostluser date remote from system· (fer 
the aign). 
lt is possible that there will be addtional From lines, each one of them having been 
added by each system the message passes throug1 (as in the example). These lines 
m-e ncrmally olded into a single From line on the destination system. However, it is 
also possible to preserve the forwa-dng date and system in a newly generated header 
line, such as Received cr Sent-By. 
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Still other treatment of headers are possible, in particular when gateways are a-ossed. 
Ali this can be done thanks to the flexibility of mail routers like sendmail. 
2.2.4 P1 
P1 is the store-and-faward transfer protocol specified in the X.400 recommendations. 
lt was already introduced in section 1.2 since it is the protocol used by the X.400 MTS 
to relay messages from the MT A of the origin UA to the MT A of the destination UA. 
Execution of P1 between successive pairs of MT A's governs the store-and-forward 
transfer of messages throughout the MTS, and also specifies the way in which other 
MTL services are carried out, such as the generation and retl.l'n of notices, the 
hancling of 17obes, etc. 
MT A's transfer messages and provide other MTL services by the exchange of Message 
Protocol Data Units (MPOU's). There exists two kinds of MPOU's. 
User MPOU's (UMPDU's) caTY user messages and contrai infamation. The message 
pa1 contains the message that was submitted by a UA fa transfer throu~ the MTL and 
the contrai infamation pa-t contains such indcations as the name of the recipient(s), 
the transfer ?iaity, etc. Namally, the message pa1 is passed transpa-ently throu~ 
the MTL, except when conversion has to OCCll', fa example when the fa-mat of the 
message is i compatible with the capacities of the destination UA. 
The second ·nd of MPDU is the Service MPOU (SMPDU), which can contain either a 
17obe a a positive a negative delivery repa1. 
T o implement the P1 protocol, an MT A is composed of three dstinct functional entities 
(see fig 2.3). Frst, the Message Dispatcher constitutes the intelligence of the MT A. lt 
perfams all requred processing operations on each MPDU passing throu~ the MT A. 
Second, the Association Manager governs the establishment and release of 
associations active communication paths) with aqacent MT A's. Thrd, the Reliable 
Transfer Server (RTS) suppats the Association Manager and the Message Dispatcher 
by establishi g and releasing associations, and by physically transferring MPDU's, 
respectively. 
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~ ... .... 
T o adjacent MTA T o a~acent MT A 
... 
Fig 2.3: Functional mode! of an MTA 
Use of the RTS provides the Message Dispatcher with a simple, one step physical 
transfer capability. ln fact. the RTS actually accomplishes transfer through complex 
interaction with a counterpm"t RTS via the OSI Session Service. Thus, the maja 
tunction of the RTS is to provide a dem- separation between the logical processing 
operations of the Message Dispatcher, on the one hand, and the complexities of 
physical data transfer, on the other. [Myer84] 
As in SMTP, the transfer mechanism is quite efficient. lndeed, it is possible to specify 
several destinations fa the same message and multiple copies of the MPDU 
containing the messages m-e aeated only when necessary, i.e. when the routes to the 
<ifferent destinations pm1 from each other. 
2.2.5 DECNET 
Mail on DECNET is transferred using the mechanisms put at disposai by the DECnet 
underlying architectll'e, which is connection-aiented. This implies that a di'ect l~cal 
connection between the aign and the destination node must be established befae 
any data can be transferred. On the contrary, on a stae-and-faward system one just 
has to connect to the next host on the route to start the actual transfer. 
DECnet suppats adaptative routing, which permits data to be routed through the 
netwak over the most cost-effective path. Messages m-e rerouted automatically if a 
crcuit becomes disabled. 
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T o actually transf er mail between two diff erent machines, the mail process on the a-igin 
machine asks to the DECnet underlying layers to put itself in communication with the 
MAIL object on the destination node. Thus, the mail process will talce the rôle of the 
client. while the MAIL object will act as the server. 
When the co munication is established (no matter how, this is DECnet's problem), the 
mail process sends the different constituents of the message (to, from, the message 
itself, ... ) to t e MAIL object, following a particular protocol. The MAIL object will then 
add the message to the recipient's mailbox and warn the latter that some mail arrived. 
As will be seen in section 6.7.4, a special protocol (the Fa-eign Mail Protocol) allows 
access to mail gateways. 
2.3 overview or the maJor content protocols 
Content irotocols il'e those applying only to the f ocmat and semantics of the content of 
a message, and have na-mally nothing to do with the envelope of a message, and thus 
with the way a message is transmitted and delivered from its ai~n toits destination. 
However, some message systems may use the infa-mation from the content to aeate 
the envelope and some content protocols have even been designed to facilate the 
acquisition of such infocmation by progams (e.g. RFC 822). 
When tallcing about content irotocols, it is very impa1ant to remember that they 
determine the amount of functionality off ered by the E-mail system considered. Not ail 
content irotocols offer the same level of functionality, which explains that some 
featlr'es of a mail system could be lost altogether when a message has to pass from an 
E-mail system to another, ttrou~ an E-mail gateway. lndeed, when transferring 
messages betNeen two systems using dfferent content Jrotocols, it is only possible to 
keep the functionalities common to both of them. 
2.3.1 RFC 822 
RFC 822 (Request Fa- Comments number 822) is the standa-d protocol fa- ARPA 
Internet text messages. No special provision has been made foc encoding âawings, 
facsimile, speech, etc. Full specification of RFC 822 can be found in [Croclcer82}. 
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A message conforming to RFC 822 consists of lines of text. lt is composed of a 
heading and a body, sepél"ated by a blank line (see example in fig 2.4). The heading 
comprises rigidly f ormatted header fields, some of which él"e necessary in each 
message, some of which a-e optional. There is also the possibility to extend the set of 
standa-d fiekJs with extension-fields in the future, as the need arises, and to include 
user-defined header fields, used Jl"ivately. 
lt is interesting to note that header fields are composed of plain ASCII text, not binary 
codes as in P2 (described in the following section). This really means that one can 
build an RFC 822 message, complete with headers and body text, simply with a text 
editor and that such a message is easily Jl"OCessed by most text-oriented tools. 
including sophisticated mail router Jl"<>gams like sendmail. 
Header fields are fll1her structtr'ed in a field-name, then a colon(" :"), then a field-body, 
and a-e terminated by a ca-riage-retll'n/linefeed. 
The most usual field-names are 
- FROM, to indcate the origin user of the message 
- TO. to indcate the ad<tessee(s) of the message 
- CC, to indcate seconda-y recipients ( ca1>on or cot.rtesy copy) 
- DATE, to indcate the date of creation of the message 
- SUBJECT, to indcate the subiect of the message 
· Sorne of the field-bodies a-e structtr'ed, meaning they must be interpreted acccrding to 
an internai syntax (e.g. FROM, TO, DATE, ... ) while others a-e said unstructl.l'ed, 
because they il'e composed of a simple chil'acter string (e.g. SUBJECT, 











This is an e:xample message. 
Blablabla 
... 
Tta ia the end of the meaae.ge. 
Fig. 2.4: Example of RFC 822 message 
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The field-bodies containing an adctess (e.g. FROM, TO, CC, ... ) comprises a domain-
dependent string and a domain reference, separated by a "@" character. The domain 
ref erence specifies a sequence of sub-domains, separated by dots. The domain-
dependent string is uninterpreted, except by the final su~omain (i.e. the leftmost 
one). The rest of the mail service merely transmits it as a litera! string. 
ln addition to the functionalities already mentioned (indication of aigin, destination(s), 
carbon copies, subject, date. comments). other offered services include indication of 
auto-fOl'Wcl'"ded messages, authaizing user and user who should receive a reply, blind 
copies (i.e. destinations of a copy which are not to be transmitted with the message), 
replies to a given message and enayption. 
RFC 822 also provides an audit trail of the hancling of each message by specifying 
that each host relaying a message has to add trace inf a-mati on at the beginning of the 
message itself, indicating the precise route followed by the message. This infa-mation 
can be used while trying to understand what happened to a given message a- to 
automatically send a reply back to the aigin of the message. 
2.3.2 P2 
P2 is the content !l"otocol desig1ed in the X.400 recommendations framewaic fa- the 
lnterPersonal Messaging System. lt was t:riefly desaibed in section 1.3. 
P2 offers all the functionalities !l"Ovided by RFC 822, but is a rich« !l"Otocol than the 
latter. Addtional functionalities include the possibility to request a confrmation of the 
delivery of a message and the availability of other types of message than simple text 
(e.g. facsimile. g-aphics and in the futtre videotex and voice. plus any combination of 
these). lt is also possible to indcate a date befa-e which a message should not be 
delivered a- a date after which the message is not valuable any ma-e. One can also 
specify the isgency of a message as well as its sensitivity. 
2.4 Overview of the major addressing schemes 
When talking about adctessing schemes, dfferent terms have to be talcen into account 
and dstinguished. Frstly, a name is what is used to logically specify a res01Sce (e.g. a 
mailbox, a host, .. . ) on the netwaic. Seconcly, an adctess is what is used to physically 
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locate a given object. And finally, a route is the specification of the physical path 
joining two objects of the netwa-k. 
Two main techniques exist to map host names to host adctesses. The first one îs to 
maintain on each host a map of all the hosts on the netwa-lc with their ca-responding 
adctess. T is is bullcy, slow to update, difficult to keep consistent but simple to 
implement. A ma-e recent technique is the use, via special ~otocols, of nameservers 
which can be remotely located. These servers usually maintain only the inf a-mation 
conceming that part of the netwa-k they are responsible of, and are able to get 
inf a-mation about other parts of the netwa-k, via other nameservers, a- at least are able 
to indicate t e nameserver keeping the desired infa-mation. 
There are also two maja- techniques at the disposai of users to specify the route to be 
taken. The first one is called SOU"ce routing, which means that a user has to specify 
~ecisely all the successive interme<iate hosts needed to reach the final destination. 
This is very annoying fa- the user. A second technique is not to specify any route at all. 
leaving the blrden of fincing the appropriate route to the underlying system. This 
technique allows a user to only specify the final destination, leaving to the system 
softw•e the task of fincing the actual route to talce (e.g. by using netwcrt maps a-
nameservers). 
Vet another routing technique is used when transferring mail between cfflerent E-mail 
systems. Then, a hytrid fa-m of routing may be necessa-y and SOU"ce routes like 
·alpha!beta%gamma@delta" are not uncommon. ln adcition to the fact that it seems 
rather ayptic, such an adctess may sometimes be ambiguous, i.e. interpreted 
dfferently dependng on where it is interpreted (see section 2.4.3 fa- mcre details). 
2.4.1 ARPA Internet 
The ARPA Internet is crganized in a hier•chical domain name system, which means 
that to specify the adctessee of a message, one has to indcate the name under which 
he is known on his local system, then the list of subdomain(s) he is pat of (the fi'st of 
which being usually the name of the host he is on) and finally the name of his top level 
domain. The FC 822 syntax is used. The fcrmat used is thus 
usrihœt.subdom 1 ... subdomn.domain 
Top level domains include COM (fa- commercial a-ganizations), EDU (fa- educational 
a-ganizations), GOV (fa- civilian government a-ganizations), MIL (fa- the Department of 
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Defence), NET (fa administrative aganizations fa networks such as UUCP and 
BITNET) and ORG (fa other aganizations). 
The use of nameservers allows to decentralize the administration of the mapping of 
host names to host adcresses. Each nameserver controls part of the name space. 
To fix our ideas, suppose that we want to send a message to user JAMES on a given 
ARPA Internet host [Quaterman86], whose name is SALL Y.UTEXAS.EDU. The 
address of our recipient is thus JAMES@SALL Y.UTEXAS.EDU. The name of the host 
means that it is locally called SALLY and is part of the UTEXAS subdomain (University 
of Texas), itself part of the EDU top level domain. The Internet address of this host 
could be something lilce 10.2.0.62. When needed by the mail progam. this address 
would be requested from the system software of our machine, which would itself have 
asked a nameserver fa it. The Internet protocol would then use the adcress to route 
our message to the appropriate netwak (in this case, 10 stands fa the ARPANET). 
The communication subnet of that netwak would then use the rest of the address to 
determine a route to the destination host, using the local routing mechanism. 
2.4.2 BITNET and EARN 
There is a.rrently no hierschical naming of the hosts on BITNET. Each host is simply 
desigtated by its name. The network is aganized in a tree structl.l"e, so that the route 
between any two host is uni(Jle. Regulm"ly, an up-t~te map containing the name of 
all the hosts of the network (inducing EARN and NETNORTH) and the routes between 
hosts, is cistributed to all the hosts. Thanlcs to this, users need only specify the name 
and the host of the person they want to send a message to, without mentioning any 
route. 
Fa the futl.l"e, N<X'th American representatives of BITNET have decided, in 
collaba"ation with thei' counterpsts of the ARPA Internet and UUCP, to adopt the 
ARPA Internet domain naming syntax. On the other hand, EARN is planning to migrate 
to X.400. 
This is one of the reasons why there a-e a.rrently several methods fa- specifying 
ad<tessees on BITNET. Fa- example, the simple IBM mail Jr<>gam NOTE uses the 
fa-mat 
user AT host a- user AT host.domain 
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The MIT/Rice Mail progam canuse the same adctess formats but can also use RFC 
822 to specify the adctess, thus 
user@host a- user@host.domein 
ln both cases, the second adctess format is used if the adctessee is on another 
netwa-lc. 
2.4.3 UUCP and EUNET 
UUCP is one of the few maja- netwa-ks still using sOU'ce routing. Adctessees are 
designated using the so-called ·bang path", specifying each hosts on the route from 
the origin host to the destination host and sepa-ating them by exclamation maries 
("bang" characters). The format of such an adctess is thus 
host 1 !host2!...!host!user 
which is not really easy to use and to remember. 
This problem is somewhat reduced by using the UUCP map l:J"oadcast regulél1y by the 
USENET news facility to build (using the pathalias p-ogam) a database containing the 
routes between any two registered hosts. The mail system can then use that database 
to automatically compute routes, allowing users to simply specify "host!user· as 
destination of a message. There is of cOU'se a_ crawback, namely the fact that 
computing the database and staing it requres lots of CPU time and lots of cisk space. 
Ma-eover, the database can never be up-to-date, due to time intervals between new 
releases of the map. 
lt is also possible fa" the user to send all non local mail to a router node (lilce the 
backbone hosts on EUNET) which will find the route to the final destination. A recipient 
adctess would then look lilce 
ro~erhost!desthostluser 
The advantage is that now only the router node has to lcnow the paths to all the other 
hosts, fa" example by using a database such as the one desaibed in the p-evious 
paragaph. 
An additional JX'oblem comes from the fact that host names are not unique throug1out 
the netwa"lc. A single name could be assig,ed by several different companies to 
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several diff erent machines. This may happen because a company was not connected 
to the general UUCP network at the time and thus was unaware of the conflict, or 
because a host was not originally expected to communicate with the world at large, or 
because the first machine having the common name was not listed in the UUCP map, 
or for other reasons [Quaterman86). One way to solve this problem is to corne back to 
the old-style bang path, which specifies a host unambiguously. 
Another solution is under way to solve the ackressing problem altogether. lt was 
decided to i~ement naming in the style of ARPA Internet domains on UUCP and to 
discourage bang style adctessing. This might also allow integation of the UUCP 
name space into the ARPA Internet domain name space. 
However, the adoption of this new adctessing format has given birth to so-called 
"hybrid" adctesses, i.e ad<tesses where exclamation marks rn appear to the left of a 
"@" sig,, such as 
hœtA!userX@h~B 
This adctess sa ambiguous, since it could be interpreted dfferently. On the one hand, it 
may be seen as 
otrhost hostB hostA 
(hœtA!userX)@h~B ~o ► 0--
Olll'l8ffle userX 
which is the normal way to interpret an RFC 822 adctess, since such an adctess is 
considered to be composed of a domain (or host) specification (at the right of the "@" 
sig,) and of a local pa1 which is freely interpreted by the destination host. ln that case, 
a message would fi"st be sent to hostB, then to userX on hostA. This interpretation is 
the one in the hosts implementing the latest softwm'e and considering that 
UUCP/EUNET uses RFC 822 syntax rather than the old-style bang path. 
On the other hand, the ad<tess could be interpreted as 
oll'host hostA hostB 
l'o ► o---------►•,o-_ 
0111"18ffl9 userX 
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which is quite normal with respect to the original UUCP ad<tess format. ln that case, 
the string appearing to the left of the first "!N is considered to be the name of the next 
host on the path to the destination host, and the rest of the address is uninterpreted. ln 
this case, the message is frst sent to hostA, and the remaining part (i.e. userX@hostB) 
is then interp-eted (hopefully, hostA understands the RFC 822 format). This kind of 
interpretation is the one of hosts on the network which haven't yet adopted the new 
RFC 822 addressing scheme and which still uses the a-iginal bang path source 
routing. 
EUNET has already almost completely eliminated the bang style syntax in favor of the 
user@host 
address fa-mat. Routing is managed by the national backbone hosts, each of which 
lmows the a-ganization within its own country and which hosts are in which countries. 
Ma-eover, the ARPA Internet domain naming syntax is ctJTently being implemented on 
EUNET. Each country will register as a top-level country domain with the Internet (fa-
example, BE fa- Belgium). This will simplify routing further since each backbone host 
need then only know the hosts within its own country domain and a path to the 
backbone host fa- each other country domain. There is no need to know anything 
about the internai structt.re of other country domains any ma-e. [Quaterman86) 
2.4.4 X.400 
The X.400 addressing scheme has aready been desaibed in section 1.6. However, it 
is wath men ·oning that existing X.400 implementations sometimes took some liberties 
with respect to the X.400 recommendations, in pricular fa- what concems the 
addressing scheme. 
Fa- example, the frst version of EAN (EAN-1) used RFC 822 addresses, specifying a 
user, a subdomain list and a top level domain, instead of using the X.400 
recommended addressing scheme where an addressee is desi~ated by specifying 
attributes such as Sllllame, a-ganization, a-ganizational unit, management domain 
etc. RFC was used to <isplay and enter addresses. These adctesses a-e however 
coded internally using the X.400 bina-y structl.res, using the mapping 
userOdomlst.domei'l -> IODA 1•user IOOA2=domlst IPFM>-domei'l 
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where DDA indicates Domain Defined Attributes. ln the second version of EAN (EAN-
2), , the RFC 822 adctessing scheme is still used, thus still using Domain Defined 
Attributes to code adctesses. However, EAN-2 is able to generate and display all 
leinds of X.400 adctesses as well. i.e adctesses of the fam 
IS=swname IOU=orgunlt IO=org IPRMD=prmd l.âDMD=admd IC=country 
where Sis the surname, OU is the aganizational unit, 0 is the aganization, PRMD is 
the PRivate Management Domain, ADMD is the ADministration Management Domain 
and C is the country. 
This has the consequence that EAN-2 can talle with EAN-1 without Jroblem but also 
that even though EAN-2 is able to send messages to real X. 400 systems, these X. 400 
systems can send messages back only if they m-e able to generate adctesses using 
the Domain Defined Attributes used by EAN-1 and EAN-2. 
As fa other X.400 systems, here m-e some of the existing implementations. The DFN 
version of EAN implements the recommended X.400 adctessing scheme. lt is also 
able to convert X.400 ORnames to talle to EAN-1 as well as to EAN-2. KOMEX is also a 
real X.400 system. GIPSI, the French X.400 implementation, is a real X.400 system 
too, but accepts RFC 822 adctesses and is able to wale as a gateway between these 
two walds as well. 
2.4.5 OECNET 
The ad<tessing scheme used on DECnet is not a hien.-chical one as on the ARPA 
Internet, a a one which requres sotl'ce routing as on the aiginal UUCP. lt is mae 
lilee the EARN/BITNET one since all that is requred to specify the adctess of a remote 
user is to quote the name of the remote host and the name of the user, sepa-ated by 
two colons. The adctess fa-mat is thus 
node::user 
This kind of adctessing is transpa-ent to the user who need not lenow all the 
intermeciate hosts to a given machine. ln fact, there are two lcinds of node on DECnet. 
The frst categay is called "end nodes•. The second one is composed of "router 
nocJes·. The router nodes lenow. thanles to dynamic local tables. the cifferent possible 
routes to follow to establish a l09cal connection to any node of the netwak. End 
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The functions of an E-mail gateway 
Generally spealcing, gateways are used to connect computer netwcrts. A gateway is a 
computer system which switches data between netwa-lcs, provides routing infa-mation 
aaoss netwcrlcs, and perf crms necessary fcrmat and protocol translation [Redell83). 
The complexity of a gateway depends on the similarity of protocols used on the 
netwa-lcs being connected. lt also depends on the level at which the gateway will 
operate. 
When talking about E-mail gateways, these generalities remain true. But ma-e 
specifically, a mail gateway can be considered as a computer that is connected to two 
a- ma-e netwa-lcs and which relays between them messages from the ciff erent E-mail 
systems. Fa- this to happen properly, provision has to be made to enue a ca-rect 
mapping of ad<tesses and headers, to provide body conversion when necessary, to 
generate erra- messages and log data as appropriate. 
But befcre we have a doser look at all these functions. two maja- techniques used to 
implement E-mail gateways are presented. 
3.1 E-mail gatewaying techniques 
The frst technique desaibed hereafter to implement an E-mail gateway implies 
modfications at the Message Transfer Layer level while the second one has only some 
impact at the User Agent Layer level. Respective advantages and inconveniences 
follow from this cistinction. 
3.1 .1 Relaying approach 
ln the relaying approach, a message intended fŒ a user on another E-mail system is 
frst routed by the MTS of the aiginal E-mail system to a machine that, in adcition to 
being pa1 of the E-mail system, has the special function of being one of the entry/exit 
points of it (see fig 3.1 ). Such a machine is sometimes called an Entry/Relay Node 
(ERN). There is a cŒrespondng ERN on the other E-mail system. Between these two 
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ERN's, there is a gateway, which is most of the time hosted in one of the ERN's. lt is 
also possible that a particular host is part of both E-mail systems. ln that case, all 
functional unrts are combined in the same host. 
The fawarding of a message to the gateway happens either because the ERN was 
explicitly named in the ad<i'ess of the recipient, or because the local E-mail system 
was sma1 enough to realize that the destination host was not on the same network. ln 
that case, it has somehow determined the name of the app-opriate ERN (for example, 
by looldng in static tables or by calling the services of a nameserver). 
ln the relay apµ-oach, the gateway is directly linked to the ERN's, which are pa1 of the 
E-mail systems, and can thus be considered to be at the intersection of these E-mail 
systems, at the MTS level. 
MTS 
t i t 
GW Gateway 
ERN Entry Relay Node 
D Message Transfer Agent 
Ü User Agent 
MTS Message Transfer System 
Fig 3.1 : Relaying awoach 
The gateway softwa"e 1ransforms any message coming from the fi'st ERN accordng to 
the destination network standards, and forw.-ds the message via the second ERN, on 
the awopriate E-mail system using the µ-otocols in use there. 
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ln this approach, it is the message transfer systems of the netwa-ks involved that are 
responsible of the proper transf er of the message from one netwa-k to the other. Thus, 
implementing a mail gateway using this technique implies some modification at the 
MTS level in the netwa-lcs interconnected, at least in the ERN's. 
3.1 .2 User Agent gateway 
An alternative to the relaying technique is to aeate on each of the E-mail systems that 
are to be interconnected a dummy User Agent representing the entry/exit point to other 
E-mail systems (see fig 3.2). When someone on the local system wants to send a 
message to a user on another E-mail system interconnected with the UA gateway 
technique, he has to specify as recipient the name of the gateway UA itself. The actual 
recipient of t e message has then to be mentioned somehow, fa- example with a line 
of thefa-m 
> userOhost ( options) 
in the message itself. 
The gateway is implemented by a process whose job is to have a look at the mailboxes 
maintained by all the a1ificial UA's, to collect the messages that it finds and to post 
them on the appropiate E-mail systems, still using the a1ificial UA's as intermedary. 
ln this app-oach, there is no ci'ect intersection between the interconnected E-mail 
systems. 
Two packages implementing such a UA gateway are MLNET and a part of COSAC. 
Here follow a few details on how they actually wat. 
Regularly, fa- example once a day, the process implementing the gateway wakes up. 
Fa- each of the E-mail systems interconnected, the following happens. Via terminal 
emulation, that process pretends to be a na-mal user associated with the ricial UA. 
Then, it reads the messages it finds in the mailbox maintained by that UA. 
Each message is then 1reated, i.e. the special line containing control infa-mations 
(actual recipients, options, ... ) is extracted and the message itself is put in a stancwd 
fa-mat fa- the gateway (i.e. RFC 822 fa- MLNET and X.400 fa- COSAC). 
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The fa-mat of the message is then changed to the one of the recipient's E-mail system 
and the message is posted to that system, using the same principle as fa the reading 
of the messages. 
MTS 
t i t 
UA GW User Agent Gateway 
UA 
GW 
MTS Message Transfer System 
t i i 
D Message Transfer Agent 
O User Agent 
• Artificial User Agent 
Fig 3.2 : User Agent gateway technique 
The maja advantage of this technique is to allow the interconnected E-mail systems to 
take a passive role, and to ig,ae altogether the existence of the gateway. The 
caresponding ctawback is of cOll"se that someone has to know that there is a gateway 
somewhere, and if it is not the E-mail systems, it must be the user. The latter himself 
has to adctess his messages to the special gateway UA and also has to code control 
infamation in the message body itself. 
This approach also appe.-s as being simpler, since no mocification is done to the 
existing E-mail systems. Fa example, a new type of E-mail system can be interfaced 
to MLNET ralher easily by specifying 4-5 pages of a saipt that describes the c.ialogue 
fa logging into the system and readng and Ytfiting the messages. And no m<re than 
about 500 lines of C code have to be Ytfitten f<r the message f<rmat manipulations in 
both drections. (Beyschlag85a) 
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However, the apparent simplicity of this technique also implies substantial loss of 
functionality and other problems (see sections 4.1 and 4.2). ln addition, the delivery 
delay is normally higher since the gateway is not active all the time, as in the relaying 
approach. 
3.2 Mapping addresses 
A gateway should map adcresses in all the header fields of a message so that they 
conform to the formats used in the destination mail system (Heagerty87a]. This is 
necessa-y if kmctions implying some kind of reply are to be provided. 
For example, it is necessary if an E-mail system allO'tYS its users to automatically reply 
to a given message, without the need for him to retype the ca-rect adcress. lt is also 
necessary when an erra- message has to trace its way back to where the a-iginal 
message carae from, as weU as fa- a delivery a- reception notification to be properly 
sent back to whom it is intended. 
This mapping of adcresses also means that users see adcresses in the f a-m they are 
used to and which they would enter themselves. 
The way mapping between adcresses is to be realized must be specified somehow 
and implementa-s of E-mail gateways have to confa-m to these specifications to 
enS\l"e consistency. This is especially true fa- what concerns the two most impatant 
adcressing standards at present, i.e. X.400 and RFC 822. X.400 is impa1ant because 
this standa-d is the one tow.-ds which all E-mail systems we mig-ating and will 
eventually use. RFC 822 is ecp.Jally impa1ant, because it is at present the de facto 
standard, and is used on several maïa- netwats indudng Arpa Internet, 
EARN/BITNET, EUNET/UUCP and CSNET. JANET uses a mail protocol (known as 
Grey Book) which is also based on RFC 822. 
Two proposais a.rrently exist to specify the mapping between X.400 and RFC 822 
adcresses. RFC 987 is the proposai coming from the Arpa Internet [Kill86} while there 
is also a proposai coming from the German resewch netwat DFN (Henlcen87). 
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3.3 Mappjng headers 
The level of functionality off ered by an E-mail system is highly dependent on the variety 
of headers that can be specified. Because of this, the level of functionality a mail 
gateway can maintain is also highly dependent on the mapping it can realize between 
header fields. 
Of COll'Se, it is not always possible to find a perfect mapping of headers, fa- example 
when the services offered in the interconnected E-mail systems are different. ln these 
cases, some loss of functionality is inevitable (see section 4.1) and the gateway cannot 
be transparent to the users any ma-e. 
A possible long-term solution to this Jl"Otocol conversion Jl"oblem is fa- all 
interconnected E-mail systems to migate towards a common functional specification 
[Redell83]. This solution defines a Sefies of services as being standard and ail E-mail 
systems we asked to Jl"Ovide functionally equivalent services. The mapping of 
headers will then always be possible fa- these standard services, without loss of 
functionality. The services which a-e too sophisticated a- to specific to be requested 
from ail E-mail systems a-e considered optional and it must be possible to determine if 
a given E-mai system suppats them Œ not. 
An even better solution is the migation to an E-mail standard, since in this case, the 
objective is not to ease the job of mail gateways, but rather to supp-ess the need fa-
gateways altogether. X.400 is a maja- step in this drection. 
But in the sha-t term, some rules have to be fixed to gua-antee a mapping which is at 
the same time optimal and not too complex, and being respected by everyone. 
Mappings should of COU'se not require any changes to end systems. 
An example of mapping "standa"d" is the RFC 987 recommendation which specifies 
the mapping between X.400 and RFC 822, at the level of service and Jl"Otocol 
elements, character sets and, as seen in the Jl"8vious section, ad<tesses. 
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3.4 Converting bodies 
The J)"evious section adctessed the J)"oblem of the conversion of headers. which 
ensure the smallest loss of functionality when a message has to aoss a gateway. 
Another important and related problem is how to ensure that the body of the message 
is passed JYoperly. 
ln fact, the J7oblem of format conversion is twofold. On the one hand, there is the issue 
of representation conversion. This can occur fa- example when a message cornes 
from a netwa-k where the standard text encoding confa-ms to EBCDIC and is bound to 
a network where ASCII is used. 
On the other hand, there is the issue of medium conversion. Sorne E-mail systems 
support body fa-mats ranging from simple text to voice, induding facsimile, gaphics 
and teletex while most systems are only able to process plain text messages. Once 
again, some conversion standa'd is needed to enSll'e consistency. 
lncidentally, this J7oblem is not specifically linked to gateways. lt also exist in E-mail 
systems where several body types exist but where not all the User Agents are of the 
same deg-ee of sophistication. Fa- example, on X.400 systems, the MTS is 
responsible fa- the conversion of messages which are intended for UA's which do not 
support the type of message body that should be delivered. 
To solve the format conversion J7oblem, two awoaches are possible [Redell83]. The 
fi'st solution requests a gateway to be able to convert from any SOU'ce format to any 
destination fa-mat existing on the networks connected. This awoach quickly 
becomes unmanageable for two main reasons. 
Firstly, the number of pai'-wise conversions inaeases as the square of the number of 
formats. Secondy, some fa-mats are prop"ieta-y and thus the knowledge requred to 
convert to or from them may not be public domain. 
The second approach is to define a standard format and to J7ovide in a gateway only 
those facilities needed to convert between the local formats and the standard format. 
Such a standard format is called a document interchange format (DIF). 
To define the DIF, there are again two approaches possible. ln the frst one, the DIF 
represents the lowest common denominata- of all formats, so that all formats can be 
derived from it without loss of information or functionality. This enues consistency 
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between the networks but prevents the more sophisticated formats from being used 
effectively, since the information that makes them sophisticated is lost when they are 
converted to the DIF. 
On the contrary, the second approach defines the DIF as being general enough to 
encompass all other formats, and making it possible to code in the DIF any information 
contained in the most sophisticated formats. This guarantees no loss of functionality 
for networks using these formats, but implies some inconsistency since the DIF will be 
converted differently to formats with less sophistication. 
3.5 Reporting errors 
A gateway must be able to generate erra repa1s of two kinds. First, an erra may 
OCCll' in the gateway itself, for example if the gateway is unable to deliver a message 
because the destination host and/or network is unknown in its routing tables. 
Second, a gateway must also be able to f<X'Wcl"d erra messages from one E-mail 
system to another, fa example when a message was undeliverable on the destination 
hostlnetwork because the specified user was unknown there. 
Most of the time, erra messages s-e ayptic, incoml)'ehensible fa the non-specialist 
user who will receive it. One of the reasons fa this is that it is not always possible to 
match perfecly erra messages between cifferent E-mail systems. Fa example, the E-
mail systems used over DECnet can generate a "remote node is Ul'l'eachable· error 
in<icating that a ci'ect connection to the specified node was tempamily not possible. 
When that kind of message has to aoss a gateway from an E-mail system running over 
such a connection-aiented network to a stae-and-faward E-mail system like X.400, 
there is a JJ"oblem of matching because the concept of end-to-end connection is 
unknown in a stae-and-fawm-d system. The task of the gateway will then be to try to 
explain the erra as well as possible, in terms understandable by the user which will 
receive the erra message. 
Erra messages may be fawm-ded using the erra repa1ing mechanism JJ"Ovided by 
the E-mail system involved, if this is possible. Fa example, there s-e JJ"Ovisions in 
X.400 to in<icate to a user that his message could not be delivered (non-delivery 
in<ication). However, sometimes the only solution fa a gateway to convey erras 1s 
as an a<ins-y text message [Heagerty87a]. 
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3.6 Logg·ng trace information 
Logging trace information during the activity of a gateway consists in writing 
somewhere (e.g. in a file, on a printer a- on a console) infa-mation related to each of 
the messages processed. This inf a-mation should at least contain the a-igin of the 
message, the destination of the message, its size, the time and date of processing and 
whether the message was successfully accepted by the E-mail system it was passed to 
[Heagerty87a). 
The logging of this infa-mation is of absolute necessity fa- the gateway managers to be 
able to play ·heir role properly. Section 5.3 desaibes in some ma-e details how the 
logged information is used by gateway managers. 
3.7 Interface to E-mail systems 
The issue of i'lterfacing a gateway to the E-mail systems it is supposed to interconnect 
is not ci'ectly linked to the functions the gateway is to execute, but can have some 
sig1ificant impact on how well the job is done and on the ease of implementation. 
The goal of such an interface is to ensure that a message headed fa- a f a-eig, mail 
system is passed properly to the gateway and simila"ly that a message is carectly 
inserted in the destination E-mail system. 
The ease of i plementing this interface depends on the pa1icular E-mail systems, but 
ma-e recent manufacnrer's pro<llcts have started to provide progamming interfaces 
to thei" mail systems [Heagerty87a). 
lndeed, most gateways are implemented using one of a limited set of pro<llcts that 
were developed with that goal in mind. These pro<llcts are sometimes called Internet 
Routers. The best known of them are sendmail ( desaibed in detail in section 6. 5.1) 
and MMDF. 
Since these progams are widely used and S"e not too numerous, the developers of E-
mail systems inaeasin~y provide progamming interfaces to the Internet Routers used 
in the envi'onment where ther own pro<llcts will have to operate. Fa- exemple, mail 
progams running under Unix often indude interfaces to sendmail, as is the case with 
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the Unix mail and the EAN package. These and other progamming interfaces will be 
desaibed in chapter 6, where a real gateway system implementation is presented. 
lt must also be noted that developers craw mCJ"e advantages than inconveniences from 
providing these progamming interfaces, since otherwise, their products would be 
mŒ'e difficutt to integate with existing ones. Even if these products were better, they 




Problems assoclated with E-mail gateways 
At the beginring, there were several networks, each having a particular E-mail system 
allowing their own users to communicate. Then, users on different networks began to 
desire to communicate with each other. The solution was provided by the 
implementation of E-mail gateways. Now, anyone can send messages to anyone else 
in the world, using that worldwide internet constituted by all the isolated networks 
linked by gateways. So, all is perf ect. But, is it really ? 
Beside the major advantage of offering a much greater connectivity, mail gateways 
also have their crawbacks, linked to the use of diff erent content protocols and 
adcressing schemes. These problems will be detailed in this chapter, first stressing 
the user's point of view with functionality and adcressing issues, then describing two 
typical problems of gateway managers, namely looping messages and name clashes. 
4 .1 Loss of functionality 
The overall functionality of E-mail that passes ttv'ougl a gateway is related to the 
message cments and the vaious header fields. The greater the similaities of the 
end-to-end protocols , the better the overall functionality. 
When no per1ect mapping can be achieved between the header fields specified in the 
content protocols of the interconnected E-mail systems, some loss of functionality is 
inevitable. This may happen when services offered on the clfferent systems are not the 
same. Then, the maximum level of service that can be maintained by the gateway 
caresponds to the lowest commoo denominatcr of services between the E-mail 
systems involved. 
ln addtioo to the incoovenience it txings, the fact that clfferent sets of functiooalities 
are offered by clfferent E-mail systems can lead to some incoosistencies. F cr example, 
suppose the E-mail system EMS1 p-ovides confi'matioo of message delivery, and that 
E-mail system EMS2 doesn't. User A on EMS1 sends a message to user B on EMS1 
and to user C oo EMS2 and requests coof..-matioo fer the delivery of the message (see 
fig 4.1 ). The service provided to him will be inconsistent, since he will receive 
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confirmation of delivery to B but not to C, the gateway being unable to encode the 
request for confirmation when passing the message on EMS2. [Redell83) 
An alternative to this solution is for the gateway recognize the confirmation requests, 
realize that the destination E-mail system is unable to cope with such a request, and 
send itself a confirmation to the origin user, clearly indicating that the confirmation 
cornes from the gateway and explaining why. 
t i 
User A UserB 
GW Gateway 
MTS Message Transfer System 
i 
UserC 
D Message Transfer Agent 
Ü User Agent 
Fig 4.1 : Example of inconsistency of services 
The User Agent gateway technique (see section 3.1.2) tx-ings adcitional loss of 
functionality. For example, it is usually impossible to use <istribution lists and aliasing 
facilities. Mcreover, most of the time, recipients are prevented from replying. Ali these 
problems come from the fact that a message having aossed a UA gateway appears to 
have been submitted by the gateway User Agent itself, rather than by the original user. 
Another kind of loss of functionality may be inCll'Ted when a gàteway is aossed. 
lndeed, when a voice or videotex message will (in the fut\re) aoss a gateway to a 
simple text-ooly E-mail system, there will be an obvious loss of functionality. 
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4 .2 Addressing 
When adcressing a user on the same network, one simply has to use the conventional 
adctessing scheme of the network's mail system. This generally implies specifying the 
adctessee's name and the name of the host on the network. But when one has to 
adcress someone on another network, gateways get involved, and the fact that 
messages wil somehow have to pass through them is most often not transparent to the 
user. 
Three ad<ressing syntaxes can be distinguished, depending on the characteristics of 
the originator's network and of the gateway [Beyschlag85a). 
4.2.1 Transparent addressing 
With transpcrent ad<tessing, all ad<tesses consist of a recipient name. a host name 
and a networt name (the network name mig,t be omitted if the ad<i'essee is on the 
same network and the host name as well if the adcressee is on the same host). Using 
the RFC 822 format, this would look like : ·user@host.networ1c·. The E-mail systems 
themselves would take care of the routing of messages, using the approp-iate 
gateways if necessmy. 
This solution is the most satisfactory for the user, since the passage throug, a gateway 
is completely transpa-ent. This is even more so in cases where several gateways have 
to be aossed. Another important advantage of this technique is that any changes in 
gateway names or gateway locations we transpa"ent to users and we talcen into 
account automatically by the E-mail systems, with no rislc of error. 
The problem is of COll'se that it is not so easy to aTange that each host on each 
dfferent E-mail system is able to accept such a general ad<ress format. FlJ'thermore, 
this would imply the use of a lcind of <i'ectory service indcating which gateway to send 
a message to in order fait to be received by the destination user. 
A lot of work remains to be done in this wea, but the example of the ARPA Internet is 
worth considering since it is in tact composed of heterogeneous networlcs . 
Transpa"ent ad<ressing is used, but is uely eased by the tact that all the networlcs 
use the same mail protocols. 
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Once again, the problem of transparent adà"essing to other E-mail systems is only an 
extension of the same problem at the E-mail system level. There too, one would like to 
specify an adà"essee with just something lilce "user@host". without specifying the route 
that has to be talcen. 
4 .2.2 source routing 
A second way to adcress a user on another E-mail system is to use source routing. ln 
this case, an adcress has to mention explicitly the name of the gateway to be used to 
passa message on another E-mail system. An RFC 822 adcress of this type can have 
twofa-ms. 
The fr-st one is in fact used to specify sOlJ"ce routing within the RFC 822 adcressing 
scheme, i.e. with no special consideration fa- other E-mail systems. This lcind of SOlJ"Ce 
routing is indicated by 
but is dscot.raged. 
The second way to use sotl'Ce routing with an RFC 822 ad<tess talces advantage of 
the fact that an RFC 822 ad<tess is in fact composed of a local pa1 and of a domain 
specification (as seen in section 2.4.1 ), sepa-ated by an ·@· chël"acter. The domain 
pa1 must co ply to the fa-mat specified by RFC 822, but the local pa1 can be vi1ually 
any chël"acter string. lndeed, this local pa1, as its name indicates, is only intet"JJ'eted at 
the final host, and is passed untouched by the intermediate relay hosts. So that some 
infa-mal conventions have been bom, specifying some rules to interpret local pël"ts 
containing special chël"acters. 
Fa- example, to sent a message on another E-mail netwat, the following RFC 822 
ad<tess could be used : 
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The message would first be sent to the gateway host, as for any other message to any 
other host. Then, the gateway software would interpret the local part of the adctess, 
i.e. "user%host", replacing the last "%" by an"@", thus transforming it to something like 
u,er@ho3t 
and would then decide where to f orward the message next (incidentally. possibly to 
another gateway since the local part could also look lilce "user%host%gateway2"). 
lt should be emphasized that this kind of source routing isn't official, but rather is purely 
conventional. The percent sign is commonly used to indicate source routing, but other 
special signs existas well. 
Another example of the use of such "hybrid" adctesses can be found on the 
UUCP/EUNET netwa-lc where. as has seen in section 2.4.3, two different adctessing 
fa-mats are used (ol6-style bang path and RFC 822 fa-mat), sometimes at the same 
time. This may result in adctesses of the fa-m 
which can be interpreted cifferently if the UUCP point of view is used a- if the adctess 
is considered o be in the RFC 822 syntax. ln the frst case, the message must frst be 
sent to host1 and from then to the user rep-esented by the local pa1 ·1ocat" at the 
gateway ·gwhost". ln the second case, the message is sent to the gateway host 
·gNhosr and there, the local J)ll't, constituted of "host1 !local" is interpreted. 
The use of this type of SOt.rce routing is ma-e demandng fa- the user. since he has to 
lcnow the precise name of at least one gateway to each of the netwaics he has 
adctessees on. Fll1hermore, names of gateways se likely to change, and also it is 
not always obvious which route is optimal when several exist. But this format has the 
advantage that the user has ma-e control on the actual route taken by his message. 
This can be important in the (not really frequent) case of hig1ly sensitive messages 
which one does not want to pass througl a less sea.re gateway. 
Ma-eover, the tact that the fa-mats of these adctesses m-e not standa'd and may even 
be dfferent for each of the E-mail systems interconnected makes this kind of 
adctessing a ittle more confusing. 
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Another cra'l'back with this solution is that it could prevent the recipient of a message 
to reply to his correspondent. This depends on the quality of the gateway software and 
the recipient's mail software. 
4 .2.3 User Agent gateway 
The third possibility for acktessing someone on another networlc is when the gateway 
is implemented by the User Agent gateway technique desaibed in section 3.1.2. ln 
this case, the user has to specify as destination the gateway UA itself, and encode 
somehow the actual recipient in the contents of the message. 
This technique is dea'iy the worst for the user. lt constrains him to use totally different 
adcressing for a recipient on the same or on another network. ln the latter case, it is 
not the adcress of the recipient that has to be specified, but the adcress of the gateway 
UA, which is at least a little distll'bing and of c0t.rse not transpa-ent at all. 
When this technique is used, replying to messages having aossed a gateway cannot 
usually be a tomatic (i.e. without the need for the user himself to specify where to send 
baclc a reply since the message appears as having been sent by the gateway UA, not 
the ori9nal sender. 
Moreover, when a Jl'oblem involving a message coming from a UA gateway is 
detected by another gateway or E-mail system the message has passed througl, the 
error notification is sent to the gateway UA, not to the one who sent it. Even if the UA 
gateway induded addtional code to treat errer messages, this would be unusable, 
since by the time an error notification reaches the UA gateway, a reference to the 
original user is lost. 
4.3 Looping messages 
The Jl"oblem of looping messages is well known in E-mail systems. lt is also present 
for several reasons in E-mail gateways. 
One of the causes having as consequence that a message is passed continually 
between mail systems and is never delivered to a user has to do with mailing lists and 
is desaibed next [Heagerty87a]. 
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Consider two E-mail systems EMS1 and EMS2. There is a distribution list on EMS1 
and one of the members of this list is user X on EMS2. Suppose further that X has set 
his mail system to automatically reply to any message with another message like 'Tm 
on holiday. 1'11 call you back". If a message is ever sent to the distribution list, it will be 
f awarded to user X, and the mail software of this will automatically generate a reply. 
Although when in its own environment the mailing list mechanism could recognize that 
message as an automatic reply and not redstribute it, once the reply has crossed the 
gateway, it appears as a na-mal message and is sent to everyone in the list. This in 
turn causes another reply, and this goes on until someone notices the problem and 
acts consequently. 
Likewise, when a distribution list contains a faulty add'ess, the resulting erra- message 
is often redistributed, also to the faulty add'ess. This can cause congestion of whole 
netwa-ks. 
Another type of never stopping message is called "bouncing mail•. lt can occtl' when 
each of two interconnected hosts believes delivery of a message should be via the 
other one. he consequences of such an erroneous behaviOll' can be kept at a 
tolerable level by limiting the number of "hops· a message is allowed to pass througl. 
4.4 Name clashes 
Name dashes occtl' when an add'ess ca-responds to ma-e than one destination. This 
happens fa- example when two a- ma-e hosts may have identical names, as is the 
case on UUCP, where there was aignally no central administration. 
Usually, name dashes m-e Jrevented thanlcs to the fact that on most netwa-ks, there is 
a central authaity where all hosts and domains have to be registered. This enstl'es 
the uniqueness of names. lncidentally, UUCP is headng towm-ds such a policy, the 
CtJTent anm-chy making a Jroper management very dfficult. 
But when gateways get involved, name dash Jroblems appem- again, even if there is 
no such trou~e on the interconnected netwa-ks when talcen separately. They appem-
because there is no SUJra-netwa-k autha-ity that would aSSll'e absolute name 
uniqueness, at least in each country. lnside the gateway, this may lead to the same 
mapping fa- dfferent destinations. 
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Fa example, suppose that on three different netwaks, EARN, JANET and X.400, in 
country CC, there is a host called hostX and a user named Smith [Heagerty87a]. The 
corresponding local adcresses are respectively Smith@hostX.CC (RFC 822). 
Smith@CC.hostX (JANET uses p-otocol Grey Book similar to RFC 822 fa the 
adcressing, except that domains are written the other way round) and 
/S=Smith/O=hostX/C=CC (X.400). Because the networks are not connected, there is 
no p-oblem. 
But suppose now that a gateway is set up between these three networks. After having 
aossed the gateway, all the adctesses mentioned above will map into the same 
adcress, i.e. Smith@hostX.CC if RFC 822 is the common adcressing syntax of the 
gateway (see fig 4.2). Then, there is no means of knowing to whom the message is to 
be sent. 
\ Smith@hostx.cc / \ Smith@CC.hostX / 
Gateway 
1 Smitl@hostX.CC 1 
\ /S•Smith /O-=hostX /C-CC / 
XAII 
-+ is mapped to 
Fig 4.2: Example of name clash 
That is why, nowadays, most countries are arranging joint meetings between the 
<ifferent networks, so that the global namespace can be coacinated, thus avoiding 
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name clashes altogether. ln fact, as there is no technical solution, it needs to be 
administrative. Different networks within a country must sooner or later interconnect 
and coordinate their naming. lncidentally, one of the aims of RARE is to push countries 
to organize themselves in this way. 
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Management of E-mail gateways 
The intercomection of several E-mail systems is not a trivial problem. But the 
operation and maintenance of mail gateways is not an easier task. E-mail gateways 
are fine mechanisms that have to be loolced after very ccr-efully. 
Beside technical problems associated with the running of a gateway. other issues must 
be taken into account. They adâess accounting, administrative and legal problems. 
The taslcs of a gateway manager encompasses both lcinds of problems and are 
desaibed hereafter. This chapter is mainly based on several papers about the 
i:x-actical experience of gateway management. They were written by a gateway 
manager at CERN, and summcr-ized in [Heagerty87a]. 
5.1 Updatlng routlng tables 
A gateway can be seen as a special host connected to two a mae E-mail systems. 
When a new host a a new domain (fa some E-mail systems) is added. some lcind of 
updating has to be done, as is necessay fa any a-dina-y host. 
The updating can consist of the modfication of some local static tables a can be taken 
over by a name server. Fa example. on EARN/BITNET. complete maps of all sites are 
regulm-ly broadcast to all the nodes on the network, while on the Arpa Internet, only the 
tables of the ame servers involved have to be mocified. 
But beside the tables peculia- to a gven E-mail system. the gateway manager is 
responsible for addtional tables specific to the gateway. 
A case hi~liglting the necessity of these specific tables is desaibed hereafter. 
Imagine a gateway interconnecting more than two E-mail systems. When receiving a 
message from one of the E-mail systems, the gateway has to lcnow to which E-mail 
system to fawa-d the message. For example, when a gateway interconnecting UUCP, 
BITNET and EAN receives from UUCP a message which was aiginally adâessed to 
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"user%host@gateway", the gateway tables have to be consulted to find on which 
network to sent the message, BITNET, EAN or even UUCP. 
V ery often it does not suffice to simply update a table of hosts belonging to a specific 
network. This information must be incorparated in the appropriate way in the gateway 
progams, e.g. some progams may store host lists in a hash table, other progams 
have them compiled in for efficiency reasons. 
5.2 Checting connections 
A good means of being sure that there is no blocking, loss of connection or other 
problems is to automatically and regularly send test messages a-ound the major routes 
and gateways. This enues that any problem with the connections is quiclcly detected 
and resolved. 
Moreover, gathering statistics related to these test messages allows a gateway 
manager tome-tune his system. For example, mean trip times of test messages can 
indicate where bottlenecks are and in what crcumstances congestions occtr. lt also 
enables the gateway manager to determine more suitable cati frequencies to certain 
destinations. 
5.3 Checting log files 
Log files con tain the inf a-mati on on which fut\J'e decisions and pria-ities will be based. 
Checking the log files is an essential pa1 of a gateway manager's tasks fa- the 
following reasons. 
Frst, it can explain why some messages were treated imJroperly, allowing to trace the 
infa-mation back througi several gateways if necessél'y. For example, the trace 
information can show that a message could not be treated Jroperly because it was too 
la-ge a- because the number of recipients was too higi. 
Then, it prowdes the aude infa-mation from which statistics about the use of the 
gateway can be calculated. Likewise, when users a-e to be cha-ged for the use of a 
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gateway, the accounting can be based on the logged information. Ma-eover, 
analyzing log files can help detect illegal traffic or other misuse of the gateway ( see 
chapter 7 for more details on these tapies). 
Logged trace information can also outline user problems when they have to use 
gateways. lodeed, it is sometimes really baffling to see how exotic some addresses to 
foreign E-maii systems can look. lt is even more surprising to realize the number of 
such extravagant formats some gateways can cope with. 
When the number of refused messages is too high, for example because of bad 
address formats, gateway managers have to do one of two things : either they have to 
indude in the gateway additional softwm-e or tables to enable correct pa-sing of the 
previously u1Yeco91ized ad<tess formats, or they have to edit a guide containing the 
correct adctess formats for messages that have to aoss the gateway. Reference 
[Hem-gerty87c] is such a guide and was written by one of CERN's gateway managers, 
mainly for internai usage. 
5.4 Anatysts or statlsttcs 
The regulm- cW1alysis of the statistics gathered dlring the activity of a gateway allows a 
gateway manager to check the p-oper functioning of the system he is responsible of, 
and to take awopriate decisions fer the futll'e. 
Fr-st, the stalistics JJ'oduced automatically give JJ'ecise figll"es concerning the actual 
traffic passing ttrougl the gateway, fiQll"es that m-e quite cifficult to assess otherwise. 
This in ttm helps the gateway manager to decide what resot.rces he has to assign fer 
the service to be p-ovided p-operly. 
The most populm- hosts (i.e. those who receive/send most messages) can be easily 
detected and the mean traffic volume involving them can be estimated. From these 
figll'es, the gateway manager can decide what type of connection there should be to 
the <ifferent hosts as well as the frequency of connection with them. Would a leased 
line be ma-e cost-effective than the ctrrent cial-up line to this host ? Shouldn't we 
establish a ci"ect connection to that host, rather than to have to pass ttrougl relay 
hosts? 
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lt must be noted that this attitude is not in fact specific to gateway managers but rather 
is the normal way of thinking for each responsible of a local E-mail system. lndeed, he 
must also decide what type of line to use to connect to a neighbouring host on the 
same E-mail system. This is especially true for router hosts, or hosts being part of 
some kind of backbone in an E-mail system. 
From the size of the messages bound to certain hosts, the question can also be asked 
whether it wouldn't be wiser to establish a file transfer service instead of or additionally 
to an E-mail service. lnterpersonal messages are indeed usually not huge, and more 
appropriate services exist for other kinds of transfer. 
The g-owth rate of the use of a given gateway. derived from the successive statistics. 
can also help a gateway manager to estimate when the system will be overloaded, or 
conversely if the gateway is less used than before. 
Another very important information that the analysis of statistics can provide is the 
approximate cost of the gateway service, at least as far as the actual transfer of bytes 
on the links to and from other hosts is concerned. The calculation of this information 
must take into account several factors, indudng the natl.re of the links (e.g. dal-up or 
leased line). the cost per volume and per time on these lines. and still others. 
The implementation of a particuls- tool to produce statistics from log files for an existing 
gateway is desaibed in chapter 7. 
5.5 Charging and accounting 
Running a gateway implies the use of a substantial amount of reS<U'ces, which have to 
be paid for by someone. Sometimes the gateway is operated for the benefit of a whole 
community and is funded centrally. This is more er less the case fer CERN's gateway 
system which was aiginally set up fer private use within the Hi~ Energy Physics 
(HEP) comm nity. ln other cases, users have to be charged some way fer the use of 
the service offered. 
Anyway, it is always interesting to know who uses the gateway and fer how much, at 
least to encot.rage a cost-effective use of the service. 
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5.6 User support 
As we have already seen, an E-mail gateway can usually not be totally transparent for 
users. When he has to send his messages through a gateway, a user is often 
confused, for several reasons. He must use a special adâessing method, he has to be 
aware that t e functionalities he is used to might be lost when a gateway is aossed, he 
has to understand new types of often cryptic error messages, etc. 
To cite one of CERN's gateway managers, "As the technical problems of 
internetworldng different X.400 products and gatewaying with existing mail systems are 
being overcome, the et.rrent challenge is to adopt X.400 systems with minimum 
confusion to the user community" [Heagerty87b]. This stresses the point that the 
problem is less technical than organizational, i.e. that the feasibility of gateways is 
proven, while the practical use of them by non-specialist users still causes problems. 
T o help users utilize gateways in a proper manner, gateway managers have to provide 
the nece~ information. For example, they can provide, in collaboration with E-mail 
responsibles. user guides explaining the <fflerent ad<tess formats to reach someone 
on another E-mail system. 
Sorne kind of on-line help is also app-eciated. For example, some mail softwcl"e (or 
mcre generaJly, some operating systems) allow system managers to add help saeens 
to the help facilities aready provided. So, a help screen containing ad<tess fa-mats to 
the main destinations where a gateway is involved could be added to the stanœd on-
line help. 
Another kin of suppcrt provided to users on the same site as the gateway ( and 
possibly for others too) is the direct answer to questions. Fa these users, a site-wide 
electronic mail directay service can also be setup, containing the names and 
ad<tesses of all the users on the site. This is being done at CERN (see section 6.9). 
Another way CERN's gateway managers have facilitated the life of users is by 
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This common adctessing scheme makes no reference to any gateway machine and 
leaves the job of correct routing to the gateway system, in conjunction with the E-mail 
software corresponding to the diff erent E-mail systems. This E-mail software is 
supposed to send all non-local mail as mail for which a route cannot be determined 
locally to the gateway. 
5. 7 Coping with emergencies 
Sometimes, even for a mail manager responsible only for what happens on his own 
host, a aitical situation can arise when problems have to be dealt with in real-time. For 
gateway managers, the situation is even more complicated since they have to solve 
µ--oblems rela ed to multiple E-mail systems using cfflerent protocols and on which 
they have no control at all. 
When some ypes of problems occlJ", gateway managers have to react quickly to 
enSU"e that Ile whole gateway system does not collapse. For example, when 
messages start to loop (see section 4.3) or when a message queue is bloclced, quick 
manual intervention is necessary, otherwise the gateway gets satl.l"ated and may loose 
iremedably messages still sriving that cannot be treated because of lack of 
rescuces or complete blocking. 
5.8 Aœninistrative issues 
The operation of an E-mail gateway cannot be considered simply as a localized and 
independent activity since by definition, a gateway is used to interconnect existing E-
mail systems. This implies that some external factors, on which the gateway 
implementors usually have no influence or means of action, have to be taken into 
account. 
For example, the gateway must comply to the r~lations imposed by the PTT's which 
wrently have a monopolistic attitude for all that concerns telecommunications. 
Especially, a gateway is in principle not allowed to switch third-pm-ty traffic. Of cw-se, 
there are lots of subdeties in the matter, and it is not always very dear what is allowed 
and what is not. 
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There needs to be some kind of name management aaoss netwaks to avoid clashes 
when disjoint network.s are connected (see section 4.4), and a decision has to be 
made when llere are several ways to convert from one adcress famat to another. 
A gateway must also comply with the rules applied to the netwaks it interconnects. Fa 
example, a gateway host link.ed to EARN/BITNET will have to use leased fines to 
connect to that netwak., unless its nearest neighbour is on the same site. 
Another task of the gateway manager is to tak.e care of the machine supporting the 
gateway, by considering maintenance contracts and back up procedures. 
5. 9 Conclusion 
T o condude this desaiption of the tasks link.ed to the operation of an E-mail gateway, 
lefs listen to what one of CERN's gateway managers says about her job : "Operating a 
mail gateway service involves much ma-e than just installing the software. The 
overhead is a function of the number of gateways, the number of connections, the size 
of the user community and the quality of the mail and gateway sottw.e - not only run 
locally but also at the externat sites users cl'e communicating with." [Heagerty87a). 
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Now that we have learned a little more about the general principles surrounding E-mail 
gateways, it is time to see how ail these ideas are applied in real life. ln order to do 
this, the gateway system set up at CERN. the Organization for Nuclear Research in 
Europe located in Geneva, will be desaibed. 
After having stated the initial needs and the Jl'epa-atory work concerning the gateway 
system that v-,as to be set up, we will have a closer look at the E-mail systems that were 
to be interconnected. Two software products constituting the heart of the gateway will 
then be desaibed, as well as the machine at the center of the system. 
Then, the gateways to the major E-mail systems will be desaibed individually. A 
special type of gateway will also be mentioned, namely a gateway from E-mail systems 
to the T elex network. After having said a few words about CERN's directory service, 
we will close this chapter by desaibing the trend for the Mtre of E-mail at CERN, i.e. 
the mig-ation to X.400. 
6.1 1 nttial needs 
CERN is one of the biggest resea-ch labaataies in the wa1d. As such, it employs 
about 3500 persons. a thrd of which m-e engineers and scientists. ln adcition to the 
staff members, about 3000 physicists coming from all over the wa-ld wa-lc on the CERN 
site but lceep frequent contacts with ther home country. Ali these people m-e pm1 of the 
Hig1 Energy Physics (HEP) community which is chm-acterized by a large aspersion 
wa1dwide and by hig1 communication needs. 
ln 1985, the situation was the following. CERN was linlced to the rest of the HEP 
community via wide a-ea networks having each ther E-mail protocols. There were 
connections to JANET (the UK Joint Academic NETwork using Grey Boole, a mo<ified 
version of RFC 822, as mail protocol), to INFNET (the Italien HEP private DECNET, 
using VMS Mail), to EARN (the Ell'opean counterpa1 of BITNET inaeasingly using 
RFC 822) and to EUNET (the Ell'opean Unix NETwork using mainly RFC 822). 
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Moreover, in ide CERN itself, there were, in addition to the E-mail systems used on the 
networks mentioned above, other mail systems, including NOTIS-1D, on Norsk Data 
machines and EMF, a set of Electronic Mail Facilities developed at CERN and used on 
an IBM/MVS host. Ali these E-mail systems were incompatible and many CERN hosts 
had no E-mail system installed at all. 
The situati was clearly unsatisfactory, since, on the one hand data communication 
facilities had become such an important tool for the daily work of the HEP community, 
and on the ther hand, E-mail as a data communication tool is only useful if every 
member of a goup can reach any member of any other goup, which was not the case. 
However, it should be noted that partial gateways between the networks to which 
CERN was connected and also to other networks to which CERN had no direct 
connection already existed abroad. For example, there was a gateway between 
BITNET and UUCP in the USA, and it was possible to get inc.-ectly connected to ARPA 
Internet or CSNET via BITNET. 
But this is fa- from being sufficient when huge amounts of messages have to be 
regula1y treated, as is the case fa CERN and the HEP community. The use of 
gateways indeed implies addtional delays and costs and possibly some loss of 
functionality. Fll1hermore, the same connectivity and effectiveness as the one 
achieved with a local gateway system could not be provided, in particular fa the local 
users. 
Likewise, it would be ridiculous to have to send a message via the United States to go 
from a BITNET host at CERN to, fa example, a UUCP host in Belgium. 
6.2 The COMICS study 
ln a-der to solve the E-mail problems at CERN, a study named COMICS (COmputer 
based Message systems lnterConnect Strategy) was alTied out clring the year 1984. 
Two maja recommendations of COMICS are summarized as follows [Beyschlag85a) : 
- ·x.400 compatible Electronic Mail Systems should be installed and used 
wherever available. Ali new developments should be done in the context of 
X.400" 
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- "A flexible gatewaying system to interconnect X.400, EARN, VMS Mail over 
DECNET, Grey Book over JANET, EUNET and other Electronic Mail 
Networks and Systems should be supported on a central mail server. [ ... ] 
T is central system would be replaced çradually by an X.400 networlc with 
gateways into other networks. [ ... )" 
(See section 6.11 for a discussion on the choice of X.400 as standard E-mail protocol.) 
ln June 1985, the implementation of the gateway system described in the COMICS 
report began in the framework of the MINT (Mail INTerchange) project. The goals of 
this project were to establish the MINT gateway computer, to provide connectivity 
between recommended mail systems at CERN and to provide a uniform adctessing 
syntax for mail [Heagerty86). 
6.3 The strategy model 
Dll"ing the cOll'se of the COMICS study, two gatewaying models emerged 
[Beyschlag85a]. ln the frst model (centralized gateway), an integrated E-mail server 
would contai the gateways between all considered E-mail systems, either on a one-
to-one basis or integrated with a central meta-p-otocol. 
This model has the advantage of being easier to control. The gateway can be tuned 
accor<ing to the needs of the user community. For example, calling frequencies and 
line speeds to neig1bwing hasts can be adapted to the mail volume quite easily. 
Statistics on the use of E-mail a-e easier to obtain because there is only one point 
where messages cross the border between E-mail systems (Beyschlag87a]. When 
several gateways are involved, as in the C\J'Tent situation, it is not atways easy to 
enue that messages are counted only once in the statistics. 
The disadvantage of such an approach is that ail messages that have to be gatewayed 
must pass ttv-oug1 a sin~e computer. This may cause reliability and capacity 
problems. 
The second model ( distributed gateways) is based on multiple gateways that a-e used 
wherever they exist. ln such a model, the gateways can be maintained by the experts 
of the mapped protocols themselves. 
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The strategy finally chosen is a mixture of the two models. lt recommends a centralized 
gateway fa- the short term future. X.400 would be one of the gatewayed netwa-ks. 
This configUïation would soon develop into a distributed gateway approach where 
X.400 as the protocol with the highest functionality is placed in the middle and 
gateways at CERN and outside CERN are used to connect to E-mail systems with other 
protocols (see fig 6.1 ). 
This approach has the advantage of giving a special importance to the X.400 system, 
since the only remaining gateways will eventually be between X.400 and other E-mail 
systems. This will give X.400 a central role and ease the transition to X.400, as is 




Netw 2 .......... ..... .... 
Central ......... X.400 Gateway ...... 
..... ..... 







Netw 3 G/W 
INetw ~)◄ ►I G/W 1 
Fig 6.1 : Gateway model evolution 
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6.4 Major E-mail systems used at CERN 
At the end of the COMICS study, lots of different E-mail systems were in use at CERN. 
Sometimes, several of them were used on the same machine. So, to ease a little the 
life of everyone, it was decided to select for each type of machine and operating 
system an E-mail system which would become the recommended one (see table 6.1 ). 
Using a recommended E-mail system implies the following advantages. They are 
supported on the CERN site, i.e. there is at least one local specialist able to answer 
questions associated with a recommended E-mail system, and to solve related 
problems. The probability is also high that there is a gateway between any two 
recommended E-mail systems, while it is not so Sll'e for others. 
Ma-eover, the fact that EAN was chosen as the recommended E-mail system against 
VMS Mail on VAXJVMS and against the Unix mail on VAX/Unix will decl'ly facilitate the 
transition to X.400, which is actually the long term goal. EAN is ctrrently running on 10 







Recommended E-meil system 
EMI 
EMI 
\/f\,t bur EMF 
t-tTIRice Meil Exec &Coh,nbia!Mler 
Notis-0 
Table 6.1 : Recommended E-mail systems at CERN 
Even thou~ they m-e not mentioned in table 6.1, it is also possible to use Unix mail, 
which is the standél'd mail p-ogam available on Unix systems and VMS Mail, which is 
also the standél'd mail facility shipped with VAXJVMS machines. There a-e wrently 
about 200 CERN hosts and 1500 hosts él'ound the wa1d that use VMS Mail as frst 
communication means. 
lt should also be noted that the central IBM/MVS service is planned to be stopped soon 
altogether and that this service is p-ogessively replaced by another I BM operating 
system, namely VM/CMS. 
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The Na-sk data machines and their E-mail system Notis-1O are used mainly for CERN's 
internai administrative needs, and little, if at all, by the physicists for their external 
contacts. 
These reasons explain why gateways to and from the IBM/MVS and the Norsk Data 
machines will just be mentioned, while gateways to the UUCP wald and to VMS Mail 
systems will be described, even though these E-mail systems are not recommended 
ones. 
6.5 Two products of particutar inportance 
The hecl"t of the gateway system set up at CERN is constituted by two products. On the 
one hand, there is sendmail, which is a general routing prog-am to which several E-
mail systems can be interfaced. On the other hand, EAN is the X.400 implementation 
on which CERN has based its long term migation strategy. 
6.5.1 Sendmail 
Sendmail implements a general internetwat mail routing facility, featlling aliasing 
and fawa-ding, automatic routing to netwat gateways, and flexible configll'atîon 
[Allman83). lt is pst of Berkeley Unix and has been desigted with RFC 822 in mind. 
One of its main goals was to ease the transition from the tradtional UUCP ·bang pathN 
ad<tessing to domain ad<tessing in the ARPA Internet style. 
Here follow some of the characteristics of sendmail. Each processed message is 
guaranteed to be JJ"operly delivered a fawa-ded, and at least not lost. Sendmail is 
criven by a confiQll'ation file read at each invocation, which allows to change most 
parameters (e.g. pa-sing rules a- routing infa-mation) without recompilation. Netwat 
traffic is minimized by automatically batching ad<tesses to a single host where 
possible. lt is also possible to send mail <i"ectly into a file a- as input to a command. 
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a. Communications with the outside world 
Sendmail has generally no direct contact with users and does not perf orm actual mail 
delivery. Rather. it collects a message generated by a user interface progam which 
will actas the sender, edits the message as required by the destination E-mail system, 
and calls the appropriate mailer(s) to do mail delivery or queueing for network 
transmission (see fig 6.2). 
1 s~~~: 1] 
SENDMAIL 
[: ~ail~ 2 1 
Fig _6.2 : Sendmail's interactions with senders and mailers 
There a-e ttree ways sendmail can communicate with the outside wa-ld, i.e. with the 
sender and mailer progams it interacts with. These ttree techniques can be used by 
the senders to transmit messages to sendmail, as well as by sendmail to pass 
messages to the mailers. 
The frst one is by using the standa"d means fer communicating with Unix processes, 
i.e. by using the •gument vectcr/exit status technique. Here, the recipients of a 
message m-e passed as pm-ameters in the m-gument list and the message body is 
iresented at the stanœd input. The exit status of the receiving irocess is collected 
and appropiate action talcen if necesay (e.g. an erra- message is sent to the sender 
of an undeliverable message). 
The second apµ-oach is to speak SMTP over a pai' of Unix pipes. Recipients m-e not 
passed in the •gument list. lnstead, a usual SMTP dalog talces place, using the 
standtl'd input of the receiving process to pass SMTP commands, and collecting the 
reply codes on the standard output of the same process. 
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The third possibility is to talk SMTP over an lnterProcess Channel (IPC). This method 
is quite similar to the second, except that it is much ma-e flexible, due to the use of 
4.2BSD IPC. which is generally used to allow communication between processes on 
diff erent machines. 
b. Typical scenario 
When a sender wants to send a message, it issues a request to sendmail using one of 
the three methods described above. Sendmail processes this message in three 
phases. First. it interprets the arguments and parses the ad<tesses, then it collects and 
sta-es the message, and finally the message is handed to the apµ-opriate mailer for 
delivery. 
Dll'ing the parsing of ad<tesses (coming either from the êl'gument list or the SMTP 
command RCPT), a list of recipients is created. Adcress interpretation is controlled by 
a production system, which can pêl'se both RFC 822 domain-based ad<tessing and 
old-style bang path ad<tesses and even most mixtu-es of these. As much verification 
as possible of ad<tess syntax is done at this step. 
Aliasing and fawarding are also done here. Aliasing is the replacement of alias 
names with the ca-responding list of ad<tesses, using a system-wide file. Forwêl'cing 
allows each recipient to specify (in a file in his home <i"ectory) a list of users to which 
any message should automatically be f a'Wêl'ded. 
Then, the message is collected from the sender. The header is parsed and kept in 
memory while the message body is stored in a tempaêl'y file. 
The recipient list is then reêl'ranged accorcing to the mailers that êl'e to be involced. 
For each recipient, sendmail knows which mailer it has to call thanks to the format of 
the ad<tess or the names of host or domain contained in the adctess. 
Each mailer is then passed the list of recipients it will have to talce over, using one of 
the techniques described above. Then the message itself is sent. Sendmail malces 
the per-mailer changes to the header (e.g. to enSll'e that it will be possible to use 
automatic reply), if neceSSêl'}', but the message body is passed untouched. 
If a mailer rettms a status indicating that delivery is ct1Tently not possible, sendmail 
will queue the message for retransmission and retry later. 
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c. The configuration file 
At each invocation, sendmail reads a configuration file containing the information it 
needs to parse adctesses correctly and to find the mailers to which it has to pass the 
messages. The configu-ation file is composed of header definitions, mailer 
declarations, adctess rewriting rules, maao definitions and options. 
Header declarations specify the format of header lines to be added by sendmail if 
necessary. Mailer declarations indicate to sendmail what mailers are available to it 
and when to use them, with what parameters, etc. The heart of the adctess parsing of 
sendmail is constituted by a set of rewriting rules comparable to a production system. 
This allows a very flexible (but not always easy to code and to read) editing of 
adctesses. 
6.5.2 EAN 
ln view of the long term goal which is the migration towards X. 400 conf a-ming systems 
and the eventual eviction of all other E-mail systems, the adoption of EAN can be 
considered as a lcey step. EAN (version 2) has indeed become the recommended E-
mail system on Unix as well as VMS VAXes at CERN. 
The integation of this X.400 E-mail system in CERN's gateway system will allow 
everyone to migrate towa-ds X.400 at his own pace, while at the same time enuing 
the same connectivity fa- all sites, even the ones that can adopt X.400 only at a slower 
pace. 
The EAN package includes interfaces to DECNET, to TCP/IP and to the DEC PSI X.25 
softwtl'e, as transpa1 mechanisms. The X.400 messages of EAN we thus transferred 
using the P1 protocol over DECNET between V AX/VMS systems, over TCP/IP between 
VAX/VMS and VAX/Unix and over the Public PSDN between other EAN/X.400 PRivate 
Management Domains. 
6,6 A speclal machine : CERNYAX 
Following the COMICS study, the MINT (Mail INTerchange) project was sta-ted with the 
aim of providing a central E-mail gateway computer. As will be seen in the next section 
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(6.7 Gateways implementation), the gateway system is implemented using several 
machines. However, two of these, MINT and PRIAM, have a special status. Maybe 
their first characteristic is that they both have the same second name, CERNVAX. Here 
is their stay 
lt all started out with a VAX11/780, with a UUCP connection to MCVAX, the Dutch (and 
European) UUCP backbone host. The UUCP host name was CERNVAX. This 
machine provided at CERN the service fa a project called "PRIAM" (PRoject 
lnterdivisionnel d'Assistance aux Miaoprocesseurs). Then, the COMICS study started 
and with it came the first version of X.400 based mail, i.e. EAN. The EAN host, the 
same VAX, was called priam. Soon after that, CERN was connected to EARN/BITNET, 
and the UAEP softwa"e (Unix Ases Emulation Package) was installed on that machine 
too, with CERNVAX as EARN hostname. 
Then the decision was taken to install a machine decicated to E-mail gatewaying, 
MINT, and the EARN/BITNET connection was movedto that machine, a VAX11/750, to 
relieve the overloaded VAX11/780 (PRIAM) of some of its blrden. The 780 has been 
replaced by a much mae powerful VAX 8530 last year, but the mail connections have 
not changed, so CERNVAX (MINT) is on EARN/BITNET and CERNVAX (PRIAM) is on 
EUNET/UUCP. 








Fig 6.3 : The CERNY AX machine(s) 
Figt.re 6.3 shows both CERNVAXes, the names of the E-mail systems of which they a"e 
hosts, and the names under which they are lcnown in the cfflerent E-mail systems. The 
interactions of the functional components shown in that fiQll'e as well as how they fit in 
the gateway system a"e explained in detail in section 6.7. The two arrows incicate that 
there is a drect connection to, respectively, the EARN/BITNET and EUNET/UUCP 
netwalcs, i.e. that both CERNVAXes a"e the entry/exit points between CERN and those 
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networks. Even though the EAN software is present in both of them, the corresponding 
entry/exit point to EAN is located in another machine, explaining the absence of an 
arrow to the EAN networlc.. 
T o lift the ambiguity about messages adcressed from EARN/BITNET to a user on 
CERNVAX, some trick had to be used, since two machines respond to that name. 
BITNET transfers are file transfers, and every transfer consists of a data part and a tag 
part. The tag contains the information on remote and local user and host, i.e. sender 
and recipient. ln E-mail, terms, we would call the tag a message envelope. The 
mechanism implemented in MINT checks for the destination user being a genuine 
PRIAM user (the list is updated once per day), and in that case does not interpret the 
data part of the BITNET file. but sends it as mail to the specified user. Otherwise, it 
takes origin and destination from what it finds in the data pa-t. This can be a message 
body with an RFC 822 header with or without an SMTP envelope. The sendmail 
configuration file on MINT contains the information on what to do with mail to be sent to 
non-CERN hosts on other networks. EAN-bound mail and DECNET mail are sent to a 
VAX/VMS machine (VXGIFT) and UUCP mail is sent to PRIAM, using TCP/IP over 
Ethernet in ail cases. 
6. 7 Gateways inplementation 
ln this section, the gateways operated at CERN to and from the fOl.l" major networks will 
be desaibed. Possible alternatives will also be mentioned. 
6. 7 .1 EARNIBI TNET gateway 
To set up a gateway to EARN/BITNET, ail that is needed is an interface from this 
network to sendmail. lndeed, when this interface is achieved, a message coming from 
EARN/BITNET can be passed to sendmail and rerouted by this to EAN or 
EUNET/UUCP, which m-e also interfaced to sendmail. 
A message can then even be forwarded to any other networlc. which can be reached 
via EAN or EUNET/UUCP. For example, if the message is to be sent in the DECNET 
world, it will fi'st be passed to EAN which will forward it to its final destination (see 
section 6.7.4 for details on that gateway). 
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Lilcewise, any message that was somehow passed to sendmail, either coming from 
EAN, EUNET/UUCP or indirectly from any E-mail system connected to these, can be 
redirected to EARN/BITNET. 
The passage between EARN/BITNET and sendmail, which is in tact the critical point of 
the gateway, will not imply any loss of functionality once RFC 822 will be used as the 
only encHo-end ~otocol on EARN/BITNET. 
The implementation of this gateway involves two hosts at CERN (see fig 6.4) : CEARN, 
which is an IBM/VM system acting as the Swiss International EARN node, and MINT, 
which was described above. On the MINT machine runs a software called UREP (Unix 
Ases Emulation Package), developed by the Pennsylvania State University. lts goal is. 
as its name indicates, to emulate on a Unix machine the RSCS (Remote Spooling 
Communications Subsystem) ~otocol used on IBM systems. An interface to sendmail 
is included in the package. The BSMTP JX'Otocol (see section 2.2.2) is used as mail 
transter ~otocol over RSCS. 
~~~ 
IBM/VM (CE.ARN) 
VAX Unix BSD 4.2 
(MINT -CERNYAI) 
BSMTP ses .... ...,_ ___ ....,. UREP ..---. sendmail 
(RSCS) 
Fig 6.4: The EARN/BITNET gateway 
lndependently of any E-mail consideration, UREP malces it possible fa" a Unix machine 
to become a peer host fully integated to the EARN/BITNET network. This permits a 
Unix user to submit jobs fa" remote batch execution a" transmit files to a" from any 
EARN/BITNET node. 
A detailled description of the jOll'ney of a message passing from EARN/BITNET to 
EUNET/UUCP is given in section 6.8. 
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An alternative to the UREP solution would have been to use the Wiscnet software 
developed by the University of Wisconsin. This package allows an IBM/VM to 
communicate with a Unix machine, using TCP/IP over Ethernet or X.25, and using 
SMTP as mail transfer protocol. 
6. 7 .2 EAN gateway 
The integation of EAN to existing E-mail systems is done at two points. The first one 
consists of an interface to sendmail, included in the Unix version of EAN. This allows 
any EAN message to be passed to sendmail, and from then on, to any E-mail system 
interfaced to sendmail, including EARN/BITNET and EUNET/UUCP. This of course 
works also in the other drection. 
This inter1ace to sendmail consists of some code, included in the EAN package itself, to 
convert the X.400 data structtres used by EAN (with the restrictions mentioned in 
section 2.4.4 since EAN is not a pure X.400 system) into the RFC 822 format that 
sendmail can understand. The sender part is called instead of the usual EAN transport 
progam when the add-ess of a message contains a domain which has been declared 
as special domain in EAN MT A tables. 
Likewise, there is a •maïler" part of the package to convert from RFC 822 to X.400 
format. This mailer is called from sendmail when the latter has decided, following the 
rules contained in its confiQll"ation file, to send a given message to the EAN network. 




V AX/VMS (YXGIFT) 
Fig 6.5: The EAN gateway via sendmail 
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This passage from P2 to RFC 822 implies of course some loss of functionality. For 
example, probes cannot be treated properly, and confirmation of delivery are not part 
of "standard" RFC 822. 
At CERN, the EAN gateway is once again hosted in the MINT-CERNVAX machine (see 
fig 6.5). Ali the external EAN traffic is passed to a VAXJVMS (VXGIFT), which is the 
entry/exit point to other EAN/X.400 domains, via X.25 lines. 
A gateway between EAN and VMS Mail is also possible, as will be seen in section 
6.7.4 related to VMS Mail. 
6.7.3 EUNET/UUCP gateway 
The lcey component of the gateway to and from EUNET/UUCP is, once again, 
sendmail. The Unix mail package is a~eady interfaced with sendmail to enSlJ'"e proper 
delivery of mail throus;tout EUNET/UUCP, independently of any other E-mail system. 
So, it is quite easy to set up a gateway to other E-mail systems when these systems 
offer an interface to sendmail, lilce EAN and EARN/BITNET. 
At CERN, the machine which constitutes the entry/exit point to EUNET/UUCP is 
CERNVAX-PRIAM (see fig 6.6). The sendmail progam hosted there is in cirect 
connection with its counterpa1 sendmail on the central gateway machine, CERNVAX-
MINT. 











Fig 6.6 : The EUNET/UUCP gateway 
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Once a message coming from EUNET/UUCP has been passed to sendmail on 
CERNVAX-PRIAM, it is passed, if it is not for this host, to sendmail on CERNVAX-MINT. 
This happens using SMTP over a TCP/IP link. Once there, the message can be 
f orwarded on any E-mail system already interfaced to sendmail, just by having made 
sure that sendmail will pass the message to the proper mailer. This works likewise in 
the other direction. 
6.7.4 DECNET gateway 
The VMS version of EAN includes an interface to VMS Mail. This gateway code allows 
to convert the X.400 data structures used by EAN to and from a form compatible with 
the VMS Mail and vice versa. 
ln the VMS to EAN direction, the gateway makes use of the foreign mail protocol 
feature of VMS Mail. This chil"acteristic allows an address to have the form 
p gm%"ad dress-pert" 
When the VMS Mail prog-am has to treat such an address, it catis (in tact, it links 
dynamically) the progam named before the ",, sigt, and passes the contrai to this, 
with "address-part" as argument. 
Thus, in this case, an address like 
E.AN%"user@hœt.dornain" 
would cause a progam having a name in the style ·vMS_TO_EAN· to be searched on 
the cisk and the control passed to it, with •guments inclucing the actual EAN address 
("user@host.domain") and the message, headers and body. The "VMS_TO_EAW 
program can then try to map the VMS Mail headers as well as it can and pass the 
result to the main EAN progam which will do the rest of the job. 
At CERN, the actual format used is 'MINT~tuser@host.domain•·, MINT being the 
central gateway machine. The machine where the gateway between VMS Mail and 
EAN is running is VXGIFT. So, any machine being on the HEP DECNET, like VXGIFT, 
can reach any host accessible from EAN at CERN, by first specifying the path to reach 
VXGIFT via DECNET, and then by specifying the address by which the destination host 
would be known from EAN. Note that the destination host can be on any reachable 
netwcrt, e.g. BITNET or EUNET. 
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ln the other direction, i.e. from EAN to VMS mail, things happen differently. To activate 
the gateway possibility of EAN, an MT A named "vmsmail" has to be declared in the 
MT A tables. A domain name is associated to this MT A, so that each time a message is 
queued for a user on a host in that domain, a special gateway progam is involced 
instead of the usual progam to transfer messages between MT A's using P1. 
ln the case of CERN, the name associated to that special MTA is DECNET.CERN, so 
that each time an EAN message as the form 
user@decnethost .DECNET .CERN 
the message is gatewayed to VMS Mail. 
Figure 6.7 shows CERN's implementation of the gateway, in both directions. 
Loss of functionality is guaranteed in most cases since the protocol used by VMS Mail 
is a much more primitive end-to-end protocol than X.400. There is no probe, no 
confirmation and even no carbon copy, just to mention these. 
IID~~IE1r 
VAX/VMS (YIGIFT) 
VAX Unix BSD 4.2 
(UIIT-CERNYAX) 
VMS Mal t----et E E G 
VMS ->X.400 A ...,....,.._P_1_--tt A W 
Mail x.400-> N (TCPftP) N 
sendmail 
VMSMII __ _. 
Fig 6. 7 : The DECNET gateway 
The EAN/VMS Mail gateway desaibed hereabove is not satisfacta-y fa- two main 
reasons [Heagerty87d]. Frst, there is no retry mechanism, so that when a message 
cornes from EAN to DECNET and a drect connection to the DECNET host is 
temporarily unavailable, the message is simply disca-ded and a non-delivery 
notification is retl.l'ned to the sender. The second reason is that erra- messages do not 
indicate dearly the reason fa- message failure to a DECNET node. 
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For these reasons, the current gateway will soon be replaced by a new one. The most 
likely alternative gateway will be implemented using the PMDF (Pascal Memo 
Distribution F acility), which is a routing facility comparable to sendmail and running on 
VAX/VMS. lt has interfaces to VMS Mail, to JNET (see below) and provides store and 
forward capability for DECnet. lt could also be interfaced to sendmail on the central 







Fig 6.8 : The alternative DECNET gateway 
Yet other solutions exist, at least fa what concerns a <i"ect gateway between DECNET 
and EARN/BITNET. There exist indeed two products, JNET and INTERLINK, used as 
emulators of EARN/BITNET protocols. JNET allows a VAX/VMS machine to appea- as 
an EARN/BITNET host, and emulates the RSCS protocol, as does UREP on Unix 
machines. INTERLINK permits an IBM/VM host to be part of DECNET. 
DECnet runs also under the Ultrix operating system, DEC's Unix product, providing yet 
another, albeit somewhat deficient gateway facility. 
6.7.5 Global view of the gateway system 
Figll'e 6.9 shows a global view of the gateway system involving the fOlJ" major 
networks. On this fiQI.J'e, it can be seen that the gateway system used at CERN is 
suppated by fOll' machines, having each a pncula- role. 
CEARN, an IBM/VM machine which is also the Swiss international EARN node, is the 
entry/exit point to and from EARN/BITNET. VXGIFT, a VAX/VMS, is simultaneously the 
entry/exit point to and from the international EAN/X.400 networks and the HEP 
DECNET. CERNVAX-PRIAM, a VAX/Ultrix, is the entry/exit host to the EUNET/UUCP 
wald. CERNVAX-MINT, a VAX/Unix, is the central gateway machine responsible for 
the exchange of messages between the networks mentioned above. 
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1 BM/VM (CEARN) 
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l!Mm'lrMYJM@Jrl mlP m~ 
Fig 6.9: Global view of the gateway system 
6. 7 .6 Other gateways 
Apart from the maja- netwa-ks, namely EARN/BITNET, EUNET/UUCP, EAN/X.400 and 
DECNET, other E-mail systems a-e involved in the gateway system at CERN. 
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EMF (Electronic Mail Facility), is a collection of functions written at CERN to allow mail 
to be exchanged between the IBM/MVS machine and EARN/BITNET (and from there to 
other E-mail systems as well). The IBM/MVS is being replaced by an IBM/VM 
(CERNVM), but once was the central IBM machine and had even been considered as 
a possible host to implement a central mail facility where every user at CERN and in 
the HEP community would have had its own mailbox. That solution was rejected in 
favor of the current more flexible and effective gateway system. 
On an other hand, for the moment there is at CERN no gateway to JANET, the UK 
network. Messages are currently exchanged between JANET and CERN using a 
gateway between EAN and Grey Book at ULCC (University of London Computer 
Center) and a gateway between EARN/BITNET and Grey Book at RAL (Rutherford 
Appleton Laboratory). However, a local gateway to JANET is planned. 
As for the Notis-10 E-mail system, a rudiment")' gateway to the central gateway facility 
is planned, but as soon as X.400 products for Norsk Data machines will be available, 
they will be used to interconnect to the other E-mail systems. 
6.8 Example of the journey of a message 
T o have a better idea of the precise steps a message aossing a gateway has to pass 
throug,, let's follow a message sent from userX on em-nhost, a hypothetical 










From prlb2tcenwaxtENM-IOST .BITNETluserX Tue Feb 10 09:50:48 1987 
Received: by 1)11b2.l,IJCP (4 .1214. 7) 
id AA.09517; Mon, 9 Feb 87 14:35:32 +0100 
ReceiYed: bycemvaxJJJCP (4 .1214. 7) 
id MO 1730; Mon, 9 Feb 87 11 :59:39 +0 100 
Received: from rnint.cem (mit) by cerm,ax.l,IJCP (4 .1214. 7) 
id AA.01727; Mon, 9 Feb 87 11:59:28 +0100 
Received: by rnint.cem (cemvax) (E.1213.14) 
id M21295; Mon, 9 Feb 87 11 :59:09 +0 100 
Message-Id: < 8702091059.M21295@rnii.cem > 
Received: by cenwax Mon Feb 9 11 :59:04 
from userX@ENNiOST .BITNET .._ r!CS. 
X-Binet-Sen der: userX@ENNiOST. BITNET 
Date: Mon, 09 Feb 87 11 :56:44 SET 
T o: prlb2f~.UUCP!userV 
Subject: test 
Tm b the te,rt of the me,~ge ... 
Fig 6.10 : Example of EARN to EUNET message 
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The message as received by userY in his mailbox is shown in fig 6.10 (except for the 
numbers that where added in front of some lines to ease the following discussion). Let 
us have a closer look at it. The structure of the message contains a lot of information 
concerning the journey of the message. 
ln order to send his message, userX invokes his mail program with the command 
mail userV%f un-es .uucp@cemvax 
using source routing as seen in section 4.2.2, and specifying the EARN/BITNET hast 
cernvax as the gateway machine. 
The mail software on earnhost collects the message the user types in and aeates RFC 
822 header lines indicating sender and receiver of the message, date and time of 
expedition, and, optionally, a subject. These lines are shown as lines 1 and below in 
the example message. Message header and message body will be sepa-ated by a 
blank line acca'Cing to RFC 822. Ali this will then be wrapped in a BSMTP envelope 
and sent to MAILER@CERNVAX, using RSCS, the mechanism used to transfer any 
ordinary file between two EARN/BITNET hosts. 
After having possibly passed througt intermedate hosts, the message will arive, as a 
BSMTP file, on the CEARN machine, connecting CERN to EARN/BITNET. lt will then 
be fawa-ded to CERNVAX-MINT which is considered, thanlcs to the UREP paclcage, as 
an EARN/BITNET host too. lt should be noted here that there is no trace of ail the 
intermedate EARN/BITNET hosts that the message passed througt. 
The mail part of the UREP package on CERNVAX-MINT, upon reception of the file, 
prepends line 2 to the message, indicating that the message actually cames fram 
EARN/BITNET. This is the a-iginal fa-m of the sender ad<tess in the message header 
a- message envelope (not in the tag of the file). Une 3 is then prepended too, this time 
specifying the Nfrom· as indicated in the tag (in this case, it happens to be identical to 
what is in the header a- envelope). UREP then converts the infa-mation about sender 
and receiver in the BSMTP envelope into arguments used in a call to sendmail on the 
same machine. At that moment, the message quits the EARN/BITNET wa1d to enter 
the heart of the gateway system. 
Sendmail on CERNVAX-MINT receives the message (passed toit by UREP via one the 
three mechanisms desaibed in section 6.5.1.a) and prepends lines 4 and 5. Using its 
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configll"ation file and the local part of the original adàess of the recipient (i.e. 
userY%fun-cs.uucp), sendmail detects that the destination user is on EUNET/UUCP 
and finds the desaiption of the mailer used to send messages to EUNET/UUCP. 
Hence it forwards the message using SMTP to sendmail on CERNVAX-PRIAM, since 
CERNVAX-PRIAM is responsible for all external traffic to and from EUNET/UUCP. The 
message has then entered the UUCP wald and will be transferred as any UUCP 
message. But let us keep following the message. 
EARNHOST CERNYAX-MINT CERNYAX-PRIAM 
!Mail 1-,~rscs: :ureD H ~sendllllil: ~ lsendllllili:;irouterl 
1 Date: ... 3Received 5Received 6Received 
To: ... bycemwx ... bymint.cem ... frommint... ... 2 X-Bitnet ... 4Msg·M ... 5 ... 1 ... 3 ... 
Tag: 
7 Received by T o: mailer@Cemvax 9 From ... 8Received 
1)-
From: userX@eamhost cemvax.uucp ... 8 ... by pi1b2 ... 6 ... 
7 ... 
FUN-CS ', PRLB2 
laerY~~~ :, ..... 1 
Fig 6.11 : JOlmey of EARN to EUNET message 
Thus, sendmail on CERNVAX-PRIAM receives the message and prepends line 6 
indcating the passage of the message from CERNVAX-MINT to CERNVAX-PRIAM. lt 
calls a progam implementing a routing algaithm used to determine the national 
EUNET backbone host to which the message is to be fawa-ded next. This sea-ch is 
necessêl)' because the destination host, fun-es, is not ci"ectly connected to CERNV AX-
PRIAM. The router Jl"ogam then calls sendmail back with a rewritten acktess 
indcating the complete route to the destination host (in this case prlb2lfun-cs!userY). 
This results in line 7 being prepended to the message. 
The latter is then queued fa transmission to the frst host incicated in the new adctess, 
i.e. prlb2, which is the Belgian EUNET backbone node. When sendmail on prlb2 
receives the message (via the mechanism desaibed in section 2.2.3), it prepends line 
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8, as would any intermediate EUNET/UUCP host, to provide trace information. Prlb2 in 
turn forwards the message received from CERNVAX-PRIAM to the next host indicated 
in the path, in this case the final destination, fun-es. At fun-es, the rmail progam is run, 
f ollowing the remote execution request of sen dm ail at prlb2, and sin ce the user is local. 
the from lines prepended to the message are "folded" into a single line (line 9), and the 
message is delivered to userY's mailbox. 
Figure 6.1 1 summarizes the journey of the message, pointing out where the different 
lines containing the trace information were appended to the original message. 
lt should be noted that the original ad<tess of the recipient, which was coded by the 
mail interface progam of the originator user in a "To:" RFC 822 header as 
To: userV%hn~s.uucp@cemvax 
was ·edited" by the intermediary •mail reformatters" UREP and sendmail to give a final 
·T o· line of the f orm 
T o: p,1 b 2 !f ll'l-CS .lAJC P! us en' 
6.9 A spec1a1 gateway : E-man to Jelex 
Dll"ing the end of 1987, the autha pa1icipated in the installation of a Telex service at 
CERN on the central IBM/VM machine (CERNVM). This service now allows the VM 
( authaized) users to send telexes on ther own, di'ectly from ther terminal, without 
having to pass ttroug1 the Telex Office. 
The intention is now to have this facility available fa all CERN users. not only those 
having access to VM/CMS. ln order to do this, the autha was aslced to have a doser 
look at the feasibility of a gateway between the general E-mail service at CERN and 
the Telex machine (a VM/CMS service machine) responsible fa the automatic sencing 
of telexes. Each user having access to an E-mail system could then send telexes as 
well. 
(N.B. : a VM/CMS service machine is a kind of process which executes in the 
baclq;,ound and which is namally used to act as a server a to provide a batch 
service). 
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The achievement of such a gateway could not be completed, mainly because of lack of 
time, but the preparata-y wa-k lead to the following conclusions. 
The simplest solution appeared to be to aeate on CERNVM a service machine which 
would act as the gateway (see fig 6.12). The job of this service machine would be to 
run disconnected under VM/CMS and sleep until an E-mail message addressed to it 
arrives in its READER (kind of mailbox on VM/CMS). lt would then consider the 
message body as the text of a telex, possibly after some checks to figure out if that was 
really meant to be a telex. 
1 BM/VM (CERNVM) 




T o: telex(J'w'@cermm 
From:enyone@anywhere 
Subject: 023+2254~ 
<This 1s the te:d 






SM : Service Machine 
Fig 6.12: The E-mail to Telex gateway 
From the a-igin, subiect and body of the E-mail message, a Telex would be built 
following the format expected by the service machine sen<ing telexes on the T elex 
netwa-lc. 
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To send a telex, one would thus send an E-mail message to this kind of Telex server, 
specifying the destination of the telex in the subject part of the E-mail message. A 
T elex adcress must conform to the syntax CCC-LLLLL -ANSW, where CCC is the 
numerical code of the destination country, LLLLL is the Telex number and ANSW is the 
answerback, which is used to check that the machine at the other end of the line really 
is the machine that is supposed to be there. 
While being attractive because of the apparent ease of implementation, the simplicity 
of this method, i.e. nothing in the body of the message other than the text of the Telex to 
send, could hide some possible problems. One of these would be the impossibility for 
the sender to use options other than the default ones, for example to specify the telex 
header to use, the urgency of the Telex, what to do with telexes containing syntactical 
errors, etc. 
Another problem would be the difficulty to specify several destinations, in pa1icular 
when these Ne numerous, since the subject field in most E-mail systems is of limited 
length. 
Sorne other problems arise, independent of the method used to specify adctesses and 
options. The authorization problem remains complete, mainly because of the legal 
importance of telexes. But it appears that the authorization procedure used currently 
on the T elex machine could be customized and reused without much effort. 
Yet another problem is the one of the strict format of telexes. This, in fact, is a special 
case of body conversion problem, as seen in section 3.4. When sendng a telex from 
VM/CMS, the user has an interactive interface at his cisposal, painting out where the 
telex could be syntactically incorrect. The chcl'"acters of a telex corne indeed from a 
chNacter set much more limited than the one available on computer terminais. 
Moreover, each line of a telex must be smaller than 60 characters. However, when 
sencing a telex from an E-mail system, this kind of protection is not available. 
Sorne of the possibilities to cope with this problem are : 
- to simply reject at the gateway every incorrectly fcrmatted telex, i.e. to send 
an errer message back to the sender of the E-mail message 
- to arrange to get a correctly formatted telex out of any text, even if the result 
mig1t be something not really expected by the originator of the E-mail 
message 
- to provide something (a progam, a command procedure, an editor maao or 
whatever) on the local system used to send the telex by E-mail, which would 
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allow the user to lmow whether his telex is correctly f ormatted or not. Even 
in this case, a mechanism to handle badly formatted telexes should be 
implemented on the gateway, since the use of such a progam, procedure or 
maao, could not be easily enforced. 
The last problem, for the moment, but certainly not the least, is the one concerning the 
report messages, allowing the sender of a telex to be notified of the results of the 
operation, i.e. the success or the failure of the operation, with the cause of the latter. 
The E-mail to T elex gateway as desaibed here operates only in the direction E-mail to 
T elex, but it is planned to implement another gateway in the other direction as well if 
the need arises, as soon as the first one will be operating satisfacta-ily. However, i1 is 
quite clear that the implementation of such a gateway is not a trivial task and will be 
harder than fa- the first one. 
6.1 o EMDIR, CERN's directory service 
To help people find the E-mail ad<resses of persons they want to send a message to, a 
di'ectory service named EMDIR was introduced at CERN in 1987. Right now, the data 
base supporting the cirectay service is intended to contain only the ad<tesses of 
people wa-king on the CERN site. ln the longer term, it should be possible to provide 
the same service to the whole HEP community as well. 
EMDIR is implemented as an Oracle relational database located on one of the VAXes 
on the site. Each entry is composed of a name, a Sllllame, a nationality, an institute or 
a CERN civision, a telephone number, an office location, miscellaneous infa-mation 
and one a- ma-e E-mail ad<resses. 
The database is accessed interactively from the maja- computers at CERN via remote 
procedlre call over UDP/IP and DECNET (using Ethernet). On each of these hosts, a 
user interiace to EMDIR allows the users to update ther own entry. lt is also possible 
to ask fa the list of ail entries corresponcing to a given value fa one a ma-e of the 
attributes. 
Fa- those who do not wak at CERN, it is possible, from any EARN/BITNET node, to 
send such a request using the TELL facility (interactive messaging). A service 
machine at CERN will answer using the same facility. 
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6.11 Transition to X.400 
From the beginning of the gateway system implementation. it has always been very 
clear that gateways were only a short term solution, the final goal being the realization 
of a unique X.400 network linking everybody. 
The "intercept strategy" followed by CERN had to allow the rapid interconnection of 
existing E-mail systems on different networks while at the same time it had to be 
flexible enough to integrate additional E-mail systems if necessary. Moreover, this 
strategy had to allow a fast and smooth transition towards X.400 by the different E-mail 
systems. and this at each's own pace. 
The choice of X. 400 as the mail protocol on which the strategy would be based was not 
the only possible one. For example, RFC 822 could also have been chosen, since it 
was (and still is) widely used. ln particulél', RFC 822 was then the most important mail 
protocol used on EARN/BITNET, which is one of the most widely used networks in the 
HEP community. This is CLl'Tently changing since EARN is planning to migate towards 
X.400 protocols, while BITNET plans to continue to use RFC 822. 
However at the time of the study, X.400 was found to have the following advantages 
[Beyschlag85a) : 
"- most PTT's will soon offer X.400 services, especially the integration of X.400 
with T elex and T eletex 
- most computer manufacnrers will soon offer X. 400 products, either 
complete X.400 based E-mail systems or just gateways between X.400 and 
ther own products. Moreover. the 12 lél'gest Elropean computer 
manufactll'ers have declél'ed that they él'e committed to implement the 
X.400 series of recommendations 
- most if not all national research networks will base their message handling 
services on X.400 
- X.400 is the fi"st international stanœ-d that conforms to the OSI Reference 
Mode! and reaches up to the application layer, which has the advantage 
that communication is possible between computers of <ifferent 
manufactll'ers 
- X.400 will lead to an international E-mail network of high functionality 
- X.400 has been desig,ed to be extendible to new technologes 
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- X.400 uses the stor~and-forward technique and is restricted to layers 4 to 7 
of the OSI model. This allows lower layers to be as heterogeneous as 
needed without aff ecting functionality 
- the first X.400 implementations, EAN and COSAC, already exist". 
There were also some arguments against the use of X.400 (Beyschlag85a]. Among 
these were the fact that X. 400 was a new standard designed within an unusually short 
period of time, which could not avoid some ambiguities, leaving some issues subject to 
interpretation. Moreover, a number of points could not be completed and were left for 
further study. Another inconvenient was that the existing implementation of X.400 were 
not commercial products, and thus not as reliable as these and not having a 
comparable suppa1. 
However, X.400 was adopted and is still used at CERN as the standard towt.V"ds which 
all E-mail systems are heacing. The use of such a standard protocol for mail transf er is 
expected to off er inaeased connectivity, greater functionality and a reduced 
maintenance overhead [Heagerty87b]. 
Flrthermae, this choice appecl'ed later to be the good one since the three major 
netwaks to which CERN is connected (EARN/BITNET, EUNET/UUCP, DECNET) have 
also clear X.400 migration plans. CERN is even c1JTently testing new X.400 products 
fa IBMNM on the one hand and fa DEC machines on the other hand (DEC MAX in 
conjunction with the ALL-IN-1 package). X.400 implementations cl'e also expected 
from the Naslc Data manufactll'er. 
CERN plans now to operate a gateway confaming to RFC 987 (the ARPA Internet 
standcl'd fa translation between X.400 and RFC 822). This was not neceSScl'y so fcl" 
because EAN accepts adcresses in RFC 822 format. lt doesn't use the O/R name 
attributes like frstname, Sll'Tlame, ADMD, country and the like to code adcresses, but 
rather domain defined attributes which allow an easy mapping to RFC 822 style 
adaesses. ln the futll'e, such a gateway will offer connectivity with systems using the 
full X.400 chtl'acteristics. (Heagerty87b) 
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Chapter 7 
A panicular problem of a gateway manager : 
the analysis of statistics 
ln addition to the fact that gateway managers have to ensure the proper functioning of 
their E-mail gateways, at the technical level, they also have to take other factors into 
account. Sorne of these have more to do with administrative than technical issues, like 
the knowledge of most ref erenced sites, the accounting or the checking for illegal 
traffic. Ali these pieces of information allow the gateway managers to fine-tune their 
gateways and to operate them cost-effectively. 
One of the means at the disposai of gateway managers to tackle all these issues is to 
analyze the log files (.X'oduced dll'ing the activity of their gateways. However, log files 
contain only a huge amount of raw infa-mation that has to be processed somehow 
befae becoming useful. 
7 .1 The inplementation of a dedicated analysis tool 
ln a-der to craw meaningful data from log files, some speciaHzed tool has to be 
designed to analyze the raw data and (.X'oduce summm-ies and statistics, to derive 
other results from built-in famulas, to outline the evolution in time of some important 
fiQlJ'"es, to check fa illegal traffic, etc. 
This section will introduce the desaiption of the implementation of a such a softwa'e 
tool dedcated to the analysis of log files, and implemented by the autha duing his 
traineeship at CERN. Fl.l1her details concerning the implementation will be discussed 
in section 7.4. 
T o aeate a softwS'e tool able to analyze log files, two awoaches were possible. The 
fi'st one was to write a (set of) (.X'ogram(s) in a hig1 level programming language, like C 
a- Pascal. The second one was to use a commercial paclcage, namely SAS (Statistical 
Analysis System), de<icated to the [.X'oduction of ail kinds of statistics from all kinds of 
data files. The package provides a language compm-able to a hig1 level language in 
many respects (declm-ation of variables, types, assignments, control structt.-es, maao 
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instructions, etc) with a library of very specialized and powerful statistical functions 
(see [SAS85] for a detailed desaiption of the language). 
Both approaches have their pro·s and con·s. The major advantage of the high level 
language solution is the flexibility. Nearly everything that is needed can be 
progammed, even if that was not foreseen at the beginning. This is not the case with 
the statistical language, SAS, whose specialized functions can only process the main 
data structure called data set. Moreover, input/output operations can only treat these 
data sets too. 
However, the SAS language was used, because of the availability of the statistical 
functions. which would have been difficult and tedious to progam from the start. and 
also because of the proven robustness of the package. T o cope with the inherent lack 
of flexibility of such a package, some utricks" had to be used, mainly to allow an easy 
parameterization of the whole application (this was done by the inclusion in the main 
SAS progam of SAS source files which were automatically produced by edita- maaos 
from some kind of config..ration data files). 
7 .2 Data analyzed : the EAN log files 
Following the strategy chosen to implement an E-mail gateway system at CERN (see 
section 6.3), there are two points were log files are produced. This means that all 
messages passing from one of the fOll" E-mail systems that CERN interconnects to 
another one will be logged at one of these two points (some messages will even be 
logged twice). The frst one is on the central gateway machine (MINT), and is ma-e 
precisely constituted by the log file produced by sendmail on that machine. The 
second one is located on VXGIFT, the machine providng the entry/exit point to and 
from non-local hosts on DECNET and EAN, and is produced by the EAN softwcl'e. 
lt was decided to stcl't with the analysis of the EAN log files, which contains a line of 
infa-mation fa each message exchanged at CERN between EAN and other E-mail 
systems a fa- EAN messages exchanged between CERN and non-local EAN hosts. 
Each line specifies the date and time the message was JX"OCessed, a number 
incicating the logical channel which was used, the number of bytes the message 
contained, the type of the message, the message identificata-, the address of the aigin 
and an address fa- each of the recipients. 
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- import report 
- export report 
: the message was imported from a neighbour MTA 
: the message was exported to a neighbour MT A 
: the message was submitted by a local UA 
: the message was delivered to a local UA 
: the imported message is a confirmation report 
: the exported message is a confirmation report 
An typical fine of an EAN log file would look like : 
05124188 16:09:36 3 167 export < 8805240542.M0 1322@mint.cem >: 
< userX@hostACERN > < user'Y'@hostB.E.AAN > 
From all this, it should be clear that any message is nŒmally logged twice in the file, 
since it is logged when it enters the EAN MT A (with type import, import report Œ submit) 
and when it is goes out of it (with type export, export report Œ deliver). This is why only 
those messages having as type export, export report Œ deliver were taken into account 
to build statistics. 
The analysis of the EAN log files is just a first step, because it provides only partial 
results since messages exchanged between E-mail systems other than EAN are not 
taken into account. lt is very important not to fŒget this fact when trying to interpret the 
results given by the analysis tool. lndeed, it would be very easy to draw g-ossly 
erroneous conclusions if only the EAN log file was considered. 
7 .3 Use of the log files 
This section brings some details on what kind of results a-e produced by the analysis 
prog-am from the log files, after the raw infŒmation has been analyzed. The examples 
given a-e inspired from real data. 
7 .3.1 Knowledge of most referenced hosts 
As already stated, one of the precious inf Œmation that can be found in log files is the 
names of the hosts which are the most referenced, i.e appea-ing either as aigin Œ 
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destination of messages. The search for most ref erenced hosts is done for all the hosts 
without distinction on the one hand, and only for CERN hosts on the other hand. 
This information can help a gateway manager decide what lcind of lines to set up 
between CERN and the hosts that are regularly called (high speed - high cost lines for 
very popular hosts, cheaper and slower lines for others). New lines may also be 
established directly to hosts with which lots of data is regularly exchanged, with no 
need to pass through intermediate relay hosts. 
20 most popular origina.ting hosts 
OBS HOST_ORG DOM_ORIG OBS_NUMB 
1 VXCERN DECNET 881 
2 CERNVM CERN 419 
3 V/l,1,. lNNETT 299 
4 CERNVAX CERN 149 
Fig 7.1 : Most referenced hosts (as origin) 
FiQll'e 7.1 shows how that information is presented to the gateway manager. ln the 
fiQll'e, OBS stands for observation number, then HOST_ ORG indicates the originating 
host. lilcewise, DOM_ORIG indicates the originating domain. and last. the column 
OBS_NUMB shows the number of messages (or observations in SAS terms) which 
were sent. 
The name and domain of the hosts. either local or externat to CERN, appear in order of 
importance, depending on the number of messages that they sent. The information 
concerning the hosts who received the most messages is shown in another list (i.e 
"Most referenced hosts (as destination)"). 
From these fiQll'es, VXCERN (which is the central VAX/VMS duster at CERN) appears 
to be, at teast for the period analyzed, the host having sent the g-eatest number of 
messages (to be precise, 881 messages). lt is followed by the central IBM machine 
(CERNVM), and only then cornes a host externat to CERN into play (VAX.UNINETT). 
This kind of information is also of special interest when CERN hosts only are taken into 
account, since it then indcates which CERN hosts exchange the most messages with 
the outside. Figt.re 7.2 is an example of the results one could find. 
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Number ot messages received, sent end exchenged by .CERN hosts 
OBS HOST RECEIVED SENT EXCH.6NGED 
1 CERNVM 452 419 871 
3 CERNVAX 111 149 260 
4 PAi.AM 157 74 231 
5 VXGIFT 82 136 218 
6 GEN 69 59 128 
Fig 7.2 : Most popular CERN hosts 
(NB : CERNVM appears as a host belonging to domain CERN, even though it is an 
EARN host. This is because, as can be seen in page 19 of Appendix 2. the 
remapping facility of the analysis progam was used to fa-ce the domain of some 
CERN hosts to be "CERN", in a-der to facilitate the detection between local hosts 
and others.) 
7 .3.2 Knowledge of most referenced domains 
Gateway managers like to know which are the most popular domains. either as a-igin 
a- as destination of messages. Since we talle about the EAN log files, domains mean 
the management domains into which the EAN E-mail system is divided. They 
comprise J)U"e EAN/X.400 domains (like CERN fa- all the EAN hosts at CERN, DE fa-
Germany, NL fa- Netherlands, FR fa- France, etc) but also domains which have been 
rificial y set up to allow the EAN MT A to recoglize the messages that have to be 
gatewayed to other E-mail systems (like BITNET fa- EARN/BITNET hosts, UUCP fa-
EUNET/UUCP, DECNET fa- DECNET, and EDU, COM and GOV fa- ARPA Internet). 
A list of these domains in decreasing a-der of popularity may give useful infa-mation. 
Fa- example, are the EAN/X.400 domains ma-e popular today than yesterday, a- has 
the X.400 standa-d less impact as aiginally thought? 
From figtre 7.3, it can be deduced that fa- the analyzed period (and generally, if the 
period is long enough) most messages passing ttrough the EAN MT A whose log file is 
analyzed corne from the CERN site. This is quite na-mal since the gateway service has 
aiginally been set up as a local service, and that it is used by external sites only on the 
basis of a special agreement with CERN. 
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Closely following corne then DECNET and EARN/BITNET, which are the two 
networks, as the figures confirm, most used for long distance communications in the 
HEP community. 
Origin domains importance 
OBS DOM_ORIG OBS_NUMB 
1 CERN 1315 
2 DECNET 1032 
3 EAANIBITNET 848 
4 UNINETT 444 
5 CH 311 
Fig 7.3 : Most referenced domains (as a-igin) 
UUCP is indeed ctJTently little used for scientific exchanges in general, in the HEP 
community in particular. However, once again, it must not be fa-gotten that this log file 
don't take into account all the messages passing through CERN. ln the particular case 
of UUCP, only those messages exchanged between EAN and UUCP and between 
DECNET and UUCP appear in the log file analyzed. The traffic between other 
networks (including EARN/BITNET) and UUCP, as well as the traffic between UUCP 
hosts, is logged in the sendmail file on another machine. 
7 .3.3 summary or trame between domalns 
The list of most referenced domains only indcatesthe number of messages sent to or 
from the most popula- domains. But it would also be interesting to know between 
which domains messages a-e exchanged. This information is summa-ized in a matrix 
showing for each domain, the number of messages it has sent to and received from all 
other domains. 
FiQll'e 7.4 shows that matrix as it is p-oduced by the analysis tool. Note that the last 
column (i.e. "Total") should contain the same figll'es as those p-esented in fig 7.3 (most 
referenced domains as origin), except that they m-e not sorted by deaeasing order of 
importance. Likewise, the last line should contain the same figu-es as the ones 
p-esented in the list of the most referenced domains as destination (not shown here). 
The lower right corner indicates the total number of messages that were logged for the 
period under analysis. 
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Summary of treffic between ail domeins (short f orm) 
1 Numberof 1 Destination Domeins 1 
1 messages! ----t 
Origin I PAPA CON !CERN CH IDECNET I ... 1 TotaJ 
1 
I CON 18 1 4 1 ... 1 22 
I CERN 1 46 527 55 1 341 1 ... 1 1315 
1 CH 20 2 1 1 1 ... 1 1311 
ICOM 1 5 1 1 ... 1 16 
1 DE 18 1 13 1 ... 1 31 
I DECNET 1 4 516 1 35 1 .. . 1 1032 
1 
I Total 2 52 1 1360 339 721 ... 1 4364 
Fig 7.4 : Summary of traffic between all domains (short form) 
The dots in the matrix indicate that no message was exchanged between the 
caresponding domains. For example, it would be abnormal to find a positive figure in 
the element indicating the number of messages exchanged between CON and ARPA, 
because on the one hand, there is ci"ect gateway between CON (the Canadian EAN 
domain) and ARPA (the US ARPANET), and on other hand, such messages would be 
illegal, because neither CON cr ARPANET have special ageements with CERN to use 
their gateways. 
7 .3.4 Ba sis for accounting 
Accounting can be seen from two different view points. On the one hand, it has to do 
with the amount of money one has to pay fer the use of some service, in this case the 
E-mail service, and on the other hand, it can also be used by the providers of a given 
service. in this case gateway managers, to know how much it costs them to operate 
such a service. 
Only the second point of view will be taken into account here. There are several 
reasons for this. Frst, the gateway service is provided freely to all local users , 
because CERN is funded centrally, so that there is no need fa indiviciJal bills fer users 
or avisions. This could change in the future, each civision having then to pay fa its 
own usage of the gateways. Second, the gateway service provided at CERN is not 
very old (less than two years of actual usage). ln the beginning, only the most urgent 
and important thîngs had to be coped with. Third, the cost inCtJTed fer the 
transmission of data between CERN and other sites is CtJTently taken into account by 
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other means. For example, some sites have ageed to poli CERN regularly, thus 
paying for the costs of transmission, others allow CERN to poll them with reverse 
charging. However, these costs do not take into account the people, hardware and 
software necessary to operate the gateway service correctly. 
Another reason why the accounting will only have to do with the managers' point of 
view is that until recently, there was no means at all to know more or less precisely 
what was the throughput of the gateways, which were the hosts most often called and 
most of all, what it is costing CERN to operate the gateway service for others (i.e. non 
local hosts). The only thing gateway managers could do was to gossly estimate these 
figures. A first step towél'ds a better knowledge of these figu-es has been done with 
the implementation of the analysis progam desaibed in this chapter. 
Thus, one of the most important things to know when operating a service involving 
external communications is the cost of these. Since it is rather difficult to calculate the 
actual figures, it was decided to assess them as precisely as possible. For each 
message, the formula used takes into account the size (in number of bytes) and the 
destination, since only these factors vary in the calculation of the transmission cost of 
any message. 
T o take into account the fact that some headers and trailers are added the to data to be 
transmitted by the transport mechanism, the number of bytes is multiplied by some 
constant. The fact that there a-e errors on the communication links and that some 
messages have to be repeated is also taken into account in that constant. 
Then, from the destination domain of the message, the cost of transport per volume is 
found in a J)él"ameters file, and is multiplied by the actual number of bytes to transmit. 
The cost per transmission time is then added, in function of the number of bytes to 
transmit, and the result is an acceptable estimation of the actual cost of the sending of 
the message ( more details on the way to compute this result can be f ound in Appendix 
2, p. 20). 
The costs related to messages having the same domains as destination m-e added and 
presented in an extended form of the matrix mentioned in the previous section. The 
extended form of that matrix will contain, in each place aready indicating the number 
of messages exchanged between the corresponding domains, the additional following 
information : 
- the percentage the number of exchanged messages represents with respect 
to the total number of messages sent 
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- the total number of bytes contained in the messages sent between the two 
domains involved 
- the mean of the number of bytes per message 
- the costs (in Swiss franlcs in CERN's case) incurred to sent all the messages 
between the two domains involved. 
An extract of such a matrix is shown in figure 7.5. Note that the actual figures are 
truncated to the lower integer, which explains the zero's in the Percent and Cost 
columns. 
S ummaiy of tratfic b et'w'e en 811 d omains [ e:xt end e d r onn) 
Numberof 1 Destination Domains 1 
messages! ---, 
Numberot 1 ... 1 DECNET . .. 1 ---, 
Origin 1 ... INbmsg 1 Percent I Efyt es IBMewi ICost SF I . .. 1 
CON ... 1 4 0 1 5246 1 1312 1 0 1 ... 1 
CERN ... 1 341 8 11207539 1 3541 1 83 1 ... 1 
CH ... 1 1 0 1 613 1 613 1 0 1 ... 1 
COM ... 1 1 .1 1 1 
DE ... 
1 
13 0 1 158681 112206 1 11 1 
DECNET 35 1 1 219625 1 6275 1 15 1 
Total 721 17 12519543 1 174 
Fig 7.5 : Summél"y of traffic between all domains (extended fam) 
lt is also wa-ttl noting that in two cases, the transmission of messages doesn't cost 
anything to CERN. The first case is when the message has a CERN host as 
destination, since then it is transferred using decicated local lines (e.g. using TCP/IP a , 
DECnet over Ethernet). The second case is when the message is destined fa a 
domain which has ageed to pay fa the transmission. ln that case, the costs appe« 
as negative in the resutts. which incicates to the gateway managers, not what the 
transmission of messages to these domains costs. but rather what they save by not 
paying fa these transmissions. This is also the case fa messages exchanged with 
EARN/BITNET hosts since the costs are constant, because all the links have to be 
leased lines. 
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7 .3.5 Summary of traffic between superdomains 
The matrices mentioned in the two previous sections are very useful when detailed 
information is needed, but sometimes, gateway managers would like to catch the most 
important figures at first glance. This is the reason why another matrix is produced, 
where all the EAN/X.400 domains are gathered under one single superdomain, as well 
as the ARPA Internet domains are gathered under another single superdomain. 
Summary ot treltic between superdomains (short tonn) 
1 Numberot 1 D estineti on Su perd omains 1 1 
messages! ----i 1 
IAAPAI 1 1 1 EMIi IEAANI ... 1 1 
Origin pntemet 1 CERN IDECNET I X.400 IBITNET ... 1 Total 1 
1 AAP.A.'lnterl 5 1 28 ... 1 46 
!CERN 1 4 527 341 251 111 ... 1 1315 
I DECNET 1 39 516 35 23 335 ... 1 1032 
1 E.AN.'X.400I 143 19 8 572 ... 1 852 
1 ENNBIT 1 101 245 490 1 ... 1 863 
I UK 1 48 44 26 6 ... 1 128 
IUUCP 1 20 36 63 5 ... 1 128 
1 
I Total 43 1360 721 889 1030 ... 1 4364 
Fig 7.6 : Summœ-y of traffic between superdomains (short ta-m) 
ln that matrix (shown in fig 7.6), there remain only seven superdomains, namely ARPA 
Internet, CERN, DECNET, EAN/X.400, EARN/BITNET, UK and UUCP. The "extendecr 
version of this matrix, in the same sense as in the previous section, is also produced. 
7 .3.6 Detectlon of illegal traffic 
As aready stated, the gateway service provided by CERN is not a public one. Since it 
costs money to operate such a service, and also because of the legislation concerning 
the switching of thrd-pa'ty traffic, only those sites having an explicit authaization from 
CERN canuse the gateway service to send messages to a non-CERN site. 
lt is not easy to automatically prevent non-authaized users to use the gateways. 
However, it is not difficult to check in the log files that each message was authorized 
(thanlcs to a configt.ration file containing the names of those domains having special 
agreements with CERN). 
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Thus, illegal messages are brought to the attention of gateway managers which take 
further action if necessary. This information is presented as a list composed of one line 
for each detected illegal message. Each line contains the date and time the message 
was processed, its type, its size, the adcress of the user who sent it and the adcress of 
the recipient(s). 
7 .3. 7 Evolution of the load 
One of the most important figures that can be crawn from the log files is the total 
number of messages that has passed through the gateway during a given period. 
From this figure, the mean number of messages per day can be easily calculated. This 
value can in turn be compared to the values that were computed for the previous 
periods. 
These figures taken together <JVe a good idea of the evolution of the gateway service 
as a whole, and allow gateway managers to assess the future global trend and to 
foresee the decisions that will have to be taken. 
Figure 7.7 shows how these fig..res will eventually appear. The analysis progam 
being only used since recently, actual figses a"e not precisely known, so that the 
example may not be very acclJ"ate or even consistent. 
Average n11nber ot message3 exported per day 
EXP_AVG 1 
1 
800 - • 
720 
1 • • 
1 





06FEB88 13FEB88 20FEB88 27FEB88 DATE 
Fig 7. 7 : Evolution of global traffic 
The g-aphical representation is very useful and allows gateway managers to g-asp in 
one glance the evolution of the traffic logged in the analyzed log file. ln the example, 
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one can see that the analysis job was started (or restarted after initialization) on the 6th 
of February, and that it has run (automatically) each week from then on. 
(Note that SAS manages carefully the graphical representation so that the space 
between the observations is optimized in function of the space available. This means 
that the global evolution of the traffic during one year will be as easily catch at first 
glance as the evolution during one single month.) 
For those who like accurate figures, the evolution of the load is also presented as a list 
of dates (at which the analysis was done) with the number of messages logged during 
the corresponding period and the mean number of messages logged per day during 
that period. 
1 .4 some details about the lmplementatton or the ana1ysis toot 
The analysis tool ix-oducing the results desaibed in the ix-evious section from EAN log 
files was developed in the IBM VM/CMS environment, and was based around the SAS 
statistical package. lt is composed of SAS progams, indicating how to parse and 
analyze the input files, of command files which control the sequencing of the whole 
application, and of text files containing the data used to pél"ameterize the SAS 
progams and the command files. 
The struct\J"e of the main SAS progam will frst be desaibed, and then the 
automatization of the whole analysis ix-ocess will be explained. 
7.4.1 Structure of the application 
The task of the main SAS progam is twofold. On the one hand, it has to pwse an input 
file, in this case the EAN log file, and to produce the result desaibed above. On the 
other hand, it must also be possible to accumulate the new results with the ones 
calculated ix-eviously, so that it becomes possible to have results available fa- the last 
week, the last month a- even the last ye8/ (the value of these periods can be 
parameterized). The results of the analysis are of cotJ"se kept in a compacted form, 
otherwise they would be too bulky and impossible to manage, because of the amount 
of data which is logged daily. 
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Every day, the EAN log file produced on the VXGIFT machine is transferred on 
CERNVM, the central IBM machine, where it will stay until it has been analyzed by the 
SAS progam. This transfer happens automatically, using a product called 
INTERLINK. which allows file transfer between VAX/VMS and IBM/VM machines. 
Under the control of a command file (see next section), the SAS progam is called to 
analyze the log files. One important point should be noted here : the SAS progam is 
decomposed in modules, each having a specialized task. One of them reads the input 
file and put it in a standard internai format (data set). Another one takes as input the 
data set produced that way and produces a summarized version of it. Another one 
adds the current data set with data sets containing the results of previous periods. Yet 
another one produces from a data set the results in a printed form. 
One of the direct benefits of this "modularization" is that when the whole analysis job 
will be stable enough, it will be possible to modify it slightly to be able to analyze the 
log files produced at the other gateway than EAN. namely the log files coming from 
sendmail on the central gateway machine. 
lndeed, as already stated, all log files contain more or less the same information about 
each processed message : date and time, size, origin, destination and type of 
processing. So that the only module that will have to be rewritten to reuse the whole 
application will be the module reading an input file and producing a correspondng 
data set in standard format. From then on, all the other operations a-e the same for 
every new type of log file : summary, calculation of statistics. accumulation with 
previous results, production of printed results, automatization of the sequencing of the 
whole application, etc. 
Another point which is also important is that the SAS progam is pa-ameterized with 
files containing every type of parameters : 
- the names of the domains likely to appecl'" in adàesses, and for each of 
these domains, its correspondng superdomain, country and indication 
whether it costs something to send messages there or not 
- the costs per volume associated with each possible destination country 
- the formula and the parameters used to calculate the cost per message 
- the remapping of the names of some hosts because some (CERN) hosts are 
known under several names 
- the names of the CERN hosts whose domain has to be forced to ·cEAN" to 
point out that they cl'"e local 
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- the remapping of the names of some domains, because some domains 
have several names (e.g. CH and CHUNET, OZ and AU, DFN and DE, 
ONET and DECNET, etc) 
- the names of domains having explicit authorization to use CERN's gateways 
- miscellaneous parameters as the number of most popular hosts to print in 
the results 
Ali these files contain the value of the parameters in plain text. This means that the 
files are easily read and understood by a human reader and that they may be modified 
using plain text editors. These files are then processed, automatically, by editor 
maaos to be transformed in a form compatible with SAS programs. 
7.4.2 Automation of the process 
ln order for the gateway manager not to support the burden of gathering the input files. 
launching the analysis program at regular intervals, and also to relieve him of the 
chore of having to know every little detail about how the different programs fit together, 
a batch job was written in REXX, the command language used in the IBM VM/CMS 
environ ment. 
Each time it wakes up, the batch job calls a routine which will take the input file 
( composed of the EAN log files not yet analyzed) and ask ~e SAS program to analyze 
it and add the data produced (in a compressed fam) to the SAS data sets containing 
the data produced dt.ring the previous analyses. The number of days to wait befae 
the batch job wakes up is a pm-ameter easily modfied. 
The batch job produces a printed repa1 of the data it has accumulated so fm- when it's 
time to do so. lt knows the right time has corne by checking the number of times it has 
waken up since the last printing of results, against a given pm-ameter. This pm-ameter 
tells the SAS program how many times to simply analyze the data and add it to the 
etrrent SAS data sets befae producing (and printing) a repa1. 
At the end of the execution of the batch job, the latter resubmits itseH to automatically 
wake up later, at some given time. 
If anything goes wrong during the execution of the batch job, a message is 
automatically sent via E-mail to the gateway manager. Sorne of the problems likely to 
happen are a temporil'y lack of memay (the amount of data to analyze is huge and 
requires a lot of waking space), the impossibility to access the input file, the lack of 
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enough space on the disk. When the results have been successfully printed, a 
message is sent to the gateway manager to tell him his statistics are available and 
ready to be read by an experienced eye. 
7.4.3 Personal opinion 
The gateway service operated at CERN is recent. The COMICS study ended in 1985 
and the gateway system became officially operational in March 1986. The initial 
implementation effort was approximately one person-year, and the continued 
maintenance of the gateways consumes the equivalent of one full-time person-year 
[Heagerty87b]. The technical problems have been and are still numerous. and the 
human resources are limited. 
Ali this explains that until now, gateway managers haven't had to oppatunity to 
develop an opprop'iate tool to assess ma-e a- less precisely the use of their gateways, 
the cost to operate them, who uses the gateway service, etc. 
The analysis tool desaibed in this chapter is a first step in the systematic analysis of all 
these questions. from the log files produced during the activity of the gateways. The 
first results, even thou!I) v«y simple, seemed nev«theless quite interesting and 
sometimes even unexpected fa- the gateway manager who asked fa- the development 
of such an analysis program. 
However, the analysis tool desaibed is only a first step. First, it will have to be run fa- a 
certain period of time befa-e becoming stable. Dt.ring that period, some erra-s will be 
ca-rected, new functionalities will be added and likewise, existing functions will be 
removed. The pa-ameters of the whole process will also have to be fine-tuned (e.g. 
intervals of time between two successive analyses, ma-e technical parameters like the 
amount of wa"k space needed fa- the SAS program to proceed properly, etc). 
After that fi'st period dl.ring which the analysis job will try to prove it is wa"th the effa"t 
needed to maintain and update it, and when it will be stable enough, it will be adapted 
to the analysis of the other log file proooced by the gateway system, i.e. the log file of 
sendmail on the central mail exchange machine. When the results compa-able to the 
et.rrent ones will be available fer the second log file. very precise and very interesting 
conclusions will be drawn. 
Fa- the adaptation in question, only a well defined and limited pé11 of the main analysis 
program will have to be modified. However. the eff Œt required should not be 
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underestimated, mainly because of the variety of adcress fa-mats sendmail recognizes 
and logs. 
The difficulties encountered by the author during the development of this application 
are threefold. First, the progamming environment was new. the IBM VM/CMS 
environment is not really comparable to the one provided by other common operating 
systems, like Unix a VMS. However, when well understood, this environment proves 
to be very powerful. Lilcewise, the REXX prog-amming language is very powerful and 
flexible. 
Second, the statistics package, SAS, had to be learned. lt provides a high level 
prog-amming language, very powerful fa all that has to do with statistics, but can be 
sometimes clumsy and not flexible enough. 
Third, the log files themselves are bulky and thus difficult to handle. Maeover, they 
have internai structll"es which are not always very obvious. Maeover. the adcress 
fa-mats that can be found in the EAN log files in particular are numerous and 
sometimes very unexpected. lndeed, the adcress fa-mat that one would expect in such 
a log file is the well known RFC 822 adcress fa-mat: 
user@host.domain 
Most of the adcresses fit in this pattern. However, here a-e some examples of 





P 136@QZCOM.bi tnet 
g05aO 1'frccsc21.eam 
c ernvaxl ethz!us er. uuc p 
KERMSRV@CUVMABITNET .IBM-PC .MS-00S.Kermit. V 2. 29.T erminel.Emul«or ... 
(continued) ... Swnrnary.Keyboard.Layo~.and.Escape.Sequence .... 
userat cem.eam 
us er:s bec hail. bitn et 
A progam lilce sendmail is happy to process such adcresses because it has been 
written with that goal in mind, and has all it needs to do so (e.g. a configuration file with 
complex reYKiting rules that can be updated at will). But fa an analysis progam 
written from saatch, it is not so easy to find the hosts and domains caresponding to 
such exotic adcresses. 
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Conclusion 
Nowadays, computers are more and more used for a variety of information processing 
tasks. We have already entered the post-industrial period, the age of information. ln 
the information society, new communication means between men will be more and 
more needed. One of these modern ways to communicate will surely be the use of 
electronic mail. faster, more reliable, more functional , more flexible than traditional 
mail, and yet cheaper. Electronic mail will be inaeasingly used not only by scientists 
and business men, but also by common people, for work a- persona! usage. 
However. one of the geatest dangers threatening the promising future of electronic 
mail is the incompatibility. lndeed, there exist cLrrently a bunch of different electronic 
mail systems, speaking diff erent protocols and off ering diff erent functionalities. 
This problem of "incommunicability" has been partly solved by setting up electronic 
mail gateways. The latter are used to fill the gaps between incompatible electronic 
mail systems, to interconnect them and to enSlJ'e the minimum loss of functionality. 
Several techniques may be used, but none of them is entirely satisfacta-y. Each brings 
its specific problems and limitations and adds them to the difficulties inherent to 
electronic mail systems. 
Gateway managers do their best to cope with all these problems, but the difficulties are 
not only technical. Administrative issues corne into play as well, and sometimes 
requre the collaboration of decision-making bodies at an international level, fa-
example to solve the problems of name clashes. 
Another important task of gateway managers is to ease the use of their gateways. 
lndeed, the confusion Sll'Toundng the topic of how to adcress people is a serious 
deterrent fa- newcomers to electronic mail services. 
lt is quite dear now that incompatibility is the main pla~e threatening ~ectronic mail 
and that this threat is real. So, is electronic mail doomed to the same lot as the T ower 
of Babel? 
No, certainly not. First, the need for that kind of service is obvious and pressing. 
Second, as often in the computer science history, the key word will prove to be 
"standard". 
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El ectronic meil gal e'w'ays Conclusion 
lndeed, if an electronic mail standard was used, most problems would disappear 
automatically. There would be a worldwide connectivity, everybody in the world being 
able to send messages to each other. There would be no more loss of functionality 
incurred by aossing gateways. The adctessing problems would be wiped out since 
one single syntax would be used by everyone. The problem of name clashes would 
be seriously deaeased. 
Such a standard exists. ln tact, the problem is that there are even two of these. RFC 
822, supported by the US Department of Defense, rules electronic mail in most of the 
USA and in a good part of the rest of the world. lt is a de facto standard widely used. 
The CCITT has also released its standard, an official international one, X.400. Europe 
has definitely decided for the adoption of X.400 and experiments are under good way. 
Furthermore, most manufacturers offer or will soon offer X.400 products. 
The AFC 822 world is also expected to eventually adopt X.400. The transition from 
current mail protocols to X.400 will not OCClJ' overnight, of cOll'se, but the prospects 
look good. However, the migation to X.400 appears a necessary step if electronic 
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Appendix 1 : List of abbreviations 
ADministration Management Domain 
Advanced Research Projects Agency 
Advanced Research Projects Agency NETwork 
Because lt' s Time NETwork 
BITnet Network Information Center 
Batch Simple Mail Transfer Protocol 
Comité Consultatif International des Télég-aphes et Téléphones 
Organisation Européenne poli' la Recherche Nucléaire 
computer based Message systems lnterConnect Strategy 
communication SAns Connection 
Digital Equipment Ca-paation 
Deutches F a-schungsNetz 
Document lnterchange Fa-mat 
Electronic mail 
Electronic Access Netwa-k 
European Academic Research Netwa-k 
Entry Relay Node 
File Transfer Protocol 
Gesellschaft fll" Mathematik und Datenverarbeitung 
High Energy Physics 
International Business Machines 
International F ederation fa- lnfa-mation Processing 
Institut National de Recherche en lnfa-matique et en Automatique 
lnterPersonal Message System 
International Standards Organization 
Joint Academic NETwa-k 
Joint Netwa-k Team 
Message Handing System 
Maple Leaf NETwa-k 
Message Transfer Agent 
Message Transfer Agent Entity 
Message Transfer Layer 
Message Transfer System 
Originata- / Recipient 
Open Systems lnterconnection 
PRivate Management Domain 
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Réseaux Associés pour la Recherche Européenne 
Request For Comments 
Remote Spooling Communication Subsystem 
Reliable Transfer Service 
Submission and Delivery Entity 
Simple Mail Transfer Protocol 
Space Physics Analysis Network 
Transmission Control Protocol / Internet Protocol 
Transport Protocol x (x = O .. 4) 
User Agent 
User Agent Entity 
User Agent Layer 
University of British Columbia 
USEnix NETwork 
Unix to Unix CoPy 
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Appendix 2 : Dedicated analysis tool source listing 
This appendix contains the listing of the source code of the set of prog-ams 
implementing the analysis tool desaibed in chapter 7. They were written by the author 
during his six month traineeship at CERN in the second semester of 1987. 
Sorne of the progams are written using the SAS statistical language. These are 
responsible for the actual analysis of the log files. The other progams are rather 
command files written in REXX, the command language used in the IBM VM/CMS 
environ ment. 
The command files control the sequence of the operations. They ensure that ait the 
resOll"ces needed fa a 17oper execution of the SAS 17ogams (i.e. input file, disk 
space, memory space, etc) are available, they provide general commands to launch 
and stop the processing, ensure the automatic execution of the analysis process at 
regular intervals and generally speaking, they relieve the gateway manager of the 
burden of having to know every little detail of the way it ait works. 
A listing of the files used to parameterize the application is also given. These files are 
plain text files that are automatically irocessed by editor maao's before being 
integated to SAS 17ogams. They contain all the data that should be easily modified 
by gateway managers, like the names of the known hosts and domains, the mapping 
of names for some hosts and domains, the formula to calculate the costs incurred to 
send messages, etc. 
Last, a mae detailed specification of the whole job is given, as well as a list of ait the 
files constituting the analysis tool. 
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!********************************************************************** 
• SASWEEK : This SAS program analyses EAN log files and add the infor • 
• mat1on to the current EAN data sets • 
**********************************************************************! 
opt1ons pagesize=llO lines1ze=l20; 
•options pagesize=22 11nes1ze=79; 
options replace ; /• to allow the replacement (or updating •/ 
I• of the current data sets •/ 
/ • def1n1t1on of the external files needed •/ 
CMS FILEDEF DATAFILE DISK EANFILE DATA D; 
CMS FILEDEF HOSTEST DISK HOST TESTE; 
CMS FILEDEF DOMTEST DISK DOMAIN TESTE; 
CMS FILEDEF HTDMTEST DISK HOSTDOM TESTE; 
CMS FILEDEF CERNTEST DISK NOTCERN TESTE; 
CMS FILEDEF COUNTMAP DISK DOMCOUNT TESTE; 
CMS FILEDEF CHKALLOW DISK ALLOWED TESTE; 
CMS FILEDEF CONFIG DISK CONFIG TESTE; 
/• EAN log f11e •/ 
/• remap of hast•/ 
/• remap of domain •/ 
/• map of doma1n from hast•/ 
/• removes . cern if necces .•/ 
/• map of domain- >country •/ 
/• check 1f msgs allowed •/ 
/• g1ves some config data•/ 
!********************************************************************** 
• Construction of data set comprised of the raw data • 
**********************************************************************! 
/• We w111 bu1ld a SAS data set conta1n1ng, for each message found 1n 
the 1nput f11e, 1ts date and t1me, 1ts number of bytes, 1ts type, 
1ts or1g1n and dest1nat1on address under or1g1nal format, 1ts or1g1n 
and dest1nat1on doma1n part only (part after the@ s1gn in the 
address that we w111 call host - doma1n pair) under normalised format 
We w111 also bu11d a data set conta1n1ng the date and t1me of the 
f1rst and last message, and for later use, we w111 also buld a data 
set conta1n1ng the date and t1me of the first message, and one for the 
date and t1me of the last message. 
These four data sets are temporary, not permanent, since they are only 
a f1rst step to the update of the ex1sting data sets•/ 




keep = date t1me nbytes type orig dest hostdomo hostdomd) 
keep = event t1me date) 
keep = frstda t e) /• date and t1me of 1st msg •/ 
keep = lastdat e); /• date and t1me of last msg •/ 







date t1me year nbytes channel type msgid or1g 
hostdomo hostdomd frstt1me lastt1me frstdate lastdate; 
date frstdate lastda t e OATE7.; 
t1me frsttime lastt1me t1me8.; 
or1g or1g2 dest dest2 msg1d msg1d2 hostdom SlSO . ; 
hostdomo hostdomd $70.; 
type $10 . ; 
informat date frstdate lastdate DATE7.; 
1nformat t1me frstt1me last t 1me t1me8 . ; 
1nformat or1g or1g2 dest dest2 msg1d msg1d2 
datestr hostdom $150 . ; 
informat hostdomo hostdomd $70.; 
1nformat type $10 . ; 
false = O; 
true = l; 
frstdate = missing; 
/• get current year in the config file•/ 
Xinclude conf1g; 
smth 
1nput datestr S @; /• input first date string•/ 
1ter = 0; 
do wh11e (true); 
1ter = iter+l; 
1nput t1me t1me8. channel nbytes @; 
/• date process1ng •/ 
1 = 1ndex(datestr,'/' ); 
day = 1nput(substr(datestr,1+l,2),2.); 






miss1ng then do; 
time; frstdate date; 
time; la.stdate date; 
if date<= frstdate then do; 
if date< frstdate then do; 
frstdate = date; frsttime = time; 
:ï~~ 1f time < frsttime then frstt1me = time; 
end; 
if date>= lastdate then do; 
if date> lastdate then do; 
lastdate = date; lasttime = time; 
end · 
elsé if t1me > lastt1me then lastt1me = time; 
end; 
/• get the type of the message•/ 
1nput type S smth $ @; 
if smth = ' report ' then do; 
type= trim(type)II' _rep'; 
1nput smth S @; 
end ; 
/• get ent1re message ID (term1nated by ' : ' ) •I 
msg1d = smth; 
do wh11e (substr(msg1d,1ength(msg1d) , l) -= ':' ); 
1nput msg1d2 $ @; 
msg1d = tr1m(msg1d)I I' 'lltrim(msg1d2); 
end; 
/• orig1n processing (term 1nated by ')' ) •/ 
1nput or1g S @; 
do while (substr(or 1g ,leng t h(orig).l) - = ')' ); 
input orig2 S @; 
orig = tr1m(orig)II ' ïltrim(or1g2); 
end; 
addr = orig; 
11 nk proc_adr; /• ret the host - doma1n part of the address •/ 
/• part after the@ sign) 1n a norma11sed •/ 
/• ormat , with the part .C ERN removed if •/ 
/• necessary •/ 
hostdomo = hostdom; 
/• 1f 1t ' s nota report message . then get the dest1nat!on(s) part•/ 
1f type =' 1mport ' or type =' export ' or t ype =' subm1t ' or type= ' de11ver ' 
then do; 
/• destination(s) process1 ng •/ 
input dest @; 
fln1 = false; 
do while ( - fin1); /• do for each of the destinators •/ 
do wh ile (substr(dest, length(dest),l) -= '>' ); 
input dest2 $ @; 
dest = trim(dest)II ' ' lltr1m(dest2) ; 
end ; 
addr = dest; 
link proc_adr; I• get hast domain pa1r (see above) •I 
hostdomd = hostdom; 
output raw_data; !• add the info for this 
I• the correct data set 
/• are there other recip1ents for this message 7 •/ 
input dest $ @; 
if substr(dest.1.1) - = '<' then do ; 
fin1 = true; 
datestr = dest; 
end ; 
end ; /• do while (-f1ni) •/ 
end; /• if type= ... then do•/ 
message 
else do; /• th1s is a report messa9e •/ 
output raw_data; 
input datestr $ @; 
end; 




/• processing of an address : we first check if we know the format 
of the message (no • =• in the address (meaning K.400 style format), 
a ' @' is required, and a •. • after the'@' s1gn) . If it ' s not known, 
we set the host-domain pair ta ' UNKNOWN ' which will have ta effect 
that the info concerning the message will be output in a special data 
set containing unrecognlzed format messages and messages containing 
an unknown domain •/ 
proc_adr: 
/• first we remove a possible '/C=country ' from an hybr1d format 
address •/ 
C index= 1ndex(addr, ' /C='); 
iT C_index -= 0 then addr = substr(addr,l,C 1ndex-l ) 11 ')' ; 
if index(addr, '=' ) = 0 then do; /• not an X.400 address •/ 
hostdom = upcase(addr): 
at_pos = index(hostdom, ' @' ): 
1f at pas -= 0 then do; 
do üntil (at_pos =0); 
/• is there an '@' sign? •I 
/• yes, then get address part•/ 
/• after the rightmost one •/ 
hostdom = substr(hostdom,at pos+l): 
at_pos = index(hostdom, ' @' ); 
end; 
/• we know have our host - domain pair but is there at least one dot 
in it 7 •/ · 
dot pos = index(hostdom, ' .' ): 
if oot_pos -= o then do; 
/• Th1s will take out the superfluous .CERN part from the 
domain name when necessary •/ 
if 1ndex(hostdom," .CERN) ") -= 0 then do ; 
Xinclude cerntest; 
end; 
hostdom = substr(hostdom,l, length(hostdom)-1) ; /• remove ')' •I 
end; /• if dot pas-= 0 then •/ 
else hostdom = 7 dummy . UNKNOWN ' ; /• sorry, there was not dot . . . •/ 
end; /• if at pos -= 0 then •/ 
else hostdom = ' oummy.UNKNOWN' ; /• sorry, there was not ' @' ... •/ 
end; /• 1f 1ndex(addr, '=' ) = 0 then •/ 
else do ; /• seems to be a K.400 address • / 
hostdom = ' dummy . UNKNOWN'; 
end; 
return; 
/• only when all the observations in the input file have been r ead 
are we able to get the date and time of the firs t and last 
messages •/ 
end label : do; 
event = ' First message ' ; 
i 
tlme = f rsttime; date = f r stdate ; 
output time dat; 
output dateI; 
event = ' Last message ' ; 
time = lasttime ; date= lastdate; 




• Construction of data set comprised of the relevant data • 
**********************************************************************/ 
/• Up te now, we have a data set contalnlng the raw Information, malnly 
the hast - demain pair. 
(Remalnder : what we call maybe lmproperly the hast - dema i n patr ls a 
string contalning the hast and then the 11st of possible 
subdomains, and then the dema in, all of these separated 
by dots (i . e . host.subdoml.subdom2 ... subdomi .domaln) ; 
the 11st of subdomalns can be empty , and all is in 
Upper case) . 
We have te process these hast -demain pairs , mainly do the neccessary 
remapping of hast and demain names . We wlll also spot errer messages, 
or r ather messages having an unknown address format or the ones havtng 
an unknown demain . The illega l messages (messages using CERN gateways 
wi thout having been allowed ) wi ll al so be stored ln a data set of thelr 
own •/ 
data fine_dat !keep = hostdomo hostdomd nbytes obs_numb) 
illegal keep= date time nbytes type orig dest) 
err_data keep= date t ime nbytes type or ig dest) ; 
format country $20 . ; 
informat country $20 . ; 
set raw data; 
/• sincë messages are nor~ally logged twice when they cross the 
gateways (once when enterlng, once when leaving). se we choose te 
keep only one of these categories •/ 
if type-=' export ' and type-= ' deliver ' then delete; 
obs_numb = 1; /• this will be different for summary data•/ 
/• processing of the dest inat ion hast - demain pair : we flrst have 
ta decompose the hostdom variable ln its components, namely the 
hast ( the name before the first dot), the demain (the name after 
the last dot), and possibly the 11st of subdomains (what is 
between the tirs t and last dots) . When we have the se components, 
we can do the remapp1ng of hast and doma1n names, and then we 
rebutld the host . subdom .domain names . •/ 
firstdot = 1ndex(hostdomd,' . ' ); 
hd = hostdomd; 
do wh1le (index(hd 1' .' ) -= 0); lastdot = 1ndex1hd, ' . ' ); 
1f lastdot = 1 
then hd = substr(hd,2); 
else if lastdot = length!hd) 
then hd = substr hd,l, length(hd)-1/ ; 
else hd = substr hd,l,lastdot-1 ) 1 ,_, Il 
substr hd , lastdot+l) ; 
end; 
1f firstdot ) 1 
then hast= substr(hostdomd,l,firstdot-1 ) ; 
else hast =""; /• for cases like user@ . BITNET (real 1) •/ 
if firstdot < lastdot- 1 I• ... - 1 for cases (real 1) where we •/ 
/• have user@host .. domain •/ 
then between = substr(hostdomd,firstdot+l, lastdot- firstdot-1); 
else between = '11'· 
if lastdot -= length/hostdomd) 
then demain= substr(hostdomd, lastdot+l); 
else doma1n = ""; 
/ • This will check if there 1s no remapping 
Xinclude hostest; 
/• This will check if there is no r emapping 
dependin9 on hast name •/ 
Xlnclude ht mtest ; 
/• This will check if there is 
Xinclude domtest; 
no remapping 
of hast name • I 
of the demain 
of the dema in •I 
/• this wlll give a value ta country dependlng on the value of 
demain after remapping of the demain names . 
If demain is unknown, country wlll be set te ' UNKNOWN ' •/ 
Xinclude countmap; 
/• 1f the demain was unknown, then the country w111 have been 
unknown and the message will be output in the errors data set•/ 




dom~dest = demain ; 
/• now that we have remapped hast and demain names, it ' s time 
te reassemble the hast- demain entire name •/ 
if between = •• 
then hostdomd = tr1m(hostl j j ' ·' I ltr1m(domain)· 
else hostdomd = tr1m(host) '. ' trim(between\11' ,' 11tr1m(domain) ; 
/ • process1ng of the origin hast - demain pa1r : for an explanatlon of 
this, please refer te the process1ng of the destination 
hast- demain pair, here above •/ 
firstdot = index(hostdomo, ' .' ); 
hd = hostdomo; 
do while (index(hd 1'.' ) -= 0); lastdot = 1ndex1hd, ' . ' ) ; 
if 1 as tdot 
then hd 




lastdot = length!hd) 
then hd = substr hd,l,length(hd) - l l ; 
else hd = substr hd,l,lastdot - 1) 1 ,_, Il 
substr hd, lastdot+I); 
If ftrstdot > 1 then host = substr(hostdomo,1,ftrstdot- 1) ; 
else host = ""· 
If flrstdot < lastdot -1 
then between = substr(hostdomo , flrstdot+l, lastdot- f i rstdot- 1) ; 
else between = '' 11 • 
tf lastdot -= length/hostdomo) 
then domatn = substr(hostdomo, lastdot+I); 









dom orig = domain; 
if lïetween = "" 
then hostdomo = tr1m(host)jl ' · ' lltrtm(domaln) · 
else hostdomo = trim(host) '.' trim(between \ 11 '.' lltrtm(domatn) ; 
/• now that we have the values of the ortgtn and destination domatns 
and hosts, let ' s see tf thts message ls legal , i.e. the sender or 
recetver domatn ts CERN, or the sender or recetver ts explicltly 
allowed by CERN to use CERN's gateways •/ 
tf dom ortq -= ' CERN' and dom dest -= 'CERN ' then do; 
x1nclude chkallow; -




• Adding the data just having been calculated to the data of the • 
• month and to the data of the year and summartztng them tn the • 
• same data sets • 
**********************************************************************/ 
/********************************************************************** 
• Addtng the matn data to the monthly data • 
**********************************************************************! 
/• getttng the old data wtth the brand new ones ... •/ 
data ftne all; 
set ftnë_dat monthsum.data; 
/• . . . and summartztng all thts to get the new data set (updated version 
of the currently exlsttng one)•/ 
proc summary data=fine_all; 
class hostdomo hostdomd; 
var nbytes obs_numb; 
output out=ftnetmp sum=nbytes obs_numb; 
/• dropptng the unnecessary tnformatton brought ln by the summary 
procedure and wrtttng all thts back on the old data set•/ 
data monthsum.data (drop= _TYPE __ FREQ_); 
set finetmp ; 
if _TYPE_= ' 11 ' 8; 
·~•******************************************************************** 
Addtng the matn data to the yearly data • 
********************************************************·*************/ 
data ftne all; 
set ftnë_dat yearsum.data; 
proc summary data=ftne_all; 
class ho5tdomo hostdomd; 
var nbytes obs numb; 
output out=ftnëtmp sum=nbytes obs_numb; 
/• dropptng the unnece5sary tnformatton •/ 
data yearsum .data (drop= _TYPE __ FREQ_); 
set ftnetmp; 
if _TYPE_= ' 11 ' 8; 
/•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• Addtng the ttme to the monthly ttmes • 
************************************************************•·······••/ 
data ttmetemp (drop= mtsstng); 
set mnthttme .data lime dat; 
tf ttme -= mis51ng; -
proc sort data=ttmetemp; 
by date ttme; 
data frsttlme; 
set ttmetemp; 
if _N_ = 1; 
proc sort data=timetemp; 
by descendtng date descendtng ttme; 
data lastt lme; 
set ttmetemp; 
tr _N_ = 1; 
data mnthtime.data; 
5e t la 5tt 1me rr5ttime ; 
proc sort data =mntht1me .data; 
by date t ime ; 
!••••••••*********************************************************~**** 
• Adding the t1me to the yearly t1mes • 
**********************************************************************' 
data t1metemp (drop= miss1ng) ; 
set yeart1me.data t ime dat ; 
1r t1 me -= miss1ng ; -
proc sort data =timetemp ; 
by date lime; 
data Frstt1me; 
set timetemp; 
H _N_ = 1; 
proc sort data=t1metemp; 
by descend1ng date descend1ng t1me; 
da t a lasttime; 
set timetemp; 
H _N_ = 1; 
data yeart 1me . data; 
set lasttime rrstt1me ; 
proc so r t data=yeart1me .data; 
by date lime; 
/ ********************************************************************** 
• Add 1ng the types to the mon th ly type5 • 
**********************************************************************/ 
data weektype (keep = type type_nb) ; 
set raw data; 
type_nb-= 1; /• number or observat1on or this type, will change • / 
/• when summarized with prev1ous data • / 
procedure summary data = weektype ; 
class type; 
var type_nb ; 
output out=typetmpl sum=type_nb; 
data type_all; 
set mnthtype . data weektype ; 
proc 5ummary data= type_all; 
class type; 
var type_nb; 
output out=typetmp2 sum=type_nb; 
data mnthtype . data (keep = type type_nb) ; 
set typetmp2; 
/ • number or messages exported during th1s per1od •/ 
data exported (keep = exp_nb) ; 
set typetmpl; 
1f type= ' export ' then do ; 
exp_nb = type_nb ; 
output; 
end; 
data expmsg (keep frstdate lastdate exp_nb exp_avg); 




1r rrstdate - = miss1ng and lastdate -= miss1ng and exp_nb 
then do ; 
end; 
1f frstdate -= lastdate 
then exp_avg exp_nb / (lastdate - frstdate): 
else exp_avg = exp_nb ; 
output ; 
data exp_temp; 
put ' exp_temp ' all · 
set expmsg @Xp_msg .data; 
data exp_msg.data; 
put ' exp_msg .data' _all_; 
set exp_temp ; 
m1ss 1ng 
!*************************************************•••••••************** 
• Add1ng the types ta the yearly types • 
**********************************************************************/ 
data type_a 11: 
set yeartype . data weektype ; 
proc summary data = type_all ; 
class type; 
var type_nb; 
output out=typetmp2 sum=type_nb; 
data yeartype . data (keep = type type_nb) ; 
set typetmp2; 
!*********************************•*••••••*••••••••••••••************** 
• Add1ng the errors • 
······································································1 data temp_err; 
set err_data montherr.data; 




• Adding the illegal messages • 
····································································•·! 
data temp 111; 
set 1Tlega1 month 111.data; 
data monthill . data ; 
set temp_111 ; 
/********************************************************************** 
• SASHONTH : This 1s meant to be a SAS Job to produce some stat1stics • 
• relative to EAN traff1c from ex1st1ng data sets on d1sk • 
*********************************••·································••/ 
options pagesize =llO 11nesi ze= l20; 
•options pagesize =40 1inesi ze=79; 
/• defin1tion of the needed external files•/ 
CHS FILEDEF COUNTHAP DISK DOHCOUNT TESTE; 
CHS FILEDEF COSTHAP DISK COUNCOST TESTE ; 
CHS FILEOEF HSGCOST DISK HSG COST DATA E; 
CHS FILEDEF CONFIG DISK CONFTG TESTE; 
/• t o get superdomain names •/ 
/• co~ntries • vol ume cost •/ 
/• calculates cost of msg •/ 
/• gi ves some config data•/ 
/• Calculation of the cost of the messages •/ 
data mnthsum2 (keep 
mnthorg2 (keep = 
mnthdst2 ( keep = 
hostdomo host_org dom_orig 
hostdomd hast dst dom dest 
nbytes totcost obs_numb) 
hostdomo obs numb) 
hostdomd obs=numb) ; 
format country $20.; 
informat country $20. 
set monthsum.data; 
output mnthorg2 ; 
output mnthdst2; 
firstdot = index(hostdomo. •.• ); 
hd = hostdomo; 
do while (index(hd 1' .' ) -= O); lastdot = index1hd, ' .' ); 
hd = substr(hd,l , lastdot - 1) Il •-• 11 substr(hd, lastdot+l); 
end · 
hosi_org = substr(hostdomo,l,firstdot-1); 
dom_orig = substr(hostdomo, lastdot+l) ; 
firstdot = index(hostdomd, ' .' ); 
hd = hostdomd; 
do wh11e (index(hd • .' } -= O); 
lastdot = indexlhd, .' ) ; 
hd = substr(hd,i,lastdot- 1) Il •-• Il substr(hd , lastdot+l) ; 
end · 
hosi dst = substr(hostdomd , l,f1rstdot-l); 
dom_dest = substr(hostdomd , lastdot+l); 
/• calculat1on of the cost of the messages •/ 
demain = dom dest ; 
/• th1s w111 - give a value to country depending on value of demain•/ 
X1nclude countmap; 
/• th1s wi 11 give a va lue to Cvdom depend ing on va lue of country •/ 
X1nclude costmap; 
/• this will give a value to totcost depending on value of Cvdom • / 
Xinclude msgcost; 
if act cost =·-• then totcost = -totcost ; 
if domain = ' CERN ' then totcost = O; 
output mnthsum2; 
/• Creation a synthes1s of the above information by demains • / 
proc summary data = mnthsum2 ; 
class dom orig dom dest; 
var nbytei totcost- obs numb; 
output out =s um_data sum=nbytes totcost obs_numb; 
/• Creation of 3 data 
a summary of 
a summary of 
a summary of 
sets contain1ng respectively 
the orig1n demains 
the destination demains 
the doma1n to doma1n pairs 
data mnthorig !keep= obs_numb 
mnthdest keep= obs_numb 
mnthdom keep = dom_orig 
set sum data; 
dom_or1gl 
dom dest 
dom=dest obs_numb nbytes bytemean totcost) ; 
bytemean = nbytes/obs_numb ; 
1f _TYPE_= ' Ol'B then output mnthdest; 
1f _TYPE_= • 1o · s then output mnthor1g; 
1f _TYPE_ = 'll ' B then output mnthdom; 
!•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• Pr1nt1ng of the graph show1ng the progression 1n the da11y • 
• average of exported messages • 
····································································•·! proc plot data =exp msg.data; 
plot exp_avg•lastdate=•• • / vzero vpos =20; 
tille Average number of messages exported per day; 
!•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 




proc print data• mnthtime.data; 
tille Date and t1me of flrst and last records ; 
/•••••***************************************************************** 
• Type statistlcs • 
**********************************************************************/ 
proc tabulate data ■mnthtype.data format•l2. order•freq; 
tltle Frequence of the types of records; 
c 1 ass type; 
var type_nb; 
table type• ' ' •type_nb•' '•sum ■ ' ' al l• ' Total ' •type_nb• ' ' •sum• ' '; 
/********************************************************************** 
• Construction of data set summarizing the number of messages • 
• rece ived, sent and exchanged by CERN hos ts • 
**********************************************************************! 
data CERN hst (keep = hostdom received sent xchanged) ; 
set mntlisum2; 
if dom_orig • 'CERN' then do; 
hostdom • hostdomo; 
sent • obs numb ; rece1ved = 0; xchanged = obs _numb; 
output; -
end; 
If dom dest = ' CERN' then do; 
hostdom • hostdomd; 
rece 1ved obs numb; sent 0; xchanged obs_numb; 
output; -
end; 
proc summary data= CERN_hst; 
c lass hostdom; 
var recelved sent xchanged; 
output out=temp_hst sum•recelved sent xchanged ; 
proc sort data • temp_hst; 
by descending xchanged; 
'Ha tmp2_hst (keep = hast recelved sent xchanged); 
set temp hst; 
hast• hostdom; 
/• Read the value of nb cernh (the number of .CERN hasts to 11st) 
ln the conflg file •7 
Xlnclude conflg; 
if _N_ -= 1 & _N_ <= nb_cernh+l; 
proc print data• tmp2_hst; 
tille Number of messages recelved, sent and exchanged by .CERN hasts; 
!********************************************************************** 
• Print1ng the most popular host-domaln pairs as orlgin and then • 
• as destination • 
**********************************************************************/ 
proc sunwnary data=mnthorg2; 
class hostdomo; 
var obs numb; 
output out= mnthorg3 sum 
proc sort data ■mnthorg3; 
by descending obs_numb; 
obs_numb; 
data temp_org (keep = or1g obs_numb); 
set mnthorg3; 
orig = hostdomo: 
/• Read the value of nb pop (the number of most popular demains to 
11st 1n the conf1g f1le •/ 
X1nclude config; 
1f _N_ -= 1 & _N_ <• nb_pop+l; 
proc prlnt data ■ temp_org; 
title Host popular or1g1nat1ng hasts; 
proc sunwnary data=mnthdst2; 
class hostdomd; 
var obs numb; 
output out• mnthdst3 sum 
proc sort data=mnthdst3; 
by descend1ng obs_numb; 
obs_numb; 
data temp_dst (keep • dest obs_numb); 
set mnthdst3; 
dest = hostdomd; 
/• Read the value of nb pop (the number of most popular domalns ta 
11st in the config_ f1le •/ 
X1nclude config; 
if _N_ -• 1 & _N_ <• nb_pop+l; 
proc print data=temp_dst; 
title Host popular destination hasts; 
!********************************************************************** 
• Print1ng a sunwnary of the importance of the doma1ns as origin and • 
• dest1nat1ons * 
**********************************************************************! 
proc sort data•mnthorig; 
by descending obs_numb; 
proc print data ■mnthorig; 
title Or1gin demains importance; 
proc sort data •mnthdest; 
by des cend1ng obs_numb ; 
proc pr1nt data•mnthdest; 
t1tle Dest1nat1on doma1ns importance; 
!********************************************************************** 
• Pr1nt1ng of the observations related ta the 111ega1 messages • 
**********************************************************************/ 
data 11 1 temp (keep = m1sc1nfo or1g dest); 
format m1sc1nfo $115.; 
1nformat m1sc1nfo $115 . ; 
set month111 . data ; 
d = put!date,date7 . l ; 
t = put t1me,t1me8 . ; 
n • put nbytes
1
9.); 
mise 1nre • d 1 " " 11 t 11 " 
proc pr1nt data =111_temp ; 
" Il type 11 n 11 
t1tle Observations related ta 111ega1 messages; 
'********************************************************************** 
• Pr1nt1nq of the observations related ta unknown address format or • 
• unknown doma in name • 
**********************************************************************/ 
data err temp (keep = m1sc1nfo or1g dest); 
format m1sc1nfo $115 . ; 
1nformat miscinfo $115.; 
set montherr.data; 
d = put!date,date7 . l ; 
t = put t1me,t1me8 . ; 
n = put nbytes
1
9. ); 
m1sc1nfo,.= d 1 " " Il t Il " 
proc pr1nt data=err_temp; 
" 11 type 11 n 11 
t1t le Observations related to unknown addr format or unk nown doma1n name; 
'*******************************************************••··········· 
Construction of summary data between superdoma1ns • 
**********************************************************************! 
data monthsup (drop= host_org dom_orig host_dst dom_dest); 
format sup_or1g sup_dest superdom $20 .; 
set mnthsum2; 
doma1n = dom_or1g; 
X1nclude countmap; 
sup_or1g = superdom; 
doma1n = dom dest; 
X1nclude countmap; 
sup_dest = superdom; 
proc summary data= monthsup ; 
class sup_or1g sup_dest ; 
var nbytes totcost obs numb; 
output out =temp_sup sum=nbytes totcost obs_numb; 
data sup_data (keep = sup or1g sup_dest 
nbytes bytemean totcost obs_numb); 
set temp_sup; 
bytemean = nbytes/obs_numb; 
1f _TYPE_= ' 11 ' 8; 
/*********************************************************************• 
• Traff1c between superdoma1ns • 
• (Number of mes5age5 only) • 
****************************************************••··············••! 
proc tabulate data=sup data format=9 . noseps ; 
•.1tle Summary of traff1c between Superdomains (Summary); 
. lass sup_or1g sup_dest; 
var obs numb nbytes bytemean totcost; 
table süp or1g= ' Source Superdoma1n5 ----------' 
- all='--------- - -- Total '. 
5up_dest='De5t1nat1on Superdoma1ns '•obs_numb= ' '• sum=' ' 
all= ' Total'•ob5 numb =' ' •sum=' ' 
/ rts = 15 condense; 
!••••••***************•**************•**************•************•••••• 
• Traff1c between superdoma1ns • 
• (extended form) • 
······································································t 
proc tabulate data =5Up data format =9. no5ep5; 
t1tle Summary or traTf1c between Superdoma1ns (extended); 
clas5 5Up_or1g sup_de5l; 
var obs numb nbyte5 bytemean totco5t; 
table 5Üp_or1g='Source Superdoma1n5 --------' all= '--- --------- Total', 
sup_dest=' De5t1nat1on Superdoma1ns ' • 
al !='Total'• 
(obs numb= ' ' •(sum= ' N Calls' pctsum= ' Percent ' ) 
nbytes= ' ' •sum= ' Bytes ' 
bytemean =' '• sum= ' B Mean' 
totcost =' Cost SF'•sum=' ' ) 
(obs numb =' '• (sum= ' N Calls ' pctsum='Percent ' ) 
nbytes=' '•s um= ' Byle5 ' ) 
/ rt5 = 15 conden5e ; 
!••••••*******************•••••••••••••••*************************•**** 
• Traff1c between all doma1ns sorted by alpha order • 
• ( extended form) • 
********••··························································•·! 
proc tabulate data=mnthdom format =9. noseps ; 
t1tle Summary of traff1c between all doma1ns (extended form); 
cla55 dom_or1g dom_dest; 
var obs numb nbytes bytemean totcost; 
table dom_or1g='Source Domain -------' all ='-- --- ------- Total'. 
dom_dest='Dest1nat1on Domain ' • 
(obs numb= ' •• (sum=' N Calls ' pctsum= ' Percent ' ) 
nbytes =' ••sum= ' Bytes • 
bytemean=• '• sum= ' B Mean • 
all =' Total ' • 
totcost= ' Cost SF'•sum=' ') 
(obs numb =' '• (sum=' N Calls ' pctsum= ' Percent ' ) 
nbyîes =• ' •sum= ' Bytes ' ) 
/ rts = 13 condense; 
==================== === ==== === ====== =================== ====== 
!********************************************************************** 
• SASYEAR : This is meant to be a SAS job to produce some statistics • 
• relative to EAN traffic from the yearly EAN data sets • 
**********************************************************************/ 
options pagesize=llO 11neslze=l20; 
•options pagesize=40 lineslze=79; 
/• deflnition of the needed external files•/ 
CMS FILEDEF COUNTMAP OISK OOMCOUNT TESTE; 
CHS FILEDEf COSTMAP OISK COUNCOST TESTE; 
CMS FILEOEf MSGCOST OISK MSG COST DATA E; 
CMS FILEDEf CONflG OISK CONFTG TESTE ; 
/• to qet superdomain names •/ 
I• countrles ' volume cost •/ 
/• calculates cost of msg •/ 
/• gives some confiq data •/ 
/• Calculation of the cost of the messages•/ 
data yearsum2 (keep 
yearorg2 (keep 
yeardst2 (keep 
hostdomo host_org dom_orig 
hostdomd host dst dom dest 
nbytes totcosî obs_numb) 
hostdomo obs numbl 
hostdomd obs=numb ; 
format country $20.; 
informat country $20.; 
set yearsum . data; 
output yearorg2; 
output yeardst2; 
firstdot = 1ndex(hostdomo ,' . ' ) ; 
hd = hostdomo; 
do wh11e (index(hd '.' ) -= O); 
lastdot = 1ndexlhd,' . ' ); 
hd = substr(hd,l.lastdot-1) Il •-• Il substr( hd,l astdot+l) ; 
end· 
host_org = substr(hostdomo, l ,firstdot- 1) ; 
dom_orig = substr(hostdomo, l astdot+l) ; 
firstdot = index(hostdomd, ' . ' ); 
hd = hostdomd; 
do wh11e (1ndex(hd • .') -= O) ; 
lastdot = indexlhd, ' . ' ); 
hd = substr(hd,l,lastdot-1) Il , _, Il substr(hd, lastdot+l); 
end; 
host dst = substr(hostdomd, l ,firstdot- 1) ; 
dom_aest = substr(hostdomd, l astdot+l) ; 
/• calculation of the cost of the messages•/ 
demain = dom dest; 
/• th1s w111 - give a value to country depending on value of domaln •/ 
%include countmap; 
/• th1s w111 g1ve a value to Cvdom depending on value of country•/ 
%include costmap; 
/• this w111 g1ve a value to totcost depend1ng on value of Cvdom •/ 
%1nclude msgcost; 
if act cost='-' then totcos t = -totcost ; 
if domâin = ' CERN' then totcost = O; 
output yearsum2 ; 
/ • Creat1on a synthesis of the above information by demains•/ 
proc summary data= yearsum2; 
class dom orig dom dest; 
var nbytei totcost- obs numb ; 
output out=sum_data sum=nbyt es totcost obs_numb; 
/• Creation of 3 data 
- a sunwnary of 
- a sunwnary of 
- a sunwnary of 
sets containlng respectively 
the or1g1n demains 
the des t ination demains 
the demain to demain pairs 
data yearor1g !keep= obs_numb dom_origl 
yeardest keep= obs numb dom dest 
yeardom keep= dom=orlg dom=dest obs_numb nbytes bytemean totcost); 
set sum data ; 
bytemean nbytes/obs_numb; 
if _TYPE_= ' 01'8 then output yeardest; 
if _TYPE_= ' 10 ' 6 then output yearorlg; 
if _TYPE_ = ' 11 ' 8 then output yeardom; 
/********************************************************************** 
• Print1ng of the graph showlng the progression in the daily • 
• average of exported messages • 
**********************************************************************! 
proc plot data=exp msg . data; 
plot exp_avg•lastdate= · ~· / vzero vpos=20; 
t1tle Average number of messages exported per day; 
I**************************************************••••••************** 
• Pr1nt1ng of table 1nd1cat1ng f1rst and last t1me of messages • 
**********************************************************************/ 
proc pr1nt data = yeartlme.da t a; 
t1tle Date and t1me of f1rst and last records; 
I•••••******••*****••******••****•••••***•******••••••••*********•••••• 
• Type statist1cs • 
***•**********•······················••****·························••/ 
proc tabulate data =yeartype.data format =l2 . order=freq; 
t1tle Frequence of the types of records; 
class type ; 
var type_nb; 
table type= ' ' •type_nb= ' ' •sum= ' ' all =' Total ' •type_nb=' ' •sum= ' ' ; 
!•*************••••••••••*•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••****** 
• Construction of data set summarizing the number of messages • 
• rece 1ved, sent and exchanged by CERN hosts • 
·····································································•! 
data CERN_hst (keep = hostdom rece1ved 
set yearsum2; 
sent xchanged); 
1f dom_or1g = ' CERN' then do; 
hostdom = hostdomo; 
sent= obs numb; rece1ved 
output; -
end; 
if dom dest = ' CERN ' then do; 
hostdom = hostdomd; 
rece1ved = obs numb; sent 
output; -
end; 
proc summary data= CERN_hst; 
c 1 ass hos tdom; 
O; xchanged 
var rece1ved sent xchanged; 
output out=temp_hst sum=rece1ved sent xchanged ; 
proc sort data= temp_hst; 
by descend1ng xchanged; 
obs_numb; 
obs_numb; 
data tmp2_hst (keep = host received sent xchanged); 
set temp hst; 
host = hostdom; 
/• Read the value of nb cernh (the number of .CERN hosts to 11st) 
1n the config f11e •7 
Xinclude conf1g; 
if _N_ -= 1 & _N_ <= nb_cernh+l; 
proc pr1nt data= tmp2_hst; 
t1tle Number of messages rece1ved, sent and exchanged by .CERN hosts; 
!******•••••••••*••••••••••••••**•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• Pr1nt1ng the most popular host-doma1n pa1rs as or1g1n and then • 
• as destination • 
***•••••••••••••••••••••••••••****•••*•••••*•••••*****•****•*****•••••! 
proc summary data=yearorg2; 
class hostdomo; 
var obs numb; 
output out= yearorg3 sum 
proc sort data=yearorg3; 
by descending obs_numb; 
obs_numb; 
data temp_org (keep = or1g obs_numb); 
set yearorg3; 
orig = hostdomo; 
/• Read the value of nb pop (the number or most popular domains to 
list in the config fîle •/ 
Xinclude conf1g; 
if _N_ -= 1 & _N_ <= nb_pop+l; 
proc print data=temp_org; 
title Host popular or1ginat1ng hosts; 
proc summary data=yeardst2; 
class hostdomd; 
var obs numb; 
output out= yeardst3 sum 
proc sort data=yeardst3; 
by descending obs_numb; 
obs_numb; 
data temp_dst (keep = dest obs_numb); 
set yeardst3; 
dest = hostdomd; 
/• Read the value of nb pop (the number or most popular domains to 
list in the conf1g rîle •/ 
%1nclude conrig; 
ir _N_ -= 1 & _N_ <= nb_pop+l; 
proc print data=temp_dst; 
title Host popular destination hosts; 
!••••••••••*******••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••***** 
• Pr1nting a summary or the importance or the doma1ns as orig1n and • 
• destinations • 
·····································································•! 
proc sort data=yearor1g; 
by descend1ng obs_numb; 
proc print data=yearor1g; 
title Orig1n doma1ns importance; 
proc sort data=yeardest; 
by descending obs_numb; 
,1 0 
proc prtnt data ■yeardest; 
tttle Desttnatton demains Importance ; 
/********************************************************************** 
• Construction or summary data between supe rdomalns • 
**********************************************************************/ 
data yearhsup (drop • host_org dom_orlg host_dst dom_dest); 
format sup_or tg sup_dest superdom S20 . ; 
set yearsum2: 
demain• dom_orl9 ; 
Xl nc l ude countmap ; 
sup_ortg • superdom; 
demain• dom dest ; 
Xlnclude countmap; 
sup_dest • superdom; 
proc summary data • yearhsup; 
class sup_orlg sup_dest; 
var nbytes totcost obs numb; 
output out ■ temp_5Up suiii ■ nbytes totcost obs_numb; 
data sup_data (keep • sup orlg sup_des t 
nby{es bytemean totcost obs_numb); 
set temp_sup; 
bytemean • nbrtes/obs_numb ; 
If _TYPE_•' l ' B; 
!********************************************************************** 
• Trarrtc between superdomatns • 
• (Number of messages only) • 
**********************************************************************! 
proc tabulate data ■ s up data rormat ■ 9 . noseps ; 
tttle Summary or trafrlc between Superdomalns (Summary); 
class sup_orlg sup_dest; 
var obs numb nbytes bytemean totcost; 
table sÜp orlg•'Source Superdomalns ----------' 
- all• ' ------------ Total ' , 
sup_dest• ' Desttnatlon Superdomalns ' •obs_numb ■ ' ' •sum ■ ' ' 
all ■ ' Total ' •obs numb•' ' •sum ■ ' ' 
/ rts = 15 condënse; 
!********************************************************************** 
• Trarrtc between superdomatns • 
• (extended rorm) • 
**********************************************************************/ 
proc tabulate data ■ s up data format•9. noseps ; 
t 1t le Summary or traff le between Superdoma lns ( extended) ; 
class sup_orlg sup_dest: 
var obs_numb nbytes bytemean totcost; 
table sup_orlg•'Source Superdomatns --- -- --- ' all- '-- ----- -- --- Total ', 
sup_dest= ' Destlnatlon Superdomalns ' • 
a 11 =' Tata 1 ' • 
(obs numb= ' ' •(sum• ' N Calls ' pctsum='Percent ' ) 
nbytes ■' '• sum ■ ' Bytes ' 
bytemean=' ' •sum= ✓ B Mean' 
totcost= ' Cost SF ' •sum■ ' ') 
(obs numb= ' '• (sum= ' N Calls ' pct sum• ' Percent ' ) 
nbytes ■ ' '• sum ■ ' Bytes ') 
/ rts = 15 condense; 
!*******•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••****************** • Trafflc between all demains sorted by alpha order • 
• (extended form) • 
**••·································································•! 
proc tabulate data ■yeardom format=9. noseps; 
tttle Summary or trarr1c between all demains (extended rorm) : 
class dom orlg dom dest; 
··ar obs nümb nbytes bytemean totcost: 
able dom_orlg= ' Source Domain -------' all• '- ----------- Total ' , 
dom dest='Desttnat1on Domatn'• 
- (obs numb=' ' •(sum=' N Calls ' pctsum= ' Percent ' ) 
nbytes• ' '• sum•' Bytes ' 
bytemean=' ' •sum= ' B Hean ' 
all= ' Total ' • 
totcost ■ ' Cost SF ' •sum ■ ' ' ) 
(obs numb•' ' •(sum•' N Calls' pctsum ■ ' Percent ' ) 
nby{es ■ ' '•sum• ' Bytes ' ) 
/ rts = 13 condense; 
==== ========================================= === == =========== 
!•••••••••**********••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• YEARINIT : This SAS program tnttlallzes the data accumulated ln the~ 
• yearly data sets related to the EAN statlstlc analysts • 
····································································•·! 
CHS FILEDEF VOIDFILE DISK OOESNT EXJST A: 
options replace: 
!•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• Initialisation of data set who wlll contaln the summary data for • 
• the current year ~ 
····································································•·! 
data yearsum . data ( keep= hostdoino hostdomd nbytes obs_numb): 
lnr11e voldflle ; 
format hostdomo hostdomd $70 .; 
delete : 
!•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• Initialisation of data set who wlll contaln the tlme of the r1rst • 
• and last observat Ion of the current year • 
·····································································•! data yeartlme.data (keep • event lime date): 
lnflle cards mlssover; 
1nformat event $15.; 
1nformat date DATE7 . ; 
1nformat t1me timeB. 
format event $15.; 
format date DAfE7 . ; 
format time t1me6 . ; 





* ln1tialisat1on of data set who w111 contain the type fre quence of * 
* the records of the year • 
**********************************************************************/ 
data yeartype .data (keep = type type_nb) ; 
1nf11e voidfile ; 
delete ; 
!********************************************************************** 
* ln1t1al1sat1on of data set who w111 conta1n the progression of the • 
* average number of messages sent per day • 
**********************************************************************/ 




* MNTHINIT: This SAS program 1n1t1al1zes the monthly data contained * 
* 1n the data sets related to the EAN stat1st1c appl1cat1on• 
**********************************************************************! 
CMS FILEDEF VOIDFILE DISK DOESNT EXISTA ; 
options replace; 
'(Jlt:#l:111:******lllill:***llil:Jlt:Jlt:111***111:Jll:**,rntr1*Jll1l:*******ill*!lll:llf *JIIJll:*JltJll:Jll:**)ll;**Jll:*ill:**Jlu•:**lll:*** lll:III: 
ln1t1a11sat1on of data set who w111 conta1n the summary data for • 
• the current month • 
*ill:*ill:**••···••****•*••·····••itort••*****•*********•****•************ill:***ill: / 
data monthsum.data (keep= hostdomo hostdomd nbytes obs_numb); 
1nfile voidf11e; 
format hostdomo hostdomd $70 . ; 
delete ; /• necessary to ensure there 1s no observation•/ 
/*lll:**ill:ill:****ill:**•*********111:************•********************-******ill:***** 
• In1tia11sat1on of data set who w111 conta1n the t1me of the f irst • 
* and last observat1on of the current month * 
***lll:**********•********ill:111:*ill:**•********•*******************•*****•*****/ 
data mntht1me .data (keep = event t1me date); 
1nf11e cards missover; 
1nformat event $15 .; 
1nformat date DATE? . ; 
1nformat t1me t1me6 .; 
format event Sl5 . ; 
format date DATE? .; 
format time t1me6 . ; 





• ln1t1a11sation of data set who w111 conta1n the type frequence of * 
·· the records of the month * 
*************•**!11:*******111:*•***ill:******************•••****•*****••***I 




* lnit1a11sat1on of data set who w111 conta1n the prob lemat1c records* 
* of the month : unknown address 1ng format * 
*******************Ill:******************************•******************•/ 
data montherr . data (keep = date t1me nbytes type or1g dest); 
1nfile vo1df1le; 
format date DATE? .; 
format t1me t1me6 . ; 
format or1g dest type $100 .; 
delete; 
/***********•**********•*•****•••****•*****••*•**********************Ill:• 
* ln1t1a11sat1on of data set who w111 conta1n the problemat1c records* 
* of the mon th : 11 lega 1 use of CERN' s gateways * 
***************•********111:*****•*************ill:*******••**•*****••••****/ 
data month111.data (keep = date t1me nbytes type orig dest) ; 
1nf11e voidf11e; 
format date DATE7 . ; 
format t1me t1me6 . ; 
format orig dest type $100 . ; 
delete ; 
/• SASBATCH : Th1s REXX procedure 1s meant to control the batch job 
whose goal is to : 
- each nb_days_to_wa1t ' th day, get EAN f11es produced on a 
VAX, analyse these files, and produce SAS data sets wh1ch 
w111 keep a summary of the 1nformat1on conta1ned 1n the 
raw f11es and add these SAS data to the permanent data 
*I 
sets accumul ating the summary information for the current 
month and year. 
- each nb times to wait ' th t1me it is executed, 
produce-a report- from the data accumulated 
1n the month ly permanent data set and send that report 
to the person who w111 have a look at it . .. 
respons1ble = "HAil-SUPPORT VXGIFT .CERN" 
nb_days_to_wa1t = 7 I* number of days to wait before analy s1ng and *I 
f* and producing a summary of the accumulated *I 
/* data , but no report *I 
nb times_to_wa1t I* number of t1mes to analyse the accumulated *I 
I* and produce summaries before setting up a *I 
I* report summar1zing all that information */ 
0 I SK_LOCKEO 3 
trace r 
I* error 3 : dtsk was wri t e locked *I 
I* trace it so you can check the execut1on 1n *I 
I* the batch logf1le *I 
address comma nd 
I* Access the m1n1disks needed *I 
"EXEC GIHE EMSTAT 192 D dummy (MR" 
/* If you can ' t get access to the disk contain1ng the data (surely 
because it ' s write locked), 1ssue a wneaxrntintgmeto the responsible 
and simply resubmit the job for the 1 
*I 
if rc -= 0 then call problem DISK_LOCKED 
I• Process the f1les by the SAS package and add the resulting information 
to the data sets already built (the SAS job file is f1rst copied on 
m1nid1sk A (of the batch ~achine) in order for the resulting files to 
be also output on the A d1sk) •/ 
"COPY SASWEEK SAS• SASWEEKB SAS A" 
"EXEC SASWHKB" 
/• 1f someth1ng went wrong, ex1t w1th to code returned from SASWEEKB *I 
1f rc -= 0 then call problem rc 
/• the 1nput f1le has been consumed , so delete 1t (or rather rename 1t to 
keep it unt11 the next t1~e a f1le is processed, just 1n case .. . ) 
•I 
''ERASE EANF ILE OLDDATA D" 
"RENAME EANFILE DATA D EANFILE OLDDATA D" 
/* 1f th1s 1s the r1ght t1me, produce monthly reports . .. *I 
/• 1f the f1le containing the number of t1mes the batch job has been 
runn1ng since the last in 1t1al1zat1on of the value conta1ned 1n that 
f11e does not exist, then the batch job was never run before (or the 
s1tuat1on 1s comparable) . In that case, just create the f11e w1th an 
1n1t1al value of O 
•I 
if -fex1st("TIMES DATA D") then do 
queue "COMHAND I O" 
aueue "COHMAND FILE" 
'
1XEOIT TIMES DATA D" 
end 
read the value 1n the f11e *I 
"EXECIO I DISKR TIMES DATA D (VAR TIMES " 
t1mes = t1mes + l 
I* t1me to produce the report? •I 
1f t1mes >= nb_t1mes_to_wa1t then do 
I* YES, so let ' s go and produce 1t ... *I 
"COPY SASMONTH SAS• SASMNTHB SAS A (REP " 
"EXEC SAS SASMNTHB" 
/ • pr1nt the f1le conta1n1ng the results of the analys1s •/ 
"EXEC PR3812 SASMNTHB LISTING (PRTR=DD31A FORHS=PlC" 
I• Create the f1le conta1n1ng a summary of the report *I 
"COPY SASHAIL SAS • SASHAILB SAS A (REP" 
"EXEC SAS SASHAILB" 
/• put the resulting f11e 1n a format more su1table for screen read1ng •/ 
"XEDIT SASHAILB LISTING (PROF ILE SASHAIL NOHSG" 
I• .. . and send 1t to the persan who w111 analyse these data•/ 
"EXEC SENDGATE SASHAILB LISTING A" respons1ble 
/• Reset the monthly data, i.e . 1n1t1al1se the monthly SAS data sets and 
end 
reset the value 1n the f1le TIMES DATA D to O •/ 
"COPY HNTHINIT SAS * MNTINITB SAS A (REP" 
''EXEC SAS MNTINITB" 
t1mes = 0 
/• write the value of times back toits file •/ 
"EXECIO 1 OISKI/ TIMES DATA O l (VAR TIMES" 
/• Resubm1t the job for next time . The options are : 
maximum duration = 4 min CP U 
use of the CERNVH CPU 
- CLASS S 
- CPU CERNVH 
- RUNOATE ... 
- RUNTIHE ' 12:30 ' 
- NORElURN .. . 
•I 
run nb days to wa i t from t oday 
run aC12 . 3!! am 
don' t return the following files 
"EXEC BATCH SUBHIT 
(CLASS S 
CPU CERNVH 
RUNOATE "' substr(xdate(l,+nb_days_to_wait),1,6) '" 
RUNTIHE ' 12 :30 ' · 
NORETURN ' • DATA ' NORETURN ' • SAS ' NORETURN ' • NETLOG ' 
NORETURN '• SASLOG' NORETURN ' • SASHAILB ' 
CALLBTCH" 
/• TEST PURPOSE ONLY : •/ 
!• 
t = time(m) 
t = t + 1 
hh = ( t X 60} // 24 
mm = t // 60 
1f mm < 10 then mm = ' O' 11 value(mm} 
"EXEC BATCH SUBHIT (CLASS S CPU CERNVH RUNTIHE" hh 11 ":" 11 mm " 
NORETURN ' • OATÀ ' NORETURN ' • SAS ' NORETU~N ' • NÉTLOG ' 
exit 
•I 
NORETURN '• SASLOG ' NORETURN ' SASHAILB • ' 
} CALLBTCH" 
/• when the batch job could not get all the resources it needs to 
complete its task, it sends an error message to the responsible 
and resubmits itself for the day after •/ 
0 oblem : 
arg err_code 




RUNOATE ' " substr(xdate(l,+l},1 ,6) 
RUNTIHE ' 12:30 ' 
NORETURN ' • DATA ' NORETURN ' • SAS ' NORETURN ' • NETLOG ' 
NORETURN ' • SASLOG' NORETURN ' SASHAILB • ' 
} CALLBTCH" 
exit 
/• CALLBTCH EXEC : This exec has only one goal : to call the SASBATCH exec 1 
This way of calling SASBATCH, which is supposed to run 
in batch job, allows the modifications to SASBATCH to be 




/• SASIIEEKB EXEC : 
This exec controls the analysis of the EAN log file (normally 
EANFILE DATA 0) . For this, 1t has first to check that all the 
files necessary to the proper execut1on of the SAS program are 
present 
trace c I• to be able to understand what went •/ 
/• wrong during the batch job ( if ever•/ 
I• that happens, of course 11) •/ 
addre55 command 
tempdisk = "E" I• temgorary work disk •/ 
cyl_nb = 50 I• num er of cylinders asked for the •I 
I• temporary work disk •/ 
retries = 5 I• number of retr1es to do if I can't •/ 
!• get work space at the first t1me •I 
mm = 20 I• number of minutes to wait before •I 
!• trying to get the work space again •/ 
ERR SPACE • 1 !• error : not enough work space 
1/NG=SPACE • 2 !• warn1ng : not enou~h work space 
!• 1 retr{ n mm minutes 
NO_INPUT_FILE = 4 !• errer : 1nput f1 e not round 
/• Access the SAS m1n1disk (the EHSTAT data d1sk shou ld have been 
accessed by the exec ca111ng th1s one (SASBATCH normally}) 
•I 
if -fex1st("SAS EXEC"} then "EXEC GIHE SAS" 
emdisk = substr(qfile("EHSTAT DISK","FHODE"),1,1) 
/• get some space for SAS to process the data•/ 
1 = 1 
do wh11e (-qd1sk(tempd1sk,accessed)) 
"EXEC GIHE" cyl_nb tempd1sk 
1f rc -= O then do 
if 1 <= retr1es then do 
''EXEC 1/ARNING" 1/NG SPACE 
"CP SLEEP" mm "HIN" 
1 = i + 1 
end 








1f • fe xist("EANFILE DATA D") then ex1t NO_ INPUT_FILE 
/• Creat1on of the SAS statements allowlng a remapplng of the demains 
and lncluded ln the SAS job•/ 
"COPY HOST DATA D HOST TEST" tempdlsk "(REP" 
aueue "HOST" 
JXEOIT HOST TEST" tempdlsk 
"COPY DOMAIN DATA D DOMAIN TEST" tempd1s k "(REP" 
9ueue "DOMAIN" 
'XEOIT DOMAIN TEST" tempdlsk 
"COPY NOTCERN DATA D NOTCERN TEST " tempd1sk "(REP" 
9X~gfT"~8J~~~~"TEST" tempdlsk 
"COPY HOSTOOM DATA D HOSTOOM TEST" tempd 1ü "( REP" 
9xEDir"~gmg:rTEST" tempd lsk 
"COPY DOMCOUNT DATA D DOMCOUNT TEST" tempd1sk "(REP" 
aueue "DOMCOUNT " 
'
1XEOIT DOHCOUNT TEST" tempdlsk 
"COPY COUNCOST DATA D COUNCOST TEST" tempdlsk "(REP" 
9ueue "COUNCOST" 
'XEO IT COUNCOST TEST" tempd1sk 
"COPY ALLO',IEO DATA D ALLOWEO TEST" tempd isk "(REP" 
9ueue "ALLOWEO" 
'XEOIT ALLOWEO TEST" tempd1sk 
"COPY CONflG DATA D CONflG TEST" tempdlsk "(REP" 
9x~gyT"~g~~l~"TEST" tempdlsk 
"COPY MSG_COST DATA D = =" tempdlsk "(REP " 
. ace c 
/• Process the files by the SAS package and add the result1ng Information 
to the data sets already bullt •/ 
''EXEC SAS SASWEEKB" 
============================= ========== ============= == ======= 
/• WARNING EXEC : thls exec must wa rn the responslble when someth1ng went 
wrong wlth the execut1on of the batch job analyslng the 
EAN log files 'A/ 
arg err_code responslble 
ERR SPACE = 1 
WNG=SPACE = 2 
DISK LOCKEO = 3 
NO_IRPUT_FILE 4 
/• error : not enough work space 
/• warn1ng : not enough work space 
/• I retry in mm minutes 
/• data dlsk ls locked 
!• error : no Input f11e 
fn = "ERROR"; ft "TEMPS$"; fm = "A" 
address command 
msg.l = "It's" lime() "on" date("E ") 
msg .2 • "There was a problem with the SAS 8ATCH JOB ·" 
· lect 
when err code ERR_SPACE then call error_space 
when err-code WNG SPACE then call wng_s pace 
when err:code DIS~ LOCKED then call err locked 
when err· code = NO IRPUT FILE then call err_no_f11e 
otherw1se call unknown_error 
end 
queue "COl-t1ANO SET CASE M I" 
do 1 = 1 to msg .O 
queue "COl-t1AND 1" msg . 1 
end 
9ueue "Cott-lAND FILE" )(EOJT" fn ft fm 
"EXEC SENDGATE" fn ft fm responslble 
"ERASE" fn ft fm 
e><lt O 
error_space : 
msg .3 = "I could not gel enou~h space to work I " 
msg .4 • "(Temporary mln1d1sk) 
msg .5 = "Sorry, 1 abort .. . but Just for the moment II" 
msg .6 • "1 w111 retry tomorrow ... " 
msg .O = 6 
return 
wng_space: 
msg . 3 = 
msg .4 = 








msg . 7 
"I could not gel enou~h space to work I" 
"(Temporary minid1sk) 
"I retry 1n a few minutes .. . " 
5 
"1 could not access the data disk (normally disk D of " 
"EMSTAT) because, 1 suppose, 1t was WRITE-LOCKEO by someone" 
"e lse. 1 dld no data processing this time and only" 
"resubm1tted the batch job for tomorrow (hoeing by that" 
"time, the disk will have been released ... )' 
msg. u = / 
return 
er r no file : 
-msg .3 "I could not f1nd the input file (norrma ll y EANFILE DATA D" 
msg.4 "on EMSTAT) because, 1 suppose, there was a problem dur1ng" 
msg .5 "the transter (INTERLINK problem) . " 
msg .6 "I d1d no data process1ng th1s time and only" 
msg . 7 "resubmitted the batch job for tomorrow (hoping by that" 
msg .8 "time. 1 will find an 1nput data file . .. )" 
msg .O = 8 
return 
unknown error: 
msg: 3 = "Unknown error ! I" 
msg .4 = "(But certainly a programmer error ... Really don ' t understand" 
msg .5 = • what happened ???)" 
msg .O = 5 
return 
/• INITALL : This exec in1t1a11zes all the data conta1ned 1n the 
SAS data sets related to the EAN stat1stics application•/ 
address command 
say "All the EAN data (monthly and yearly) w111 be erased I!!" 
say "Continue? (Y/N)" 
pull answer 
answer = translate(answer) 
1f answer -= ' Y' then do 
end 
say "Ok, nothing done . " 
exit 
say "Ok, 1n1tia11zing . . . " 
"El<EC GIME EMSTAT 192 D (MR QUIET" 
if -fexist("SAS EXEC") then "EXEC GIME SAS (QUIET" 
"EXEC SAS MNTHINIT" 
•~XEC SAS YEARINIT" 
~J\SE TIMES DATA D" 
_)(EC DROP D (QUI ET" 
say "All the tAN data sets have been in1t1al1zed . .. " 
exit 
/• MNTHINIT : This exec init1alizes the monthly data (current data) 
conta1ned in the SAS data sets related to the EAN stat1st1cs 
application•/ 
address command 
say "The EAN monthl1 data will be erased I Il" 
say "Continue ? (YIN)" 
pull answer 
answer = translate(answer) 
1f answer -= ' Y' then do 
end 
say "Ok, nothing's done." 
exit 
say "Ok 1n1tializin " 
"EXEC GÏME EMSTAT 19~· Ô. (MR QUIET" 
1f -fex1st("SAS EXEC") then "EXEC GIME SAS (QUIET" 
"EXEC SAS MNTHINIT" 
"EXEC DROP D (QUIET" 
say "The EAN monthly data sets have been 1n1t1a11zed . .. " 
exit 
, , YEARINIT : This exec in1t1a11zes the yearly data conta1ned in the 
SAS data sets related to the EAN stat1stics application•/ 
address corrmand 
say "The EAN yearly data w111 be erased 11 I" 
say "Continue? (Y/N)" 
pul 1 answer 
answer = translate(answer) 
1f answer -: ' Y' then do 
end 
say "Ok, noth1ng ' s done." 
exit 
say "Ok, 1nit1a11zing ... • 
"EXEC GIME EMSTAT 192 D (MR QUIET" 
1f -fexist("SAS EXEC") then "EXEC GIME SAS (QUIET" 
"EXEC SAS YEARINIT" 
''EXEC DROP D (QUIET" 
say "The EAN yearly data sets have been 1n1t1alized ... " 
say "Happy new year I" 
exit 
/• SBATCH EXEC : 
•I 
Th1s exec submits the EAN batch job. Arguments are the date and the 
t1me the batch 1s to be subm1tted. If no argument 1s g1ven, 1t' s 
submitted right now. If the date only 1s given (format MM/00), then 
it's subm1tted at 7.30 am for MM/OD. If the date and the time (format 
hh:mm) are both spec1f1ed, then the batch job 1s submitted at that 
time at that day. 
arg date t1me 
1f date,"" then rundate 
e Ise rundate 
if date," " then runt1me 
"RUNOATE" date 
1111 
el se if lime = the n run ti me = "RUNTil1E ' 07:30" ' 
else runt ime = "RUNT IME ' "l ime" ' " 
"EXEC DROP D (QUIET" 
"EXEC BA TCH SUBMIT 
/• to be sure minidis k D won' t be wri te locked 
at the critical mome nt .. . •/ 
(CPU CERNVM 
CLASS S 
NORETURN ' * SAS ' NORETURN ' * SASLOG ' NORETURN ' • NETLOG ' 
NORETURN •• DATA ' NORETURN ' SASMAILB • • 
" rundate runt1me " 
) CALLBTCH" 
/• HOST Xedit : butlds a file of SAS conditionna l SAS stat ement from 
a t ext data file containing the mappi ng of hosts in to host s • I 
"COMMAND EXTRACT /SI ZE " 






parse upper pull hostl host2 . 
if substr(hostl,1 , 1) -= •• • then do 
"COMMA ND UP" 
"COMMAND 1 1f host = " ' ) I hostl 11 '"" 




"COMMAND 1 ; " 
"COMMAND f ILE " 
/• DOMAIN Xed1t : builds a f i le of SAS cond1t ionnal SAS s tatement from 
a t ext data file•/ 
'":OMMAND EXTRACT /SI ZE" 






parse upper pull domainl domain2 . 
if substr(domainl,1,1) -= ••• then do 
"Cott1AND UP" 
"COMMAND I if domain = ' " ) 1 doma inl 11 ""' 




"COMMAND I ; " 
"Cotf1AND f ILE" 
/ • HOSTDOM Xed1t : bu1lds a file of SAS condi ti onnal SAS statement f r om 
a text data file containing the mapping of domains into domains 
depending of the value of the corresponding host •/ 
"COMMAND EXTRACT /S IZE" 






parse upper pull maphost mapdom . 
if substr(maphost , 1, 1) -= ••• then do 
"Cott1AND UP" 
"Cott1AND I 1f hos t = ' " 1 j maphos t 11 "•" 




"COMt1AND I ; " 
"COMt1AND f ILE" 
/ • YEAR Xedit : builds the SAS statement giving it ' s val ue to the 
va r iable year from the file year data • / 
"COl't-lAND El<TRACT /S IZE" 
f i lesize size . l 




"COtt1AND S TACK" 
"Cot-t1AND DEL" 
parse upper pull value . 




if value nb = 1 then "Cott1AND 
1f va lue-nb = 2 then "Cott1AND 
if value-nb = 3 then "Cott1AND 
va lue nb-= value nb + 1 
"C~ND DO\,IN" -
"Cott1AND f ILE" 
year " value " ; '' 
nb_pop II va 1 ue 11 : 11 
nb_cernh = " va lue ";" 
/w NOTCERN Kedlt : bu11ds a file of SAS condltlonnal statements from 
a text file contalnlng the names of demains from whlch the .CE RN 
suff1x should be removed w/ 
"COMMAND EKTRACT / S IZE" 






parse upper pull notcerndom . 
If substr(notcerndom,1,1) -= ' * ' then do 
"COt1t1AND UP" 
"COMHAND 1 1f lndex(hostdom. ' ."notcerndom" .CE RN)' ) -= O" 
"COMt1AND I then hostdom = substr(hostdom,l , lndex(hostdom, ' .CERN)' )- !) " 




"COMI-IAND 1 ; " 
"COMHAND f ILE" 
/* ALLOWED Kedlt : bullds a file of SAS cond1t1onnal statements from 
a text file containlng the names of demains allowed to use the CERN 
gateways. w/ 
"COHMAND EXTRACT /SIZE" 
fllesize = slze . l 
"C0~11-1AND TOP" 





parse upper pull demain . 
If substr(domaln,1,1) -= ' * ' then do 
"COMMA ND UP" 
"COMHAND I If dom_orlg = "' l!domalnJI '" or dom_dest ="' lldomalnll '"" 




"COMMAND 1 ; " 
"Cotf1AND f ILE" 
/* YEAR Xedlt : builds the SAS statement glvlng it ' s value to the 
variable year from the f11e year data w/ 
"COMMAND EXTRACT /SIZE" 
files Ize s1ze.l 






/* number of the next value to read */ 
parse Upper pull value . 
if substr(value,1,1) -= '*' then do 
"Cott-1AND UP" 
1f va lue nb = 1 then "Cott1AND I year = " va 1 ue " ; " 
1f value-nb = 2 then "Cott-1AND I nb_pop = "value " ;" 
1f value-nb = 3 then "Cott-1AND I nb_cernh = "value ";" 




"Cott-1AND f ILE" 
* HOST DATA : 
• This file contains the mapping of several hasts, in connect1on wlth 
• the SAS job produc1ng stat1stics about the EAN traff1c 
* To add another host mapping, simply edit the file and add the 
• relevant line, wh1ch wtll be composed of 2 words (no 1mbedded blankl) 
• the f1rst one 1s the name of the host appeartng 1n t he log files 
* the second one belng the name that you want to appear in the report 
* NOTES : - as you can imagine, each line begining with •• • is a comment 
• the host names will be UPPER CASEd anyway 
* - this file will be processed by the Xedit macro "host xed1t" 
* to produce a file of SAS statements of the followtng form : 
* 1f host ' or1g_hostl ' then host ' map_hostl'; else 







• DOMAIN DATA : 
--> Host to map to 
VXCERN 
VXCERN 
* This file conta1ns the mapping of several demains, 1n connect1on w1th 
• the SAS Job producing stat1stlcs about the EAN traf f 1c 
* To add another demain mapp1ng, simply ed1t the file and add the 
* relevant line, whtch wtll be composed of 2 words (no imbedded blankl) 
* the f1rst one is the name of the demain appear1ng in the log files 
* the second one being the name that you want to appear in the report 
• NOTES : - as you can 1mag1ne, each 11ne beg1ning w1th ' •' is a comment 
• • • • • • • • • 
- ail the names will be UPPER CASEd anyway) 
- this File will be processed by the Xedit macro "domain xe di" 
to produce a File of SAS statements of the Followin9 Form : 
if domain ' orig doml ' then doma in = ' map doml ; else 










--> Domain to map to 
FR 




EARN/ 8 ITNET 
AU 
• Case of the messages auto-Forwarded From Wylbur 
• 
REPLY FORWARDED 
• HOSTDOH DATA : 
• This file contains the mapping of several domains relative to the value 
• of the corresponding hast, in connection with 
• the SAS job producing statistics about the EAN traffic 
• To add another domain mapping, simply ed1t the fi le and add the 
• relevant line, which will be composed of 2 words (no imbedded blank!) 
• the first one is the name of the hast appearing in the log files 
• the second one being the name of the domain that should correspond to 
• that hast, even if the domain in the log is different 
• NOTES : - as you can imagine, each line begining wi th '•' is a comment 
• all the names will be UPPER CASEd anyway 
• - this file will be processed by the Xedit macro "hast xedit" 
• to produce a file of SAS statements of the Following form 
• if hast ' hostl ' then domain ' map domainl ' ; else 









• NOTCERN DATA : 







• This file contains the names of several domains for which, when an 
• address 1s written 11ke user@smthg.domain .CERN, the address is to 
• be remapped to user@smthg . domain, i . e. the .CERN part must be removed 
• To add another such doma1n, s1mply edit the file and add the 
• relevant line, which will be composed of 1 word , wh1ch is the name of 
• the domain in question . 
• NOTES : - as you can imagine, each line begining with '•' is a comment 
• ail the names will be UPPER CASEd anyway 
• - this f11e wi 11 be processed by the Xedit macro "notcern 
• xedit" to produce a file of SAS statements of the following 
• form: 
• if pos(' .' llnotcerndomlll' .CERN>' hostdom) - = 0 
• then hostdo = substr(domain,llposl ' .CERN>' ,hostdom)-1)11 '>' ; 
• else if pos(' .'I lnotcerndom21 '. CÈRN> ' ,hostdom) -= 0 
• then hostdom = substr(hostdom,l,pos( ' .CERN>' ,hostdom)-1)11 '>' ; 
• • • • 







• ALLO\IED DATA : 
• This file 1s related to the SAS job producing stat1stics about the 
• EAN traffic . 
• lt contains the list of those domains who are allowed to use CERN 
• gateways . 
• To add another allowed domain, edit the file and add the 
• relevant line, which will be composed of the name of that domain . 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • 
NOTES : - as you can imagine , each line begining with '•' is a 
all the names will be UPPER CASEd anyway 
- this file will be processed by the Xedit macro 
"allowed xedit" to produce a file of SAS statements 
of the following form : 
allowed = FALSE; 
if dom_org ' domainl' then allowed TRUE; else 
if dom_org ' domain2' then allowed TRUE; else 
1f dom_org 'doma1nj' then allowed TRUE; else 
comment 
• IMPORTANT NOTE the dama in l isted here should be the ones AFTER the 
remapping of the domain names : for example, it ' s 
EARN/BITNET that must appear here, and nol EARN 
or BITNET, s1nce bath have been remapped to 
EARN/8 ITNE T. 
• 











• CONFIG DATA : 
• Th1s f11e 1s related to the SAS job produc1ng stat1st1cs about the 
• EAN traff1c. 
• It conta1ns the value of some parameters one could w1sh to mod1fy 
• eas11y . These parameters are the following : 
• ( IMPORTANT WARNING : HIE OROER OF THESE PARAMETERS MUST NOT BE 
• CHANGED but comments (11nes w1th ' • ' 1n co lumn 1) 
• can be added anywhere) 
• 
• The current year (YYYY ) 
1966 
• 
• The number of most popular hosts to keep 1n a report 
40 
• The number of .CERN hosts to keep 1n a report 
60 
• COUNCOST DATA : 
• This file conta1ns the d1fferent values of the countr1es (and 
• continents) a doma1n can be 1n and the correspond1ng transfer cost 
• (in SF per 100 segments) 
• t his file 1s related to the SAS job produc1 ng sta ti st1 cs 
• about the EAN traff1c 
• To add another coutry - cost pair, s1mply ed1t the file and add the 
• relevant 11ne, wh1ch w111 be composed of 2 "words" (no 1mbedded 
• blankl) : the first one 1s the name of the country/continent and the 
• second one 1s the amount of SF that it costs to transfer 100 segments 
• 1n that country/continent 
• NOTES : - as you can imagine, each line beg1n1ng with ' • ' 1s a comment 
• the country names w111 be UPPER CASEd anyway 
• - th1s file w111 be processed by the Xed1t macro 
"councost xed1t" to produce a file of SAS statements 
of the follow1ng form : 
• 1f country ' country! ' then Cvdom ' Cvd oml ' ; else 
• 1f count ry ' country2 ' then Cvdom 'Cvdom2 ' ; else 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
;;- · country ' countryj ' then Cvdom ' Cvdomj ' ; else 
wheré Cvdom 1s the cost (Sf) per volume (100 segment) 
for all doma1ns 1n the g1ven coutry 
1t ' s assumed that all the countr1es (continent) appear1ng 
1n the mapp1ng of doma1ns to countr1es ( "domcount data") 
have a correspond1ng entry 1n th1s file (w1th no spelling 
m1stake). The number of such countr1es be1ng qu1te small, 
th1s assumpt1on doesn ' t seem to restrictive . . . 
- 1t ' s up to you to ma1nta1n a file up to data and consistent 
w1th the file "councost data" conta1n1ng the cost per volume 
and per country 
• Country --> Cvdom (cost 1n SF/lOOsegments) 













/• MSG COST DATA : •/ 
/• This file expla1ns (to you and to SAS) how to calculate the cost of 
a message send through EAN . It 1s meant to be 1ncluded (by SAS 1tself) 
1n the SAS job produc1ng some stat1st1cs related to EAN traff1c 
•I 
1 et nbytes 
btot 
alpha 
■ number or bytes 1n the message 
= number of bytes actually transferred (btot > b due to 
overhead : headers, tra11ers, retransmissions .. . ) 
= factor tak1ng the overhead 1nto account 
we have: btot ■ nbytes • alpha 
the cost or the transrer or a message 1s composed or the cost 
related to the volume transferred and the cost related to the 






we have : 
the cost (1n SF) to transfer 100 segments to a g1ven 
doma1n 
volume cost 1ncurred to transfer btot bytes depend1ng 
on Cvdom 
■ (btot/64)/100 • Cvdom 
the average cost (in Sf) to transrer someth1ng dur1ng 
one minute 
• durat1on cost 1ncurred to transfer btot bytes depend1ng 
on a average duration cost Cavrg and an average 
transm1ss 1on speed or l kpbs. 1. e 100 bytes/sec 
Cdur = (btot/100)/60 • Cavrg 
To summarize 
totcost évol + Cdur 
(btot/64)/100 • Cvdom + (btot/100)/60 • Cavrg 
nbytes •alpha• (Cvdom/6400 + Cavrg/60 00) 
where Ctot 1s the total cost (in SF) 1ncurred to transmit a message 
of nbytes bytes 
! • HERE I S THE PART TH A T Y OU WILL •/ 
/• SE AS LE T O MO DI F Y T O REF IN E THE •/ 
I • T H E A P P R O X I M A T I O N •/ 
/******************************************************* ***************' 
I• •! 
/ •••iit****** 11:•***'n11:•***** .,.,/ 
/••/ alpha ■ 2.5 ; !•• factor tak1ng the overheag 1nto account • / 
! ••! Cavrg ■ 0. 10 ; !•• average cost (1n SF) t o transfer someth lng •/ 
!••••••••••••••••••••••• dur1ng 1 minute •/ 
!• •! 
/*** ** ************************************************* ****************/ 
/• Cvdom has already been calculated by the preced lng SAS macro (ln the 
SAS job) •/ 
totcost ■ nbytes •alpha• (Cvdom/ 6400 + Cavrg/ 6000); 
!• COUNCOST Xedlt : bullds a file of SAS cond1t1onnal SAS statement from 
a text data file contalnlng the mapplng of domains to countries •/ 
"COMMAND EXTRACT /SI ZE" 
f11eslze ■ sl ze . l 
"COMMAND TOP" 




parse upper pull mapcount 




"COMMAND I If country 
"C0tf1AND I then Cvdom 
"COMHAND DOWN" 
"COMMAND I ; " 
"COMMAND FI LE" 
mapcost 
' • ' then do 
"' 11 mapcount 1) '" " 
" 1 mapcost 11 '; else" 
/• Th1s SAS job ls meant to gel from the data sets only that information 
to send through mail for a quick check by the respons1ble •/ 
CMS FILEDEF CONFIG OISK CONFIG TESTE; 
options pageslze ■ lOO lines1ze ■ 79 ; 
data temp3; 
/• gives some conflg data•/ 
set mntht1me .data; 




put event ' on' date' at' lime; 
data temp2; 
file pr1nt; 
set mnthtype .data; 
1f type= ' export' then put ' Number of messages exported 
proc plot data ■exp msg .data; 
plot exp_avg•lastdate• ' • ' / vzero vpos ■ 20; 
t1tle Average number of messages exported per day ; 
data mnthsum2 (keep 
mnthdst2 (keep 
hostdomo host_org dom_orig 
hostdomd host dst dom dest 
nbytes totcost obs numb) 
hostdomd obs_numb); 
format country S20.; 
1nformat country $20.; 
set monthsum .data; 
output mnthdst2; 
f1rstdot ■ lndex(hostdomo, ' . ' ); 
hd ■ hostdomo; 
' type_nb; 
do wh11e (lndex(hd '.' ) -= O); 
lastdot ■ 1ndexlhd, ' . ' ); 
hd ■ substr(hd,i,lastdot-1) Il , _, Il substr(hd,lastdot+l); 
end · 
hosi_org ■ substr(hostdomo,l,firstdot- 1); 
dom_orig = substr(hostdomo, lastdot+l) ; 
flrstdot ■ lndex(hostdomd, ' . ' ); 
hd ■ hostdomd; 
do while (index(hd '.') -= O); 
lastdot ■ lndexlhd,' .'); 
hd ■ substr(hd,l, lastdot-1) 11 , _, 11 substr(hd , lastdot+l); 
end; 
hast dst ■ substr(hostdomd,l,f1rstdot-l) ; 
dom_aest ■ substr(hostdomd, lastdot+l); 
output mnthsum2; 
'********************************************************************** 
• Construct1on of data set summar1z1ng the number of messages • 
• rece1ved, sent and exchanged by CERN hasts • 
**********************************************************************' 
data CERN hst (keep ■ hostdom rece1ved sent xchanged) ; 
set mntlisum2; 
if dom_or1g ■ ' CERN' then do; 
hostdom • hostdomo; 
sent• obs_numb; rece1ved = O; xchanged = obs_numb ; 
output; 
end; 
if dom dest = ' CERN ' then do; 
hostdom = hostdomd; 
received obs numb; sent 
output; -
end; 
proc summary data= CERN_hst; 
class hostdom; 
O; xchanged 
var rece1ved sent xchanged; 
output out=temp_hst sum=received sent xchanged; 
proc sort data= temp_hst; 
by descending xchanged; 
obs_numb; 
data tmp2_hst (keep = hast received sent xchanged): 
set temp hst; 
hast= hostdom; 
/• Read the value of nb cernh (the number of .CERN hasts to list) 
1n the conf1g f11e •7 
X1nclude conf1g; 
1f _N_ -= 1 & _N_ <= nb_cernh+l; 
proc print data= tmp2_hst; 
title Number of messages received, sent and exchanged by .CERN hasts; 
!********************************************************************** 
• Pr1nting the most popular host-doma1n pairs as destination • 
**********************************************************************/ 
proc surnmary data =mnthdst2; 
class hostdomd: 
var obs numb; 
output out= mnthdst3 sum 
proc sort data=mnthdst3; 
by descending obs_numb; 
obs_numb; 
.ata temp_dst (keep = dest obs_numb); 
set mnthdst3; 
dest = hostdomd; 
/• Read the value of nb pop (the number of most popular demains to 
list in the config f1le •/ 
Xinclude config; 
1f _N_ -= 1 & _N_ <= nb_pop+l; 
proc print data=temp_dst; 
t1tle Host popular destination hasts; 
/• Th1s Xedit macro will mod1fy the file it has been called for (the 
f1le SASHAIL LISTING normally), and get all the 11ne begin1ng with 
"l" out of 1t before FIL1ng 1t •/ 
"COl-t1ANO LOCATE : l" 
"COl-t1ANO SET ARBCHAR ON •" 
i = 0 · fini = 0 
do wh1Îe - f1n1 
end 
"COl-t1ANO STACK" 
pull 1 ine 
1f substr(line,1,2) = ' l ' then do 
"Cot111ANO CHANGÉ /•/ /" 
end 
1f 1 -= 0 then do 
end 
"COlflANO I - " 
"COl-t1ANO I - " 
"COl-t1ANO I - " 
"COlflANO 00\./N" 
cleanline = 11 - 11 
1f word(11ne,2) -= ' SAS ' 
then do j=2 to words(l1ne) -
cleanl1ne = clean11ne 
end 
"COl-t-lANO CHflNGE /•/"c 1 ean 11ne 
"COlflANO 00\./N" 
"COl-t1ANO CHANGE /•/ /" 
1 = 1 + l 
"COMI-IANO 00\./N" 
1f rc -= 0 then f1n1 




"COlflANO S TACK" 




Description of the EAN stat1st1c batch job on CERNVH 
21 January 88 
To automate the analys1s of the log f11es produced by EAN act1v1ty, a 
batch job resubmitt1ng 1tself is used. Its funct1on 1s twofold : 
- to analyse the data consist1ng of the log f11es produced by EAN 
tt 
acttvity 
- to produce a report containing the results of the analysis (at 
requested interval) 
Some defintttons 
(the data and command files ment1onned below all can be round on CERNVM, 
account EMSTAT, m1n1d1sk A or 0) 
- input file the file containing the EAN log files that the 
batch Job running on VXGIFT has transferred stnce 
the statlstlc batch Job was last run (th1s file 
was then erased) . This file 1s EANFILE DATA O. 
- data files these files contain data whlch are ltkely to be 
mod 1f ied from t ime to t 1me . They 1nc lude the 
remapp1ngs of host and doma1n names, the name of 
the doma1ns allowed to use CERN gateways, the way 
the cost of the messages are calculated, ... 
Each lime the batch Jub is run, these files are 
processed by an editor macro to produce 
correspond1ng files of SAS statements whi ch will 
be 1ncluded by the SAS 1nterpreler 1n the SAS 
program actually process1ng the EAN data . 
These files are• DATA O. 
- current data sels : these are the SAS data sets conta1n1ng the 
information kept from the EAN log files 
since a report was last produced · (or all 
was manually 1n1t1alized) . 
- yearly data sets : 
- nb_days_to_wait 
These current data sets are somet1mes called 
the monthly data sets (for h1storical reasons 1) 
These are the SAS data seh conta1n1ng the 
1nformat1on kept from the EAN log files since the 
last general 1n1tialization of all the data sets 
(w1th the command INITALL) . A report from them 
can be produced (non destruct1vely) by the command 
SASYEAR . 
parameter found in the begining of the file 
SASBATCH EXEC A and te111ng how many days to 
watt before runn1ng the batch Job agaln 
- nb_tlmes_to_walt: parameter round in the beglnlng of the file 
SASBATCH EXEC A and te 11 ing how many t lmes to 
only process the data before produclng a report 
- responslble 
Some deta 11 s 
the responsible for the batch Job ts the person 
wh1ch wtll rece1ve an E-mail message generated 
by the batch Job 1tself when : 
- a report has been produced (and prlnted) 
- there was a problem durtng the execut1on 
of the batch Job 
The responstble is also supposed to monitor the 
proper execution of the batch Job (in particular, 
tts correct auto resubmission) . lt ' s also likely 
that th1s person will matntatn th1s application 
tn general, and in parttcular wtll mod1fy some 
parameters. The data files wtll probably also be 
updated by the responstble when necessary . 
Each lime 1t wakes up, the batch Job calls a routine which will take the 
input file and ask SAS (Stattst1cal Analysis Srstem) to analyse it and 
add the data produced (in a compressed form) to the SAS data sets 
contatntng the data produced dur1ng the prevtous analyses . 
The batch Job's file 1s SASBATCH EXEC . lt can be found on m1n1disk A of 
· ~ CERNVl1 account EMSTAT. The source code ts wrttten 1n REXX . A copy of 
! source code ts tncluded in the attachment . 
The parameter nb_days_to_watt tells the batch job how many days to wait 
before waking up. 
The batch job produces a prtnted report of the data tt has accumulated sa 
far when tt ' s ttme ta do sa . It knows the right time has came by checking 
the proper parameter (nb_t1mes_to_wa1t) against the value stored in the 
files TIMES DATA D. The parameter nb_ttmes_to_watt says how many limes to 
stmply analyse the data and add il ta the current SAS data sets before 
productng (and prtnttng) a report . 
Each lime the batch job is execuled, a value is read from the file TIMES 
DATA O (which conlains only that value) telling how many limes the batch 
job has been running stnce thts value was lasl reinttialtsed. Thal value, 
after havtng been 1ncremented, ts checked agatnst the value of the 
parameter nb ttmes to watt. If 1t's less, then the updated value ts 
wrttten back -ta thë fîle and nothtng more happens. If 11 1s equal (or 
greater, in case of errer, change 1n the parameter value, or somelh1ng 
else). then a report concern1ng the current data in the SAS data sets 1s 
produced and pr1nled and a summary of 11 ts sent to the respons1ble for 
lh1s job. 
Before dotng the actual analysts of the input file, the batch job must 
have access la the m1n1d1sk conta1n1ng the data files (1nclud1ng the 
input file). If 11 can ' t access that d1sk (the Main reason be1ng that the 
m1n1d1sk 1s currently wrtte locked, for instance 1f someone 1s logged on 
or has OISConnected w1thout havtng OROPped the m1ntd1sk tn question), 
then a warn1ng message 1s sent to the respons1ble and the batch 1s s1mply 
resubm1tted for the next lime. 
The Input file 1s the file EANFILE DATA O wh1ch conta1ns the EAN log 
files produced on VXGIFT. Each day (normally), the batch job whose name 
ts EANROOT :[COH]RENAME_LOGS.COH on VXGIFT sends the EAN log file of the 
prev1ous dey ta CERNVl1 and appends 1t to the file EANFILE DATA O of the 
account EMSTAT 1f th1s file ex1sts or creates that file 1f 11 doesn ' t 
already extst . 
When the analysts of the input file has been done, the file, after hav1ng 
been copied 111 another file, is deleted . Keep1ng the previous version of 
the input file is just a measure of security, but t here is no automat1c 
procedure of recovery 1n case of problems (sorry 1) . The only way to use 
1t 1s to understand what the batch job does , to understand a 11ttle of 
VH/ CHS, and of course you also need a problem . 
At the end of the execut1on of the batch job, the latter resubmit itself 
w1th the follow1ng options. It w111 have to wake up nb days to wait days 
from today, at 7. 30 am (to have the latest news s1nce - the EAN- data file 
should arrive every day at about 7.00 am) . Ils class will be class S, 
class S (th1s means a maximum of 4 minutes of CPU lime), and 1t w111 be 
asked for certain files not to be returned (otherwlse , the batch machine 
returns all the files rema1ning on ils A disk at the end of execution. 
There 1s also an option 1n the · batch subm1ss1on command 1 lne spec1fy1ng 
that the batch must be run on the CERNVH CPU, not the default SIEMENS 
CP U, j ust because CERN has the license to run SAS on the f1rst CPU, not 
on the se cond, and that by default , batch jobs are submitted on the 
SIEMENS CPU . 
Oe t alls of the routine contro11ng the actual analys1s by SAS 
The SASIIEEKB Rexx routine 1s in charge of the ac tua 1 ana lys is of the 
data . It has to access the SAS m1nld1sk, request a temporary work 
m1n1d1sk to VH (and do 1t 1n such a manner that if there is a temporary 
shortage of such a resource, 1t waits a spec1f1ed number of l imes dur1ng 
a spec if1ed number of minutes before givi ng up and exiting wi th an error 
code wh1ch w111 be used by the ca111ng Rexx routine (SASBATCH) to send a 
warning message to the respons1ble) . Then , 1t creates files of SAS 
statements from the data files conta1n1ng information such as how to 
remap hast and domain names . how to calculate messages costs and so on . 
These f11es will be 1ncluded 1n the SAS programs at execut1on lime. Then 
the SAS program 1tself 1s called. 
Oetails of the error/warning routine 
The 1/ARNING Rexx routine 1s called when there 1s a problem in the batch 
•nb (or at least where I thought thelr could be an error) and 1s passed 
error code from which a simple message explainin~ the cause of the 
. . oblem 1s generated. This message 1s then sent to a responsible ' whose 
name is specif1ed as a constant (eas1er for you to change when it ' s a 
constant 1) at the begin1ng of the routine . 
How to gel yearly statist1cs 7 
The Rexx cornmand SASYEAR produces a report from the data accumulated 
surnmar1zed) s1nce the last t1me the yearly data was initialized 
below) . It everyth1ng went wel 1, you are asked whether you want 
report pr1nted or not . 




The Rexx cornmand controlling the execut1on of the batch job 1s SASBATCH . 
But when you have a closer look at the cornmand (re)subm1tting the batch 
job (either 1n the cornmand (re)launching 1t (SBATCH), or at · the end of 
SASBATCH 1tself (to resubm1t 1t for the next lime)), you can see that the 
job file wh1ch 1s submitted to the batch machine 1s CALLBTCH (the cornmand 
do1ng th1s be1ng BATCH SUBHIT (<options>) CALLBTCH) . If you invest1gate 
further, you can see that the only thing CALLBTCH do 1s to call SASBATCH 
(command : EXEC SASBATCH), nothing more . 1/hy not call SASBATCH d1rectly, 
then 7 
The reason is that, at the end of execution, the batch job resubmits 
1tself, wh1ch means sends a copy of the file conta1n1ng the batch 
cornmands to the batch machine . The trouble is that the first thing the 
'-tch machine does when starting a job is to copy that file on ils 
, id1sk A. Thus, if between two executions of the batch job, you modify 
we file SASBATCH EXEC, the modifications won ' t be taken 1nto account, 
s1nce at the end of execut1on, the batch machine w111 be resubm1ted a 
copy of the file 1t just executed . 1/hy 7 8ecause even if you have an 
updated version of SASBATH EXEC on your m1nidisk, the search order for a 
file, 1n part1cular for SASBATCH EXEC, starts at min1disk A. So, when 
it ' s t1me to send that file to the batch machine for resubmlssion, the 
file 1s round on minid1sk A, which conta1ns the older version of SASBATCH 
EXEC 1) . Thanks to the intermediate command CALLBTCH, it ' s this file 
(CALLBTtH EXEC) which 1s copied on the batch machine ' s minidisk A (no 
problem, th1s file is never mod1fied 1), and 1t' s only at execution lime 
that the file SASBATCH is read (not cop1ed) from your disk . So, you can 
be sure your latest updates will be taken 1nto account . 
How to stop the batch job 7 
ln case of problems, 1t may be necessary to stop the batch job, i . e . to 
"kill" the job which is planned to run 1n some lime from now . This could 
be the case when there was some problem and you have been warned be the 
batch job itself. Normally, in such cases, the batch job simply warns you 
and resubm1t itself for the next day . If, after hav1ng f1xed the problem, 
you want the batch job to execute 1rnmed1ately, you f1rst have to gel r1d 
of ils occurence wh1ch has already been programmed to run for the next 
day (in this example) . 
So , you f1rst have to ask the 11st of the batch jobs (yours 1) which are 
currently wa1t1ng to execute, what you can do be the command BATCH QUERY . 
Then, the batch monitor answers with the list of those wa1t1ng jobs (1n 
this case, there 1s normally one such job) . You spot the 10 of the job 
(which must be someth1ng 11ke OHExxx, where xxx 1s a number), and then 
you purge the job by BATCH PURGE OHExxx . The batch monitor then kills the 
job from 1ts queue, and you ' re ready to read the next section . 
How to (re)launch 1t 7 
! 4 
To launch the batch job the f1rst t1 ~e (or to relaunch it after some 
event cause the halting of the resubm1ss1on process), use the command 
SBATCH wh1ch w111 start il properly . You can spec1fy the date (format 
MM/00) as f1rst parameter and the t1me (format hh:mm) as second 
parameter . If ne1ther is spec1 f1ed, NOW 15 assumed (notas the parameter, 
but has the lime you want to launch 1t ! ) . If only the date 1s spec1f1ed, 
the lime 1s defaulted to 7.30 am. 
How to 1n1t1a11ze the data sets 7 
Yo u can select1vely 1n1t1al1ze ( th is mea ns clear, reset to zero. erase) 
the EAN data sets conta1n1ng e1ther the current data only (Rexx command 
MNTHINIT), or the yea r ly data only (Rexx command YEARINIT), or all the 
EAN data , monthly and yearly (Rexx command INI TALL) . 
Normally, only the INITALL command 1s supposed to be used, for example at 
the begin1ng of a new year , to restar t the stat1stics from scratch and 
forget al I about the past. The command MNTHINIT 15 prov1ded to deal w1th 
cases (hopefully not to f requent) 11ke when there has been a problem w1th 
the execut1on of the batch job dur1ng th 1s ' per1od ' and that you would 
like to manually reprocess the da ta for th1s per1od only, w1thout 
affect1ng the yearly data . This 1s howe ver not really recommand ed .. . 
By the way, BEWARE of these commands 
What k1nd of messages are you 11kely to rece1ve 7 
You are 11kely to rece1ve two k1nds of me ssages from the batch job. The 
f1rst k1nd 1s the message 1nd1cat1ng that a report has been produced and 
g1v1ng you a summary of the information you w111 be able to f1nd 
deta111ed 1n the report (wh1ch has nor~ally been pr1nted on the pr1nter 
of the 2nd floor) . 
The second k1nd of messa9es 1s error messages . These warn you that 
someth1ng wrong happened du r 1ng the execut1on of the batch job . for the 
moment, these mes sages are the follow 1ng : 
· problem of work space : to be able to process a large amount of data , 
~As needs a lot of memory. This latter 1s requested from the operat1ng 
system dynam1cally, dur1ng execution of the batch job, before ca111ng 
SAS. This memory is requested 1n the form of an add1t1onal ( temporary) 
m1n1d1sk, on which SAS can store 1t' s temporary work files . Since the 
requested ressource (1n a large quant1ty 1) 1s not always available 1 the batch jobs, 1f not granted the requested memory, wa its for a while 1that 
you can determ1ne by chang1ng the parameter mm 1n the file SASBATCH EXEC) 
and then retries unt11 1t gels what 1t asked, or until the 11mit on the 
number of retr1es 1s reached (11mit t hat you can set by mod1fy1ng the 
parameter retries 1n the f11e SASWEEKB). Each lime 1t retr1es. the batch 
job sends you a message say1ng 1t w11I retry 1n a wh11e . If the 11m1t of 
re tries 1s reached, Il sends you another message 1nd1cating 1t g1ves up 
for today, and w111 try aga1n tomorrow . 
- problem of input file : 1f the batch job doesn ' t f1nd a file called 
EANFILE OATA on the m1n1disk O of EMSTAT, you rece1ve th1s message . 
Apparently, th1s would be caused by the fact that no log would have been 
transferred from Vl<GIFT s1nce the last production of a report (and 
eras1ng of the f11e EANFILE OATA 0) . Haybe there was also a problem w1th 
INTERLINK, or s1mply the d1sk was wr1te -locked when INTERLINK tr1ed to 
transfer the f11e 
- problem of locked m1n1d1sk : before do1ng anyth1ng , the 
must ensure 1t can access 1n wr1te mode the m1n1d1sk on wh1ch 
wr1te the data sets it will produce . If it's not possible, you 
il qu1te soon 1 
batch job 
1t 1s ta 
w111 know 
List of the f11es related ta the EAN statist1c analys1s 
NB : all these files can be round on the EHSTAT account on CERNVH . 




YEAR IN 1T EXEC 
INITALL EXEC 







Exec's called by other exec ' s 
CALLBTCH EXEC A 
SASBATCH EXEC A 
SASWEEKB EXEC A 
WARNING EXEC A 
SAS f 11es 
---------
SASWEEK SAS A 
SASHONTH SAS A 
SASYEAR SAS A 
SASHAIL SAS A 
MNTHINIT SAS A 
YEARINIT SAS A 
launches the batch job 
controls the production of a yearly report 
1n1t1a11zes the monthly (current) EAN data 
sets 
init1a11zes the yearly EAN data sets 
in1t1a11zes all the EAN data sets 
1n1t1a11zes the yearly EAN data sets 
calls SASBATCH and does noth1ng more 
controls the batch job execut1on 
controls t he analys1s of the input data 
SAS each t1me the batch job 1s called 
by 
warns the responsible that a problem arose 
during the execution of the batch job 
analyses t he input file and produces SAS 
data sets containin~ the summarized info 
produces a report f le from the current SAS 
data sets 
produces a report f11e from 
data sets 
the yearly SAS 
produces a summary of the report from the 
current SAS data sets 
in1tializes the current SAS data sets 
(ori~inally called monthl!) 
1n1t alizes the yearly SA data sets 
l( 
Input f11e (contalns the data to analyse) 
EANFILE DATA D EAN log f Ile 
Data files (to parametrlze the SAS analysls) 
DOHCOUNT DATA D 
COUNCOST OATA D 
HOST DATA D 
DOMAIN DATA D 
HOSTOOM DATA D 
ALLO\,/EO DATA D 
MSG_COST DATA D 
CONFIG DATA D 
TIMES DATA D 
EMSTAT DATADISK D 
conta1ns the mapp1ng of a doma1n name to 
the correspondlng superdoma1n, country and 
flag te111ng If 1t ' s costlng somethlng or 
not to send a message there 
contalns the cost per volume per country 
depending on host names 
conta1ns the remapp1ng of host names 
conta1ns the remapp1ng of doma1n names 
contains the mapplng of doma1n names 
contains the names of the domains allowed 
to use CERN gateways 
contalns the deta11ed way to calculate the 
cost assoc1ated to each message 
contalns mlscellaneous parameters 11ke 
the year and the number of most popular 
hosts to keep ln the reports 
contalns only one string representlng 
the number of limes the batch job has 
been run since tlds str ing value was 
last reset to 0 
thls file is a dummy file which is there 
Just to be able to identlfy the EHSTAT 
data d1sk 
Xedlt files (to create SAS statement files from the data files) 
NB : all these files are used by Xedit to transform the correspond1ng 
f11es to SAS statements lncluded ln the SAS job al execut1on lime . 
CONFIG XEDIT A 
SASM/\IL XEDIT A 
YEAR XEDlT A 
ALLO',/ED XEDIT A 
DOMCOUNT XEO 1T A 
COUNCOST XEDIT A 
HOSTDOH XEDIT A 
HOST XEDIT A 
DOMAIN XEDIT A 





















EANBATCH HEHO A 
contalns the data relative to the 
progression of the number of average 
messages exported per day 
conta1ns the date and tlme of the flrst 
and last message 1n the current data sets 
contalns the date and time of the f1rst 
and last message in the yearly data sets 
contalns the types and t he assoc1ated 
occurence number for the messages 1n the 
current data sets 
conta1ns the types and the assoclated 
occurence number for the messages ln the 
yearly data sets 
contalns the errer messages (address format 
or demain unknown) found in the last 
messages processed 
contains the 1llegal messages found in the 
last messages processed 
contains t~e data relative to the last 
messages processed (in a compressed form) 
conta1ns the data relative to all the 
messages processed s1nce the last general 
1n1t1alization 
: details the working of the batch job 
